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Abstract

In this thesis, I describe two trapping experiments: the magnetic trapping of

atomic chromium and the magnetic trapping of molecular calcium monohydride. Ex-

perimental work with molecular vanadium monoxide will also be discussed.

Building on previous work trapping atomic europium, the calcium monohydride

experiment was a successful demonstration of the feasibility of magnetically trapping

a neutral molecule. We studied the dynamics of our molecular cooling and trapping

techniques. In addition, cold molecule-atom interactions were explored in the CaH–

He system at sub-Kelvin temperatures.

VO was employed in our first attempt, which failed, to magnetically trap a

molecule. The reasons for the experiment’s failure were investigated, and various

properties of VO measured at low temperatures.

The chromium experiment was designed to cool trapped chromium atoms with the

goal of creating a coexisting Bose-Einstein condensate and degenerate Fermi gas. The

experimental plan was to use buffer-gas loading to magnetically trap large numbers

of fermion and boson isotopes of chromium, and then use evaporative cooling to

increase the phase space density until degeneracy was reached. Although we have not

yet reached quantum degeneracy, we were able to trap and evaporatively cool both

desired isotopes simultaneously and measure relevant chromium–chromium collisional

properties. These results illuminate some of the broader issues involved with our

cryogenics-based experimental techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The central goals of this thesis are the cooling and magnetic trapping of atoms and

molecules, the study of atomic and molecular collisions, and the formation of an

atomic Bose-Einstein condensate and degenerate Fermi gas.

1.1 Atom trapping and cooling

Atom trapping (the confinement of atoms in vacuum via electromagnetic fields) and

atom cooling are symbiotic. Trapping atoms aids in their subsequent cooling, but

atoms must be cooled in order to be efficiently trapped.

The primary motivation behind trapping and cooling is to approach the “experi-

mental ideal” of an unperturbed species at rest in space. This will improve spectro-

scopic sensitivity by reducing motional (Doppler) effects and increasing interaction

times. Through appropriate trapping and cooling, one can reduce the usual sources

of spectal line broadening and shifts that arise from atomic motions. But in addition

to these spectroscopic improvements, remarkable new phenomena have been observed

in trapped and cooled atoms.

Ion trapping

The field of neutral atom trapping is predated by the closely related field of ion trap-

ping. Ion traps provide both isolation from the environment and long interaction

times: ideal conditions for spectroscopic measurements. By confining an electron

in a Penning trap, its magnetic moment (specifically, the electron g-factor, a num-

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

ber of great consequence) was measured to unprecedented precision [1]. Similarly,

trapped and cryogenically cooled atomic ions have allowed mass spectroscopy at an

accuracy greater than one part per billion [2]. Optical and microwave spectroscopy of

both atomic and molecular ions also benefit from trapping [3]. For example, optical

spectroscopy of a single laser-cooled ion in an rf ion trap has afforded sub-dekahertz

spectroscopic precision and a fractional accuracy approaching 10−14 [4]. This tech-

nical achievement will likely play a significant role in future generations of atomic

clocks.

But the experimental control offered by ion traps has done much more than im-

prove spectroscopic measurements, and has allowed the creation and observation of

exciting quantum-mechanical phenomena. For example, a combination of cooling and

trapping techniques has made it possible to deterministically control not only the in-

ternal and external state of trapped ions, but also the interaction between them.

This has been used to create a quantum-mechanical entangled state. With these

techniques, a four-ion “Schrödinger cat” maximally entangled state has been created

in an ion trap [5]. This is an explicit demonstration of the nonlocal character of quan-

tum mechanics, and has possible applications in multi-particle intereferometry. When

combined with the long decoherence times of ion traps, this engineered entanglement

is an important step towards the development of quantum computing [6].

The Achilles’ heel of ion traps is their particle number. In a typical ∼cm sized

trap, it is impractical to store more than 106 ions [3]. Additionally, because of the

strong coulomb repulsion between ions, trapped ions perturb each other tremendously.

This coulombic repulsion also limits the ion density obtainable. Neutral atoms do not

suffer from these limitations.

Neutral atom trapping

The field of cooling and trapping of neutral atoms quickly proved to be extremely

fruitful. Cooled neutral atoms are used in atom interferometry [7] and atom lithogra-

phy [8]. The current generation of atomic clocks use trapped and cooled atoms as an

atomic source [9]. Studies of ultracold atoms have improved atomic spectroscopy and

aided not only in the measurement of single-atom properties, but also of long-range

interatomic molecular potentials [10, 11].

Atom trapping and cooling have given rise to a new field of study: ultracold atomic
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collisions. At sufficiently low temperatures, atomic collisions are highly quantum

mechanical in nature, and differ from “usual” atomic collisions in a variety of ways

[12]. As described by Thad Walker and Paul Feng in “Measurements of collisions

between laser-cooled atoms”,

Cold and ultracold collisions occupy a strategic position at the intersec-
tion of several powerful themes of current research in chemical physics,
in atomic, molecular, and optical physics, and even in condensed mat-
ter. The nature of these collisions bears critically on optical manipulation
of inelastic and reactive processes, precision measurement of molecular
and atomic properties, matter-wave coherences and quantum-statistical
condensates of dilute, weakly interacting atoms. [13]

Additionally, these ultracold atomic collisions often can be strongly “tuned” through

the use of external fields and other means [14].

Finally, perhaps the most exciting product of the trapping and cooling of neutral

atoms is the creation of quantum degenerate atomic gases: Bose-Einstein condensates

and degenerate Fermi gases.

1.2 Bose-Einstein condensates

Bose-Einstein condensation is a consequence of quantum-mechanical identical particle

symmetry and statistical mechanics. If the phase-space density1 of a weakly inter-

acting boson gas exceeds the threshold value of 2.612, the system undergoes a phase

transition and a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) forms: a macroscopic number of

particles occupy the ground quantum-mechanical state [15].

Atomic BEC’s were first seen in alkali atom systems [16, 17, 18], followed by atomic

hydrogen [19] and metastable helium [20, 21]. These achievements have met with con-

siderable acclaim. Although manifestations of BEC had previously been observed in

superfluid helium and superconductivity, atomic BEC’s provide powerful experimen-

tal capabilities to manipulate and study them in great detail and are amenable to

theoretical analysis because the interatomic interactions are relatively weak [22]. Ad-

ditionally, as described by Ketterle, Durfee, and Stamper-Kurn in “Making, probing

1The peak phase space density of a thermal distribution is equal to the atom
density times the cube of the thermal deBroglie wavelength: D = nλ3

dB , where λdB =√
2π�/mkBT .
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and understanding Bose-Einstein condensates”,

The realization of Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute atomic gases achieved
several long-standing goals. First, neutral atoms were cooled into the low-
est energy state, thus exerting ultimate control over the motion and posi-
tion of atoms, limited only by Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation. Second,
a coherent macroscopic sample of atoms all occupying the same quan-
tum state was generated, leading to the realization of atom lasers, devices
which generate coherent matter waves. Third, degenerate quantum gases
were produced with properties quite different from the quantum liquids
3He and 4He. This provides a testing ground for many-body theories of
the dilute Bose gas which were developed many decades ago but never
tested experimentally. BEC of dilute atomic gases is a macroscopic quan-
tum phenomenon with similarities to superfluidity, superconductivity and
the laser. [23]

Despite the short period of time (less than a decade) since they were first observed,

atomic BEC’s have exhibited a wealth of interesting phenomena and found application

in a wide variety of experiments. For example, the formation, coherence, and collapse

of the condensate have been studied [24, 25, 26, 27]. Superfluidity and the structure

of a highly-ordered vortex lattice inside the superfluid condensate have been observed

[28, 29]. The condensate is a coherent matter wave and has been used to produce

an atom laser [30]. Both coherent matter wave amplification and nonlinear 4-wave

mixing effects have been seen [31, 32]. Additionally, BEC’s have been vital to a

variety of seemingly unrelated atomic physics experiments, such as high resolution

molecular spectroscopy and the generation of highly number-squeezed atomic states

[33, 34]. The field of atomic Bose condensates is an exciting and active field which

shows no signs of abating.

Production of Bose-Einstein condensates

The most common experimental method currently used to produce an atomic BEC is

the following: atoms are initially laser cooled, magnetically trapped, and brought to

quantum degeneracy through evaporative cooling.2 A central goal of this thesis is to

2These three techniques are discussed in Sections 1.5, 2.1, and Section 2.4, re-
spectively. Other successful experimental paths to BEC replace the magnetic trap
by an optical trap [35] or replace the intial laser-cooling step with cryogenic surface
thermalization (as discussed in Section 1.5) [19].
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explore the feasibility and potential advantages of using buffer-gas loading (Section

2.2) as the intial step in the creation of a quantum degenerate gas.

1.3 Degenerate Fermi gases

As the phase-space density of a weakly interacting Fermi gas approaches unity, its

behavior deviates from that of a classical gas. For fermions, the consequence of iden-

tical particle symmetry in the degenerate regime is the formation of a “filled Fermi

sphere”: states with energy less than the Fermi energy (EF ) have an occupation num-

ber approaching unity, states with energy greater than EF have occupation number

approaching zero [15]. Perhaps the most famous example of this phenomenon is the

behavior of conduction electrons in a metal.

By using experimental techniques similar to those used to create atomic Bose-

Einstein condensates, degenerate Fermi gases have recently been created in a variety

of atomic systems [36, 37, 38]. The current state of the art for these degenerate Fermi

gases is a atom number of N � 106, temperatures approaching 20% of the Fermi

temperature, and Fermi energies as high as 1 µK.

The field of degenerate atomic Fermi gases is quite young, and many interesting

phenomena are expected. Many of these effects are closely related to the modification

of the the “available phase space” within the filled Fermi sphere. Because two identical

Fermions cannot occupy the same quantum-mechanical state, the presence of the filled

Fermi sphere strongly affects any atomic process in which the atom’s motional state

might be changed.

One consequence of the Fermi sphere is the suppression of collisions: because

there are no available states for atoms to scatter into, atom-atom collisions are sup-

pressed.3 This effect has been experimentally observed by DeMarco, Papp, and Jin

in Reference [39].

There should be similar consequences for light-scattering. Much as cavity quantum

electrodynamics modifies the interaction of light with atoms by manipulating the

structure of the photon phase-space [40], a Fermi degenerate gas will change the

light scattering properties of an atom by modifying the available atomic phase-space

3This collisional transparency occurs only for collision energies E � EF , of course.
Collsions of energy E � EF are unaffected.
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[41, 42, 43, 44]. Such linewidth-narrowing effects have not yet been observed, and

require a large Fermi energy (EF � ER, the photon recoil energy) to play a significant

role in light scattering.

The more exotic phenomenon of Cooper-pairing is expected to arise in atomic

Fermi degenerate gases at very low temperatures. Below a certain critical temperature

(which depends strongly on the atom-atom interactions in the Fermi degenerate gas),

a BCS-like phase transition to a superfluid state is expected to occur [45, 46]. This

is analogous to the condensed-matter phenomenon of superconductivity, which arises

from the interaction of a degenerate Fermi gas of electrons in a metal. While there are

a variety of proposed methods for creating a Cooper-pairing mechanism in an atomic

Fermi gas, they uniformly require a combination of low temperatures, a high Fermi

energy, and large atom-atom interactions [47, 48, 49, 50]. These conditions have not

yet been realized in the laboratory.

The experimental goal of our chromium experiment is to achieve Fermi degener-

acy with a large number of tightly confined magnetically trapped 53Cr atoms. The

combination of large number and tight confinement will result in a large Fermi energy,

which is favorable for observing the effects of Fermi degeneracy. Additionally, we aim

to create an ultra-high vaccum environment, which may help in achieving lower Fermi

gas temperatures [51].

1.4 Molecule trapping

Just as the cooling and trapping of ions and neutral atoms has lead to a wealth of

important new physics, the trapping and cooling of molecules will likely open up new

areas of ultracold molecular physics and, perhaps, chemistry.

As with atoms, a key motivation behind cooling molecules is simply to slow them

down. As a gas of molecules is cooled, their average velocity is decreased and the

spread of their molecular velocities narrowed. Thus, cooling allows longer measure-

ments (because the molecules move out of the measuring apparatus more slowly) and

reduces the Doppler broadening due to the velocity spread. Both of these effects lead

to more sensitive measurements and improved molecular spectroscopy.

This is important not only for studying molecular physics, but also for studying

fundamental physics. The internal structure of certain molecules provides an ideal

“laboratory” for sensitive measurements of fundamental physical quantities. For ex-
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ample, highly polar paramagnetic molecules are ideal for searches for the electron’s

electric dipole moment, a currently undetected physical quantity of significant conse-

quence for fundamental physics [52]. Such experiments are currently underway, using

the heavy, polar, and paramagnetic molecules YbF and PbO [53, 54]. The ability to

produce large numbers of ultracold molecules could potentially greatly improve such

measurements.

Additionally, we expect the collisional properties of ultracold molecules to be of

significant interest. Like ultracold atoms, the large de Broglie wavelengths of colliding

ultracold molecules will result in non-classical collisional properties. But the internal

structure of molecules is more complex than that of atoms, and two colliding molecules

can undergo chemical reactions [55]. For these reasons, one would expect the field of

ultracold molecular collisions to be richer than that of atoms [56, 57, 58].

The molecular trapping work in this thesis is a preliminary step towards these

goals.

1.5 Comparison of atom and molecule cooling meth-

ods

In the experimental work of this thesis, atoms and molecules are cooled for trapping

via a technique called buffer-gas loading. In the present section, we discuss many

methods of producing cold atoms and molecules which were not employed in this

thesis. It is important to consider these other techniques to understand how the work

of this thesis fits into the fields of ultracold molecules and neutral atom trapping.

Laser cooling

The first demonstrated and most widely used method of cooling neutral atoms for

magnetic trapping is laser cooling [59, 60]. Laser cooling is a remarkably powerful

technique which has been implemented in many different ways [61, 62, 63]. It is

commonly used not only to prepare atoms for magnetic trapping, but to provide a

high-intensity, low energy source of neutral atoms for a wide variety of atomic physics

experiments.

Laser cooling cools atoms by resonantly scattering appropriately tuned laser light.

Each scattered photon gives the atom an ∼ �k momentum kick and slows the atom’s
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motion. However, because the momentum of a single photon is so small, thousands

of photons must be scattered in order to slow an atom from the high temperatures at

which they are typically produced (on the order of 1000 K) to the cold temperatures

(on the order of 1 K) required for trapping. For laser cooling to work efficiently,

each time the atom scatters a photon, it must return (or be returned) to its origi-

nal internal state so that it can repeat the light scattering process. This limits the

applicability of laser cooling to those atoms with a reliable “cycling transition” at a

laser-accessible wavelength. And while there are multiple atoms for which laser cool-

ing works beautifully, the complicated rotational and vibrational internal structure

of molecules precludes using laser cooling.

In addition to this limitation on which species laser cooling can be applied to, there

are limits to the densities and numbers of atoms that can be obtained through laser

cooling. The optical density of the atomic cloud, inelastic collisions between ground-

state and excited-state atoms, and laser power requirements all place limitations on

the number or density of atoms obtainable through laser cooling.

The current state of the art for the number of atoms that can be laser cooled for

magnetic trapping is the magneto-optical trap (MOT). The “dark SPOT” variant of

the MOT has been demonstrated to (when fed by a high-intensity atomic beam cooled

by a Zeeman slower) trap up to N ∼ 5 × 1010 atoms at a density of 7 × 1011 cm−3

and a temperature of ∼ 1 mK [64]. It should be possible to transfer these atoms into

a magnetic trap with efficiency of order unity.

The state of the art phase-space density D which can be achieved by laser cooling

is shy of quantum degeneracy, but still quite high. “Laser Raman sideband cooling”

has achieved D ∼ 0.01 with N ∼ 108 at a density of ∼ 1012 cm−3 and a temperature

below 1 µK [65, 66]. Doppler cooling of optically trapped strontium on a forbidden

optical transition has produced D ≥ 0.1, but with the comparatively smaller number

N ∼ 105 [67].

Cryogenic surface thermalization

Atomic hydrogen can be cooled for magnetic trapping through thermalization with

a superfluid helium film on a cryogenically cooled surface [68, 69]. The current state

of the art for this cooling method is 1014 magnetically trapped hydrogen atoms at

a temperature of 40 mK [70]. While this technique can be used to trap many more
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atoms than laser cooling methods, it is readily applicable only to atomic hydrogen,

as hydrogen’s binding properties to superfluid helium are unique.

Producing cold molecules

Neither laser cooling nor cryogenic surface thermalization have yet to be successful in

the cooling or trapping of molecules. However, a variety of techniques have recently

achieved this goal in different molecular systems.

Molecular beam deceleration

A molecular expansion cools molecules by allowing a gas of molecules to expand out

of a nozzle into vacuum, and is a standard tool of molecular spectroscopy [71]. This

process can produce a beam of molecules which are vibrationally and rotationally

cold and translationally cold with respect to each other, but which all have a very

high forward velocity. Because of this peculiar “monochromatic” velocity distribu-

tion, specialized methods can be used to decelerate these high velocity molecules in

order to potentially capture them with a trap. For example, a molecular beam was

slowed mechanically: the nozzle emitting the molecules was simply moved in the di-

rection opposite the molecular flow, producing slower-moving molecules [72]. With

this technique,

In other work, pulsed electric fields (on the order of 100 kV cm−1) have been used

to slow down a pulsed beam of polar molecules via the molecular Stark shift. With

this technique, a pulse of metastable carbon monoxide molecules was decelerated by a

series of 63 pulsed electric fields, slowing the beam from 225 m/s to 98 m/s [73, 74]. In

subsequent work, ammonia molecules in a pulsed beam were decelerated and loaded

into an electrostatic trap. Approximately 105 molecules were trapped at a density

n ≥ 106 cm−3 and temperature T ≤ 0.35 K. The molecules were then lost from the

trap on a timescale of 0.2 s, presumably from collisions with background gas in the

vacuum chamber [75].

Photoassociation

An entirely different approach to producing cold molecules is through molecular pho-

toassociation. This elegant technique circumvents the entire problem of directly cool-

ing molecules. In ultracold photoassociation, the atomic constituents of the target
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molecule are cooled and ultracold molecules are built directly out of the ultracold

atoms. Simple atom-atom collisions alone cannot form a molecule, even if the reac-

tion is energetically favorable. A third body is needed to remove the excess energy

and make the reaction possible. Typically, this ”catalyst” is a third atom or a photon.

In photoassociation, the latter is used to actively form molecules out of individual

atoms [76, 77].

The reaction is driven by using a laser to excite two adjacent atoms into an ex-

cited state of a bound molecule. The excited molecule will eventually release its extra

energy by emitting another photon, a process which will (randomly) produce either

a bound molecule or revert the molecule into two unbound atoms. Photoassociation

experiments have been conducted with a wide variety of atoms, and ultracold ground

state K2 and Cs2 molecules have recently been observed to be produced by photoasso-

ciation [78, 79]. State of the art production rates are on the order of 106 molecules per

second (in a variety of rovibrational states), at translational temperatures of hundreds

of µK.

Greater efficiency and control can be had over the reaction by using a second

laser to actively drive the excited molecule into its ground state. By using stimulated

emission rather than spontaneous emission, one can not only increase the likelihood

that a molecule is produced, but also use the second laser frequency to select its

specific rotational and vibrational state [80, 81, 33].

If photoassociation is conducted inside a trapping potential, the ultracold molecules

produced will be trapped. In preliminary experiments, tens of ultracold molecules

were trapped [82]. It is expected that with improved production rates, this initial

trapping number will soon be greatly increased.

As a side note, we note that photoassociation of ultracold atoms is important

not only as a source of ultracold molecules but also as a valuable spectroscopic tool.

Photoassociation spectra can provide extremely precise measurements of the inter-

atomic interaction of the molecule’s constituent atoms. This has been a vital tool in

understanding ultracold atomic collisions [13].

Buffer-gas loading

In this thesis, we use buffer-gas loading to magnetically trap neutral atoms and

molecules. Described at length in Section 2.2, buffer-gas loading is a cryogenic tech-
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nique which offers significant advantages for neutral particle trapping. The principle

virtues of buffer-gas loading are its applicability to a wide variety of both atoms and

molecules, and its ability to cool and trap large numbers of them. As described in

this thesis, the current state of the art for atomic buffer-gas loading is N ∼ 1012

magnetically trapped atoms at a temperature of ∼ 1 K. With molecules, we have

achieved N ∼ 108 magnetically trapped molecules at a temperature of ∼ 0.4 K.

Buffer-gas loading as a means of trapping molecules

Of the three techniques demonstrated to produce trapped molecules (photoassocia-

tion, pulsed-electric-field beam deceleration, and buffer-gas loading), each is applica-

ble to a different set of molecules. Photoassociation can create only those molecues

whose constituent atoms can be precooled; so far, its use has been limited to alkali

dimers. Pulsed-electric-field beam deceleration is only applicable to polar molecules

with significant Stark shifts. Buffer-gas loading is applicable to magnetic molecules,

the majority of which cannot be practically addressed by these other techniques.

The number and density of molecules trapped through buffer-gas loading are much

greater than what has been achieved through other methods. The current transla-

tional temperatures obtained through buffer-gas loading are comparable to those of

pulsed-electric-field beam deceleration, but significantly hotter than those achieved

in photoassociation. Potentially, evaporative cooling could be used to further cool

buffer-gas loaded, magnetically-trapped molecules.

Buffer-gas loading as a means of trapping atoms

The number and density of atoms trapped by buffer-gas loading are higher than can

currently be achieved through laser cooling. Only cryogenic surface thermalization of

hydrogen has been shown to trap more atoms. Additionally, buffer-gas loading can be

readily applied to atoms (such as europium [83]) which cannot be easily addressed by

any other technique. Again, while laser cooling reaches significantly lower tempera-

tures than the initial temperature of a buffer-gas-loaded magnetic trap, magnetically

trapped atoms can be efficiently evaporatively cooled (as discussed in Section 2.4) to

much lower temperatures.
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Buffer-gas loading as an initial step towards reaching quantum degeneracy

The largest Bose-Einstein condensates formed from a magnetic trap loaded by laser

cooling have ∼ 107 atoms in the condensate [24]. The largest hydrogen BEC’s formed

are ∼ 109 atoms large, reflecting the larger number of atoms initially trapped through

cryogenic surface thermalization [19]. The largest atomic Fermi degenerate gas origi-

nated in a magnetic trap loaded by laser cooling, and reached Fermi degeneracy with

∼ 7 × 105 trapped atoms [36].

We have yet to reach quantum degeneracy with buffer-gas-loaded atoms. How-

ever, as described in Chapter 6, buffer-gas loading provides an ideal experimental en-

vironment in which to evaporatively cool towards quantum degeneracy. If the atomic

collisional parameters were favorable for evaporative cooling, then an extrapolation of

the trap numbers obtained in this thesis for atomic chromium would suggest we could

form a BEC of N ∼ 5× 107 atoms and a Fermi-degenerate gas of N ∼ 5× 106 atoms

[84].4 Not only are these buffer-gas loading numbers higher than current state-of-the-

art results for all techniques except atomic hydrogen, but (as discussed in Sections

6.3 and 6.8) these numbers have the potential for significant future improvement.

4A similar extrapolation for atoms initially cooled by Raman sideband cooling
would suggest N ∼ 3 × 107 at quantum degeneracy [65].



Chapter 2

Overview of the Experimental

Techniques

In the experimental work described in this thesis, atoms and molecules are produced

by laser ablation, cooled by a helium buffer gas, and magnetically trapped. Addi-

tionally, we attempt to increase the phase space density of trapped atomic chromium

through evaporative cooling.

2.1 Magnetic trapping

Magnetic trapping uses the atomic (or molecular) Zeeman shift to provide spatial

confinement. The Zeeman Hamiltonian [85] is of the form

HZeeman = (geµB/�)B · S + (glµB/�)B · L + . . .

The eigenenergies of this Hamiltonian will depend on the particulars of the species

under consideration, but typically it splits degenerate angular momentum states into

multiple energy levels. Those states whose energies increase with the applied magnetic

field are called “weak-field seekers”, while those with decreasing energy in the field

are “strong-field-seeking” states. The ground electronic state of hydrogen is shown

in Figure 2.1 as an example. In our work, we trap the weak-field seekers by creating

a local field minimum in free space. As long as the particle remains in the weak-

field-seeking Zeeman level, this field minimum acts as a potential minimum. This

13
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potential well traps atoms of energy less than the trap depth.1

a

b

c

d

Figure 2.1: The eigenenergies of the ground electronic state of neutral atomic hydro-
gen as a function of magnetic field. The states labeled c and d are weak-field seeking
states, the a and b states are strong-field seeking states.

Various popular methods of constructing magnetic traps are discussed in Refer-

ences [86, 87, 88, 89]. The magnetic trap used in this thesis (and probably the simplest

kind of magnetic trap) is the spherical quadrupole field produced by anti-Helmholtz

coils. To construct such a trap, two coaxial current loops are run with equal and

opposing currents, as shown in Figure 2.2. The fields produced by the two coils can-

cel at the midpoint between them, creating a local field minimum in free space. The

field expansion around that point to lowest order is always (as governed by Maxwell’s

equations)

B = C · z · ẑ + (C/2) · ρ · ρ̂

providing a linear potential to trap weak-field seeking particles.

1We define the trap depth as the difference between the minimum energy required
for a particle to escape from the trap and the minimum energy inside the trap.
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Figure 2.2: A cutaway view of two coils in the anti-Helmholtz configuration and a
2-D contour plot of their magnetic field in the axial plane. Dark grayscale denotes
large field and light grayscale indicates small field.

Magnetic Trap Losses

Magnetically trapped atoms are a metastable state2, and trap loss comes from many

sources, both technical and fundamental. These loss sources place limitations on the

lifetime of atoms in the trap, cause trap heating, reduce the efficiency of evaporative

cooling, and are generally detrimental to our experimental goals.

Majorana loss

As a particle orbits through the trap, it experiences a changing magnetic field. The

adiabatic theorem states that if the particle’s Hamiltonian changes sufficiently grad-

ually, the particle will remain in the same eigenstate [90]. Here, the condition for

adiabaticity is that the rate of change of the magnetic field is “gradual” compared to

the Larmor precession frequency. Inside a spherical quadrupole trap, this condition

2The low-field-seeking state is a higher energy state than the strong-field seeking
state. Additionally, the formation of bound molecules (or a solid) is also energetically
favorable.
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breaks down near the field zero at the trap center [91]. The non-adiabatic spin flips

of weak-field-seeking states to strong-field seekers that occur near the trap center

[87, 92] are referred to as Majorana transitions, and cause trap loss.3

As discussed in Appendix D, the timescale for Majorana loss is expected to be on

the order of thousands of seconds for the experimental conditions in this thesis. Our

experimental observations are consistent with this expectation, and Majorana losses

are of little consequence in the data presented in this thesis.

Background loss

Other mechanisms for loss are collisions with external particles: both background

gas and resonant light cause heating and loss by either transferring momentum to

the trapped particles or changing their internal state. Background gases and light

are purely technical problems, and both can be made negligible by maintaining good

vacuum in the trapping region and probing the atoms with sufficiently weak light.

Although background losses were eventually reduced to negligible levels in the

chromium evaporative cooling experiment, the effects of background helium gas dom-

inated the behavior of trapped calcium monohydride. The influence of background

losses is discussed separately for each experiment in this thesis.

Radiative loss

In theory, the weak-field-seeking Zeeman state can decay to (lower-energy) strong-

field-seeking states by emitting a photon. In practice, because these transitions are

both “forbidden” and of such low energy, radiative loss is extremely small on the

timescales over which we monitor the atoms (assuming the trapped state is the elec-

tronic ground state of the atom). The expected timescale for radiative loss of the

trapped particles in this thesis is � 1000 s.

Collisional loss

Collisions in which the internal states of the colliding particles remain unchanged

are called elastic collisions. In an elastic collision, the particles simply exchange

3Majorana transitions can be avoided by using a magnetic trap without a field
zero [87, 93].
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momentum. Elastic collisions can cause loss through evaporation: when two trapped

particles elastically collide, one of them can be imparted sufficient momentum that it

escapes from the trap. This evaporation can be used advantageously to increase the

phase space density of the remaining atoms, as discussed in Section 2.4.

Inelastic collisions, collisions in which the internal state of the trapped particle is

changed, also cause trap loss. Although there is a litany of inelastic collisions [84], the

most relevant to our work are collisions which change the Zeeman state of the atom

from its original weak-field seeking state to one less so. For example, if an inelastic

collision causes a transition directly to a strong-field-seeking state (in the case of

Figure 2.1, a transition from the d state to either b or a), that particle will be lost.

However, even a transition to a less-trapped weak-field seeker (such as a transition

from d to c in Figure 2.1) will accelerate trap loss, as these more weakly-bound states

will preferentially evaporate from the trap.

Collisional physics as it relates to magnetic trap losses, buffer-gas loading, and

evaporative cooling is discussed at greater length below in Section 2.5

2.2 Buffer-gas loading

The trapping potential generated by magnetic traps is somewhat weak. Ion traps,

which interact with the large electric monopole moment of a singly or multiply ionized

atom or molecule, easily generate trap depths beyond 104 Kelvin [3]. But the magnetic

moments of atoms and simple molecules are, at best, a few Bohr magneton (µB). The

interaction energy of the atom with the field is µ · B. For trapping fields of a few

Tesla, this results in trap depths on the order of a few K (using Kelvin as a unit of

energy). To efficiently magnetically trap atoms and molecules, they must be cooled

from the high (∼ 1000 K) temperatures at which they are typically created.

In this thesis, atoms and molecules are loaded into a magnetic trap with buffer-

gas cooling. Buffer-gas cooling was proposed as a general method for cooling neutral

atoms and molecules in order to magnetically trap them [94]. Buffer-gas loading cools

atoms (or molecules) with a cryogenic refrigerator by using a helium buffer-gas as the

thermal link between the atoms and the refrigerator.4

4This technique is related to hydrogen trapping experiments [68] which thermalize
hydrogen atoms with a film of superfluid helium on a cryogenically cooled surface.
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One of the primary virtues of buffer-gas cooling is that its success relies only on

elastic collisions between the cryogenically cooled helium atoms and the species to

be trapped. Because of this, it is largely independent of the internal structure of

the atom or molecule to be trapped, so it should be applicable to many atoms and

molecules. Additionally, because the cooling power of the cryogenic apparatus and

the helium buffer-gas is so large, it should also be possible to use it to cool and trap

large numbers of atoms.

In buffer-gas loading, the trapping region is filled with helium buffer gas, and

the species to be trapped is introduced. This species diffuses through the helium

and comes into thermal equilibrium with it through elastic collisions. The weak-field

seeking states are drawn into the magnetic trap; as they descend, they are continually

rethermalized by the gas. Once the species is spatially confined by the potential and

thermalized, the helium gas can be removed, leaving a trapped, thermally isolated

gas of the species of interest.

Buffer-gas loading in detail

Helium buffer-gas

The buffer gas is contained by a cell within the magnet bore. The cell is maintained at

cryogenic temperatures by a thermal link to a 3He–4He dilution refrigerator [99, 100].

Because the helium buffer gas is nonmagnetic, it moves freely throughout the magnetic

fields.

The density of helium atoms in the cell is controlled through the cell temperature

(with an upper limit simply set by the total amount of helium placed inside the cell).

Because the equilibrium vapor pressure of helium varies rapidly with temperature,

small changes in the cell temperature cause great variation in the helium buffer gas

density, as shown in Figure 2.3. Prior to the introduction of the species to be trapped,

the cryogenic cell is heated (with resistors mounted on the cell body) in order to

However, that technique is limited to atomic hydrogen, as hydrogen’s sticking prop-
erties on superfluid helium (with a binding energy of only 1 K [95]) are unique.

It should also be noted that the use of cryogenic helium gases to cool molecules
had been independently developed and demonstrated a decade prior to this work as a
technique for performing “very low temperature” molecular microwave spectroscopy
[96, 97, 98].
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Figure 2.3: The equilibrium vapor density of 3He and 4He as a function of temper-
ature. Based on a simple extrapolation (assuming a constant latent heat of evap-
oration) from the data presented in references [101, 102], this graph should not be
trusted for exact values, but used only as a illustration of approximate behavior.

elevate its temperature and produce the desired density of buffer gas. Once the

species is loaded into the trap, the cell heaters are turned off and the cell cools,

liquefying the helium and providing a high-vacuum environment.5

During the trap loading process, the helium density is chosen such that the species–

helium collisional mean-free path is short compared to the size of the trap. This is a

necessary requirement for efficient loading because if the incoming species is not ther-

malized before it traverses the trapping volume, it will collide with the cell wall and

5It should be noted that an alternate way to remove the helium buffer gas is
with a cryogenic charcoal adsorbent pump [99, 103] . The adsorption of helium onto
the large surface area present in charcoal should attain ultra-high vacuum at Kelvin
temperatures. This allows the constraints on the cell temperature to be relaxed, with
two obvious experimental advantages. One, simpler cryogenic refrigerators could be
used. For example, a pumped 4He cryostat could be used to buffer-gas load highly
magnetic atoms (such as chromium) into a deep trap at 1.4 Kelvin; a pumped 3He
refrigerator would allow loading at lower temperatures. Two, if the cell is subsequently
inadvertently heated (due to, for example, laser radiation, radio-frequency radiation,
or rapid changes in the magnetic field), it is less likely to have dire consequences.
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(presumably with high probability) freeze to it. Models of the thermalization process

indicate that on the order of 100 collisions are necessary to achieve thermalization

[94, 104]. Typical helium densities are 1016 to 1017 cm−3.

In our work, we have used both 3He and 4He as buffer gases. Although there may

be differences in their collisional properties, they differ predominantly in their vapor

pressures, as seen in Figure 2.3. The advantage of using 4He is that the buffer gas can

be liquefied and good vacuum obtained at higher temperatures, putting less stringent

temperature constraints on the cryogenic system. The advantage of 3He is that its

larger vapor pressure allows trap loading to be conducted at lower temperatures

(approaching 250 mK). This is important for trapping atoms and molecules with

small magnetic moments.

Our experimental cells typically experience significant heating during the intro-

duction of the particles to be trapped, and the cell temperature temporarily rises

considerably. We control (and limit) the helium density at these high temperatures

through the quantity of helium in the cell.

Because such a small quantity of helium is placed in the cell, we must consider

the modification of the helium vapor-pressure curve by its adsorption potential to the

wall. Reference [105] cites the binding energy of He to various copper substrates, and

References [106, 107] discuss how this adsorption potential changes as a function of

film thickness. Although the binding energy of helium atoms directly to copper is

quite large (approximately 50 to 100 K, significantly higher than the latent heat of

evaporation of bulk 3He and 4He), the adsorption energy of successive monolayers de-

creases rapidly. By comparing the adsorption energy to the latent heat of evaporation,

we conclude that for helium quantities such that approximately three monolayers are

present upon the cell surfaces, the helium vapor pressure will be changed negligibly

from its bulk values.

Loss during loading

The magnetic trap collects the buffer-gas-cooled weak-field-seeking atoms. However,

because the atoms are thermally distributed, they evaporate from the trap. The rate

of this evaporation is determined primarily by η, the ratio of the trap depth to the

temperature of the atoms. For efficient trap loading, η must be made sufficiently high

that evaporation is slow on the timescale required to remove the helium buffer gas

(typically 1–10 seconds, as discussed in Section 6.3).
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References [94, 104] calculate a lower limit of the trap lifetime due to evaporation

during buffer-gas loading. The loss rate of atoms is determined by the the flux of

atoms to the cell wall. These references assume both a “continuously thermalized”

population (one whose distribution of atoms within the cell walls is unchanged from

the untruncated Boltzmann distribution), and ballistic travel of atoms to the walls.

These assumptions provide a lower limit on the trap lifetime of

τ � 4V

vA
· eη (2.1)

where τ is the exponential decay constant characterizing the evaporation, V the

effective trap volume (defined as the ratio of total atom number to peak density), v

the average thermal velocity, and A the area of surface defined by the trap edge.

Figure 2.4: The trap lifetime τ as a function of η, as calculated from Equation
2.1. Calculated using the parameters of our chromium experiments, as described in
Chapter 6.

This model implies high values of η are needed to obtain long trap lifetimes during

loading. The calculated trap lifetime for chromium during buffer-gas loading is shown

in Figure 2.4. Fortunately, the experimentally observed loss rate at low η is often
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significantly slower than predicted by this model, allowing trap loading at lower values

of η.

In the short-mean-free-path regime, the kinetic energy of the magnetically trapped

species is rapidly thermalized by the helium buffer gas, but the transit of the trapped

particles to the walls is slowed by the presence of the helium gas. The motion of the

trapped species through the cell is diffusive, rather than ballistic. The trap lifetime is

lengthened considerably by the diffusion constant of the helium, especially at low η.

This effect is probably of great importance at short times, where it is likely that the

helium gas is heated by the laser ablation used to create the species to be trapped.

In the short-mean-free path limit, we expect the trap lifetime to increase with the

helium density (assuming η is held constant).

In the long-mean-free-path regime, the trap lifetime is also longer than the lower

limit set by Equation 2.1. Although trapped particles are able to travel ballistically

to the cell walls, collisions with helium atoms are infrequent (on the timescale of an

oscillation period in the trap), and the rate at which trapped particles are imparted

sufficient energy to escape is lowered. In this regime, we expect the trap lifetime to

increase with decreasing helium density.

Evaporation in the short-mean-free-path regime

In this subsection, we calculate a simple mathematical model of trap loss in the

short-mean-free-path limit.6 While imperfect, this model provides a quantitative

understanding the CaH and Cr buffer-gas loading data. For computational simplicity,

we study the process of diffusion of trapped particles through a helium gas inside a

spherical cell. To model the decay, we assume that when the trap particles collide

with the cell walls, they stick with unity probability.

Reference [108] provides a detailed treatment of the diffusion of one gas through

another; we provide a recap here. In the absence of a trapping potential, the diffusion

equation is

ṅ = D · ∇2n

where D is the diffusion constant of the particles of interest in the helium buffer-gas.

6The short-mean-free-path limit is the limit in which the trap species–helium
mean-free path is small compared to the trap size.
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The spherically symmetric solutions of this equation7 obey

dn

dt
=

D

r2

d

dr

(
r2 · dn

dr

)

Inside a sphere of radius R where the diffusing particles are destroyed at the walls,

we impose the boundary condition that n(R, t) = 0 to find solutions

n(r, t) =
∞∑

k=1

Ak ·
sin(kπr/R)

r
· exp(t/τk)

where τk = D−1 · (R/kπ)2 and D is the diffusion constant. The long-time behavior

is dominated by the k = 1 term of this expansion, giving exponential decay of atom

number with time. We consider only this term of the expansion.

To model this process in the presence of the magnetic trap, we must add a drift

term to the diffusion equation. We model the trap as a linear, isotropic potential,

with U(0) = 0 and U(R) = ηkT at the (spherical) cell walls. With v as the drift

velocity (a signed quantity, negative for weak-field seekers), the diffusion equation

becomes
dn

dt
= D · 1

r2

d

dr

(
r2 · dn

dr

)
− v · (dn

dr
+

2n

r
) (2.2)

From the Einstein relation of drift and diffusion [15], v = −Dη/R.

The relevant solutions [109] to Equation 2.2 are less elegant than in the trap-free

case, involving the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function M :

n(r, t) = A · e−Γt · exp
[
− ηr

2R

]
exp

[
− irβ

2R

]
M

(
1 − iη

β
, 2,

irβ

R

)

where β =
√

4ΓR2

D
− η2. By numerically solving for the boundary condition n(R) = 0,

we find the trap lifetime τ = Γ−1 as a function of the trap parameters. We find the

somewhat elegant solution that the trap lifetime τ depends only on η and τ0, the

diffusion lifetime in the absence of the trap. The functional dependence of τ on η is

are plotted in Figure 2.5 This model is used to fit our experimental chromium and

calcium monohydride buffer-gas-loading data.

We note that because of the assumptions of spherical symmetry, this model will

tend to overestimate the trap loss rate inside our actual experimental apparatus. In

7These are the solutions of interest to us, as they will dominate the long-time
behavior.
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Figure 2.5: The trap lifetime τ (η) in the short-mean-free-path regime as calculated
from the solution of Equation 2.2, expressed in units of τ0, the diffusion lifetime in
the absence of a magnetic trap.

the model, the potential at the trap wall is always ηkBT . In the real trap, as shown

in Figure 5.3, particles with energy equal to the trap depth can escape from the trap

at certain locations, but the vast majority of locations in the cell require energies

> ηkBT for particle loss. Comparison of this model to numerical simulations of the

trap loss in a realistic field and cell geometry indicates discrepancies of < 20 % in η

[110].

Inelastic collisions

The caveat about the general applicability of buffer-gas loading is one concerning

inelastic collisions. Buffer-gas cooling relies on the presence elastic collisions, but

for buffer-gas loading to work efficiently we must also have an absence of inelastic

collisions. If the Zeeman level can thermalize through inelastic collisions with the

helium buffer gas, it will decay to a strong-field seeking state and be lost from the

trap. Our experimental observations of Cr and CaH have shown the rates of such

processes are quite low; the underlying physical processes are discussed in Section
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2.5.

Other forms of potential inelastic collisions are chemical reactions in the buffer

gas: the formation of bound molecules (or clusters) through multi-body collisions

with either helium atoms or other substances produced by the ablation pulse. While

no evidence of such collisions was observed with CaH or Cr, these or similar processes

did occur with VO, as discussed in Chapter 4.

2.3 Laser ablation

The use of laser ablation has a distinguished history in the field of cold atoms. A

frequency-doubled pulsed Nd:YAG laser was used to produce atomic sodium for the

experiments which first demonstrated optical molasses [61] and the magneto-optical

trap [62]. Although ablation has been largely supplanted in the cold atom community

by laser-slowed beams, vapor pressure cells, and other variants of thermally produced

atoms, we find ablation is particularly well suited for incorporation into our cryogenic

environment and robust for creating a variety of atomic and molecular species.

We use laser ablation to produce atoms and molecules inside our cryogenic appa-

ratus. The frequency-doubled output of a Q-switched pulsed Nd:YAG laser [111, 112]

at 532 nm is focused onto the surface of a solid sample inside our cryogenic cell. The

solid sample is chosen to contain the necessary constituents to produce the species of

interest. In the case of atomic chromium, we ablate pure chromium metal; in the case

of molecular radicals, we use a target with similar chemical composition to the desired

molecule. This solid sample is positioned inside the cryogenic cell closely behind the

edge of the magnetic trap.

The laser pulse deposits a large power into the surface of the solid, causing the

rapid liberation of atoms, ions, and molecules (including radicals) from the solid.

The details of the physics behind laser ablation are quite complicated, and studying

ablation is a field unto itself. As described by Richard F. Haglund, Jr. in “Mechanisms

of laser-induced desorption and ablation”,

Laser ablation. . . is a sputtering process in which material removal rates
typically exceed one-tenth monolayer per pulse; the surface is structurally
or compositionally modified at mesoscopic length scales; and particle
yields are superlinear functions of the density of excitation. The formation
of an ablation plume–a weakly ionized, low-to-moderate density expand-
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ing gas cloud–adds to laser ablation the complications of plasma-surface
interactions, gas dynamics, and laser-induced photochemistry. [113]

In this thesis, we do not concern ourselves with the dynamics of the ablation process.

We simply use ablation as a tool to introduce atoms and molecules into our cryogenic

cell. We typically ignore short time (� 1 ms) phenomena and begin our studies after

the translational thermalization of the species to be trapped with the helium buffer

gas. Specific issues concerning ablation are discussed separately for each ablation

species; we note various general details here.

We typically ablate with a pulse energy of tens of mJ in a ∼ 5 ns pulse. We find

the atom (or molecule) yield is not especially sensitive to the focus of the ablation

laser.8 the mode quality of the ablation beam is somewhat poor, and the actual focus

obtained is undoubtedly short of the diffraction limit.

The ablation process gives rise to an visible plume at the point of ablation, which

extends variable distances into the cell volume. We do not know if this is dominated

by ions (or excited neutrals) ejected from the target itself, or in the helium. As a side

note, it is possible that some fraction of the ablation laser power is deposited into a

discharge in the helium gas rather than into the surface itself.

We are concerned primarily with three criteria during ablation. One, the amount

of energy deposited in the cell (which we would like to be small), because it causes

heating of the cell and reduction of η. Two, the number of the desired species produced

(which we would like to be large). Three, avoiding the production of any unwanted

species which will react in an undesirable way with the species of interest (such as

removing it from the trap). Controlling the first criteria is straightforward (simply by

controlling the laser pulse power), the latter two conditions are less well understood.

In the case of molecules, the yield of an ablation pulse is quite complicated, es-

pecially as CaH and VO are both radicals: molecules which are physically but not

chemically stable. What determines the ultimate atom number thermalized within

our trapping region is not completely understood. In fact, we do not know if the

molecules are ejected from the surface directly or formed subsequently in the high

density ablation plume. The number of molecules produced is optimized through

an experimental process of trial and error, varying the ablation target, laser power,

8The laser beam is focused onto the target by a 40 cm focal length lens. The
position of this lens can be moved on the order of 1 cm with only modest change in
the ablation yield
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and helium density. As discussed in Section 3.4, various promising candidates were

rejected because we could not reliably produce sufficient numbers with ablation.

Atomic chromium is produced by ablating pure chromium metal, and the ab-

lation power and ambient helium density used are optimized experimentally. The

number yield of atomic chromium is much higher than that seen with molecules, and

is discussed at greater length in Section 6.3.

The third desirable criterion, which arose from problematic behavior during at-

tempts to magnetically trap VO, is also addressed largely through a process of trial

and error, as discussed in Section 3.4 and Chapter 4.

2.4 Evaporative cooling

Once the atoms are magnetically trapped and the buffer gas has been removed, the

atoms can be further cooled through evaporative cooling. Evaporative cooling of

magnetically trapped neutral atoms is a powerful technique for producing cold and

dense atomic gases [114, 115]. Having achieved notoriety from its use in the pro-

duction of Bose-Einstein condensates [16, 17, 18, 19], it has recently been extended

to fermionic atoms and successfully used to create degenerate atomic Fermi gases

[36, 37, 38]. Evaporative cooling has been discussed at length in the literature; many

of the pertinent details can be found in a review paper by Ketterle et al [84].

The idea is simple. If the highest energy atoms irreversibly escape from the trap,

the average energy of the remaining atoms is reduced. If these atoms come into

thermal equilibrium with each other, they will thermalize to a lower temperature. To

allow the highest energy atoms to escape is straightforward: simply confine them with

a finite depth trap. Hot atoms will leave the trap and stick to the walls. Rethermal-

ization of the distribution is then provided by elastic collisions between the trapped

atoms. Evaporation (and evaporative cooling) is an unavoidable consequence of elas-

tic collisions inside a finite depth trap.

Although evaporative cooling necessarily reduces the number of remaining atoms,

large increases in their phase space density can be achieved. Additionally, evapora-

tive cooling inside a magnetic trap can be used to span many orders of magnitude of

temperature because the energy required to escape the trap can be tuned to match

the temperature of the trapped atoms. The trap depth is normally set in one of two

manners: by reducing the magnitude of the confining potential [115] or through the
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frequency of RF or microwave radiation that resonantly couples the trapped weak-

field-seeking state to a strong-field-seeking state [116, 84]. Although RF-induced

evaporation is generally a superior method [19], reducing the confining fields is con-

siderably simpler to implement in our cryogenic environment and is the only technique

used in this thesis.

The key to the success of evaporative cooling is ensuring that all other loss and

heating processes are very slow on the timescale of elastic collisions and evaporation

from the trap. There are a myriad of mechanisms that cause loss and heating, such

as poor vacuum (background gas), stray light, Majorana losses, and heating caused

by fluctuations in the trap potential. However, each of these “technical problems”

should be controllable through careful design of the experiment.

Inelastic collisions among trapped atoms, however, are inescapable.9 The collision

rates originate in the fundamental atom–atom interaction. Because high atom densi-

ties are required to provide the elastic collisions necessary for evaporation, inelastic

collisions will be an unavoidable accompaniment. These collisions cause trap loss

without the accompanying cooling of evaporation, reducing the phase-space density

of the remaining particles. Even more insidiously, because the atom density is higher

at lower potentials, collisions occur preferentially among lower energy atoms. Hence,

inelastic collisions preferentially remove lower-energy atoms, causing a net heating

of the remaining cloud. The ultimate success of evaporative cooling (assuming the

“technical” loss and heating processes can be eliminated) depends on the ratio of the

atomic elastic collision rates to inelastic collision rates.

2.5 Collisions

Atomic and molecular collisions are of great importance in this thesis. Elastic col-

lisions fuel buffer-gas loading and evaporative cooling, while inelastic collisions have

the potential to defeat both.

9Inescapable among magnetically trapped weak-field seekers. Optical traps can
trap atoms in the lowest-energy strong-field-seeking state, which cannot undergo two-
body inelastic collisions.
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Elastic collisions

Elastic collisions (collisions in which the internal states of the colliding particles are

unchanged) are treated thoroughly in the literature. General quantum-mechanical

properties of scattering are discussed in Reference [90]. More specific treatment of

atomic scattering is discussed in Reference [117].

Typical elastic scattering cross-sections for atoms and diatomic molecules at 300 K

are in the range of 10−15 to 10−14 cm2 [118].

At ultracold (see below) temperatures, scattering properties depend extremely

sensitively on the phase shift produced by the interatomic potential, and elastic

scattering cross-sections are quite varied. The ultracold elastic cross-section σel =

5 × 10−13 cm2 for the F = 2, mF = 2 state of 7Li [119], 6 × 10−12 cm2 for the

F = 1, mF = −1 state of 23Na [92], and 5 × 10−12 cm2 for the F = 1, mF = −1

state of 87Rb [120]. Atomic hydrogen exhibits a significantly smaller cross-section

with σel = 1 × 10−15 cm2 for its d state [121].

Inelastic collisions

Because the trapped particles are translationally cold, we are concerned primarily

with exothermic inelastic collisions. In this thesis, we magnetically trap particles in

the metastable weak-field-seeking state of their electronic ground state. Consequently,

the dominant inelastic collision process in this thesis are spin-relaxation collisions

which change the Zeeman state of the particle

There are multiple mechanisms by which such spin-relaxation collisions can oc-

cur. They are typically divided into two classes: spin exchange and dipolar relaxation.

Spin-exchange collisions preserve the total angular momentum projection of the col-

liding atoms. Dipolar relaxation collisions do not preserve the total internal angular

momentum of the colliding particles (but do conserve total angular momentum, of

course, by coupling this internal angular momentum to the orbital motion of the two

atoms) [84].

Spin-exchange

Inelastic collisions which change the spin of an atom at the expense of the spin of its

collisional partner occur very readily in atomic collisions [84, 122].
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The mechanism through which spin-exchange collisions predominantly occur is

through a coupling of different exit channels through the interatomic (molecular)

potential. For simplicity, we initially consider two colliding atoms with no orbital or

nuclear angular momentum, electron spins Sa and Sb and spin projections ma and

mb on the field axis. As the atoms near each other, ma and mb are no longer good

quantum numbers: only the total molecular spin projection M = ma + mb is. The

colliding atoms are coupled to the molecular states: |S = Sa + Sb, M = ma + mb〉,
|S = Sa + Sb − 1, M = ma + mb〉, . . . , |S = ma + mb, M = ma + mb〉.10

If both colliding atoms are in the same, fully polarized weak-field-seeking state

(ma = +Sa and mb = +Sb), then they will be coupled to a single molecular state and

scattered into the same spin states in which they originated.11 All other combinations

of ma and mb will be coupled to multiple molecular states. These different states

experience different molecular potentials and will acquire different phase shifts.12

Consequently, the outgoing molecular wavefunctions will interfere in such a way that

the final state has nonzero projections on all |ma, mb〉 states with ma+mb = M . Thus,

all atom collisions between atoms not both in their fully polarized weak-field-seeking

state (or both in their maximally strong-field-seeking state) will readily undergo spin-

exchange collisions which change their individual m states (while conserving M).

In the case of atoms with nonzero nuclear spin, the hyperfine coupling results

in eigenstates which are mixtures of the various mS states. Because the hyperfine

eigenstates contain mS 	= ±S components, they are expected to rapidly undergo

spin-exchange collisions with each other. The singular exceptions are the two fully

polarized “stretch states” |mS = +S, mI = +I〉 and |mS = −S, mI = −I〉. These

states are eigenstates of the hyperfine Hamiltonian at all fields with mS = ±S. Thus,

in collisions with other atoms in the same state, they will be unable to undergo

spin-exchange collisions through the above process.13

10With the implicit assumption of a non-adiabatic traversal of the interatomic
potential.

11The same applies, of course, to two scattering atoms in the ma = −Sa and
mb = −Sb states.

12Because the electron spin-symmetry affects the electron wavefunction symmetry
requirements, the molecular potential depends very strongly on S.

13Of course, these states are prohibited from undergoing spin-exchange processes
by definition because of conservation of total angular momentum.
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As an explicit example, we consider the states of hydrogen, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.1. The states d and b are stretch states (|mS = +1/2, mI = +1/2〉 and

|mS = −1/2, mI = −1/2〉, respectively), but c and b are mixtures of ms = +1/2 and

ms = −1/2 states. Thus, while every energy eigenstate can undergo a spin-exchange

collision with an atom in a different eigenstate, and c and b state atoms can undergo

spin-exchange collisions with other c and b state atoms, the d state cannot undergo a

spin-exchange collision with another d state atoms, and b cannot spin-exchange with

b.

Typical spin-exchange collision rate coefficients of ultracold atoms are on the order

of 10−12 cm3 s−1 [122, 84]. Because this rate is so large, it tends to rapidly lead to a

“self-purification” of a magnetically trapped ensemble, so that only the doubly-spin-

polarized, weak-field-seeking stretch-state remains.

Spin-exchange collisions with helium

Because the ground state of helium has zero spin (S = 0), the strong coupling mecha-

nism discussed above is missing. But through different mechanisms, a polarized atom

can undergo a spin-exchange collision with an unpolarized 3He atom by transferring

its angular momentum to the spin of the (I = 1/2) 3He nucleus. One mechanism for

the transfer of the electron spin to the 3He nucleus is through the coupling of their

magnetic moments (as given by Equation 2.3 below). This weak process is usually

overshadowed by the spin-exchange caused by the direct S · I hyperfine interaction

(the “Fermi contact interaction”) of the scattering particle’s electrons with the 3He

nucleus [85, 123, 124]. In the case of Rb–3He collisions, the resulting rate coefficient

for spin-exchange is 1 × 10−19 cm3 s−1 [125]. As there is nothing unusal about either

the Rb–3He dipolar interaction or S·I interaction, we would expect this spin-exchange

rate to be typical for atom–helium collisions. Such low rates of spin exchange are good

news for buffer-gas loading with 3He.

Because the ground state of 4He has neither electron spin, nuclear spin, or orbital

angular momentum (L = S = I = 0), it has no internal “structure” to which angular

momentum could be transferred in a collision. Thus, a doubly-polarized atom cannot

undergo a spin-exchange collision with a 4He atom.14

14It is conceivable that 4He could cause a spin-exchange collision in which the 4He
would facilitate the transfer of the colliding particle’s electron spin to its nuclear spin.
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Dipolar relaxation

As discussed above, spin-exchange can be avoided by working with a fully-polarized

sample of atoms. Dipolar relaxation cannot.

The spin-spin dipolar interaction can cause dipolar relaxation [122].15 The mag-

netic dipole moments µ of two colliding atoms at a distance R interact with an energy

(ignoring the “Fermi contact term”) given by [126, 127]

Hdipole =
µ1 · µ2 − 3(R̂ · µ1)(R̂ · µ2)

R3
(2.3)

This dipole-dipole interaction clearly leads to a coupling between the magnetic mo-

ments of the colliding particles and their relative motion. Through Hdipole, spin-

polarized particles can relax to less-polarized states by coupling their angular mo-

mentum to their orbital motion. The resulting loss rate will depend on the specifics

of the atom’s scattering properties. Typical rates for dipolar relaxation for the alkali

atoms and atomic hydrogen range from 10−16 cm3 s−1 to 10−14 cm3 s−1 [122, 128,

129, 130, 131].

But the direct dipole-dipole interaction of magnetic moments isn’t the only game

in town: dipolar relaxation can also occur through a second-order spin-orbit interac-

tion. While the spin-relaxation rate of the lighter alkali-dimer systems is controlled

primarily by the spin-spin dipole interaction, the second-order spin-orbit interaction

plays an important role in heavier atomic systems [131]. As explained by Mies et. al.

in “Estimating bounds on collisional relaxation rates of spin-polarized 87Rb atoms at

ultracold temperatures”,

[The indirect second-order spin-orbit interaction] originates when the atomic
charge clouds overlap as a molecule is formed, and the interaction between
the ground state spins are modified due to couplings mediated through
distant excited electronic states of the molecule. These interactions are
well known in molecular spectroscopy and mimic the direct spin-spin cou-
pling. [130]

Through this second-order coupling of the spin to the interatomic axis, dipolar re-

laxation loss can occur. It is also important to note that (unlike the gentler R−3

To the best of our knowledge, this process has never been observed, and the expected
rates or physical mechanisms have not been discussed in the literature. We would
expect them to be small.

15Which is probably how dipolar relaxation obtained its name.
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direct dipole-dipole coupling) the spin-orbit coupling depends very strongly on the

internuclear distance (and is typically modeled as V ∝ e−C·R) [131].

Detailed spin-orbit calculations for 87Rb are presented in Reference [130]. In this

work, the authors find that the spin-orbit term is smaller than the spin-spin term,

and their relative signs lead to the happy consequence of a reduction in the total spin-

relaxation rate (compared to spin-spin alone). Reference [131] treats spin-relaxation

of doubly polarized 133Cs atoms, and spin-orbit coupling is found to be the dominant

effect. The resulting large inelastic collision rate prevented the attainment of a Cs

BEC [132].

For collisions between ground-state 4He (with J = I = 0) and spin-polarized

atoms, spin-orbit coupling is, of course, the dominant source of dipolar relaxation

collisions. Helium has remarkably small spin-orbit interactions, so that the result-

ing spin-relaxation rates are on the order of 10−27 cm3 s−1 [133], with considerable

variation depending on the collision partner.

Molecular spin-rotation interaction

Molecules can undergo spin-relaxation collisions through an additional mechanism,

unique to molecules. Molecular spin-state-changing collisions are driven by spin-

rotation interactions, wherein electronic spins are influenced by their coupling to

rotational motion, which is in turn dependent on torques exerted by the anisotropic

potential energy surface between the molecule and its collision partner [134].

We expect this effect to play the dominant role in molecule–helium spin-relaxation

collisions. John Bohn, in “Cold collisions of O2 with helium”, calculates that the

rate coefficient of O2 spin-relaxation in collisions with 3He is approximately 10−15 to

10−14 cm3 s−1 in the sub-Kelvin temperature regime in which we conduct buffer-gas

loading [135].

In this thesis, we measure such collision rate for CaH.

Chemical reactions

The previously discussed inelastic collisions are expected to occur among cold atoms

because the Zeeman state of weak-field-seeking particles is metastable. There is

another class of collisions which cause decay because any ultracold atomic gas is

metastable: bound molecules are a lower energy state than atoms, and a solid is a
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lower state still. Atoms can be lost from the trap through the exothermic formation

of bound molecules. For energy and momentum to be conserved, a third body must

be involved in the collision. Most commonly, this is another atom.

Because the formation of bound molecules requires three atoms, the loss rate scales

as ṅ = −Γ3 · n3.16 Thus, we can distinguish this decay from two-body decay by its

behavior as a function of density.

The rate coefficient for 3-body loss for atoms is expected to be quite small. Cal-

culations indicate typical loss rates of Γ3 < 10−27 cm6 s−1 [136]. The 23Na 3-body

loss rate was measured to be 1 × 10−30 cm6 s−1 [137].

The above discussion has been for atoms, but molecules can also be lost from the

trap through the exothermic formation of larger molecules or other chemical reactions.

An important difference is that molecules can undergo chemical reactions without the

presence of a third body. For example, the chemical reaction F + H2 → FH + H does

not require a third body. Interestingly, this reaction has been calculated to continue

at a finite rate in the zero-energy collision limit [55].

Cold and ultracold collisions

Definitions of “cold” and “ultracold” collisions differ. One popular atomic physics

convention cites “cold” collisions being those at temperatures between the Doppler

cooling and optical molasses temperature range (roughly 1 mK to 1 µK); “ultracold”

collisions are any collisions at lower temperatures [13]. However, these definitions

(derived from the performance of optical cooling techniques and commonly applied

to collisions of excited-state atoms) are of little relevance to us. What is important

is the underlying physics of the collisions themselves.

The important distinction for us is between the temperature regime where multiple

partial waves contribute to the partial-wave expansion of the scattering process, and

what is commonly referred to as the zero-energy scattering limit.17 In the zero-

energy limit, the energy of the incoming particle is small compared to the other

relevant energy scales (including the relative position of the final bound state of the

attractive interatomic potential), and the scattering process assumes its asymptotic

16All the previously discussed collisional loss processes have required two colliding
bodies, so that the loss rate is expected to scale as ṅ = −Γ2 · n2

17Also known as the E → 0, T → 0, or quantum threshold scattering limit.
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behavior. We break with laser-cooling convention and refer to the former regime as

“cold” scattering, and behavior in the E → 0 limit as “ultracold”.

In the ultracold limit, the cross-section for neutral atom elastic scattering goes to

zero for all higher order partial waves (l ≥ 1) as the collision energy goes to zero.18

As these other partial waves are suppressed, ultracold elastic scattering is dominated

by s-wave scattering, which has a constant cross-section in the T → 0 limit [90].

On the other hand, exothermic inelastic collisions typically have a constant rate

in the ultracold limit. While higher order partial waves are expected to vanish at

least as fast as σin ∝ k as E → 0, the s-wave inelastic scattering cross-section is

expected to diverge as 1/k [13, 139]. It should be noted that this result relies on

the assumption that the amount of energy released in the collision is a constant,

finite value. For magnetically trapped atomic hydrogen, this is a good assumption,

as transitions from the weak-field-seeking c and d states (see Figure 2.1) will always

release at least 1.4 GHz of energy upon decay to the a state. For zero-nuclear-spin
52Cr (see Figure 6.1), the energy released in a spin-changing collision goes to zero in

the limit that B → 0. Hence, it may be possible to suppress the inelastic collision

rate in the ultracold limit by reducing the magnetic field [140].

The vast majority of evaporative cooling experiments have been conducted in

the ultracold collision regime. However, our experiments begin with our atoms well

above this limit. In the temperature region in which we begin evaporatively cooling

atomic chromium (∼ 100 mK), multiple partial waves contribute to collisions, and

the phase shift varies greatly over the scattering energies over which the atoms are

18For finite-range potentials of extent R, the threshold for freezing out higher order
partial waves is kR � 1. In this limit, the elastic scattering cross-section σel of the
lth partial waves scales k4l [90].

Similarly, for power law potentials with V = Cnr−n, if n > 2 then σel → 0 in
the ultracold limit for all higher order order partial waves. In the specific case of
V = −C6r

−6 (a good model for the long-range interatomic potential of two L = 0
ground-state atoms) we find the σel contribution of the l = 0 partial wave is constant,
while l ≥ 1 partial waves all vanish as σel ∝ k4 ∝ T 2 in the ultracold limit [117]. The
threshold for the onset of this behavior is estimated to be

kBT ∼ 2

9
√

6C6

·
(

�
2l(l + 1)

µ

)2

where µ is the reduced mass of the colliding particles [138].
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thermally distributed. The thermal averaging over these phase shifts leads to elastic

scattering behavior which is much less closely related to the precise structure of the

interatomic potential and its final bound state than in the case of ultracold scattering.

An unfortunate consequence of this averaging is that the asymptotic behavior in the

ultracold limit cannot be accurately extrapolated from observations in the cold regime.

Scattering resonances

Resonances can play an extremely important role in atomic scattering. At a reso-

nance, the elastic and inelastic collision cross-sections can be greatly modified. There

are two kinds of resonances that play a significant role in cold atom collision physics:

shape resonances and Feshbach resonances.

Feshbach resonances

Moerdijk, Berhaar, and Axelsson, in “Resonances in ultracold collisions of 6Li, 7Li,

and 23Na”, explain Feshbach resonances by the following:

A Feshbach resonance. . . results when true bound states belonging to a
closed channel subspace match the energy of open channels and a coupling
exists between them so that temporary transitions are possible during the
collision process. [141]

These resonances, which (depending on the structure of the atom) can often be tuned

with external magnetic fields, allow manipulation of the sign and magnitude of the

scattering length and affect the rate of inelastic collisions [142, 14, 143]. But these

resonances typically have very narrow energy widths (� 1 mK [141]). As such, we

expect them to have little impact on the data in this thesis (which is at temperatures

≥ 10 mK), and on non-ultracold collisions in general.

Shape resonances

Shape resonances are resonances which arise because of the shape of a single potential

energy curve. Specifically, higher order partial waves (l > 0) scattering off attractive

potentials experience a centrifugal barriers which creates and confines “quasibound

states”. These quasibound states decay by tunneling through the barrier. Scattering

states with energies on resonance with these quasibound states will have their scat-

tering properties markedly changed by them. Also known as “potential resonances”,
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“resonance scattering” or “pseudo-bound-state resonances”, shape resonances can

cause dramatic changes in the behavior of higher-order partial waves at energies be-

low the height of the angular momentum barrier [90]. Shape resonances and their

effects have been observed in rubidium [144] and potassium [145, 146, 147].

Shape resonances can be of consequence in the ultracold limit if they occur near

E = 0, but we would generally expect them to be of more universal consequence for

cold atom scattering. In the cold-collision temperature regime, the thermal distribu-

tion of atoms will include atoms at energies on resonance with shape resonances. As

the distribution of atoms cools, the fraction of atoms on resonance with the shape

resonances will change, and we would expect their scattering behavior to be corre-

spondingly affected.

Shape resonances will have only modest consequences for elastic scattering in the

cold regime. Because the thermal averaging over collision energies already incorpo-

rates a complete range of phase shifts, the change in the scattering wavefunction at

the shape resonance will have little effect. This arguement does not apply to inelastic

collisions: at a shape resonance, the wavefunction inside the angular momentum bar-

rier will be significantly increased [90]. If the inelastic loss processes increase at small

distances (true for spin-spin dipole interactions and especially for spin-orbit-coupling

induced loss), the loss rate will be enhanced at the resonance. Thus, we would expect

that, in the non-ultracold regime, shape resonances will act to decrease the ratio of

elastic to inelastic collisions [148].

Identical Fermion scattering

Special considerations are required to evaporatively cool fermionic atoms. In the

ultracold limit, the elastic scattering cross-section of all higher order partial waves

goes to zero.19 Identical fermions cannot undergo s-wave scattering because s-wave

scattering is symmetric under particle exchange. Thus, for a trapped ensemble of

fermions prepared in the same internal state, the elastic collision rate will rapidly

decrease as the temperature is lowered [147]. This will likely prevent the use of

19It is difficult to accurately predict the threshold temperature for chromium, as
the interatomic potential (and C6 coefficient) are not known well. However, we would
estimate that the threshold temperature (based on what is observed for other, similar
mass atoms) is on the order of ∼100 µK [138, 147].
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evaporative cooling.

This problem can be circumvented and evaporative cooling implemented by trap-

ping multiple species. Although two identical state fermions cannot undergo s-wave

collisions with each other, they certainly can s-wave scatter with a second species.

A successful potassium evaporative cooling experiment achieved Fermi degener-

acy by trapping a single fermion isotope (40K) in multiple hyperfine states (|F =

9/2, mF = +9/2〉 and |F = 9/2, mF = +7/2〉) to permit evaporation [36]. Two

successful lithium evaporative cooling experiments both increase their fermion phase

space density by trapping a small number of fermionic 6Li atoms with a larger number

of boson 7Li and selectively evaporating the 7Li to cool both species [37, 38]. In our

chromium experiment, we trap multiple isotopes of chromium. This combination of

species will provide elastic collisions for both isotopes in the ultracold regime.



Chapter 3

Calcium Monohydride

We chose to trap calcium monohydride (CaH) because it is a simple paramagnetic

molecule that had been previously studied and was well understood at zero field

[149, 150]. Its ground state, X 2Σ, is magnetically trappable, with a 1 Bohr magneton

magnetic moment. Additionally, the ground state is a relatively simple Hund’s case

(b), with small coupling between its spin and rotation.1 CaH has a strong electronic

transition (B ↔ X) at 634 nm, allowing for convenient and efficient spectroscopic

detection. Finally, it is straightforward to produce CaH via laser ablation, a process

particularly well suited to our cryogenic environment.

3.1 CaH spectroscopic structure

Molecular Structure

The relevant rotational and vibrational constants of CaH are shown in Table 3.1.

Because of the large rotational and vibrational spacings, we expect only the ground

rovibrational state to be populated after buffer-gas cooling.

The nuclear properties of CaH are quite simple. The dominant hydrogen isotope is,

of course, 1H. 1H has a natural abundance of 99.985%, and a nuclear spin I = 1/2. The

most common isotope of calcium is 40Ca, with 96.94% natural abundance and I = 0

[155]. Because of the dependence of a molecule’s vibrational energy on its atomic

1Molecular notation, the various Hund’s cases, and molecular structure are ex-
plained in References [151, 152, 153].

39
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X2Σ(ν ′′=0) X2Σ(ν ′′=1) B2Σ(ν ′ =0)
Tν 0 1260.15 15752.61
Bν 4.23 4.13 4.35
γ 0.04 0.04 -0.88

Table 3.1: Rotational constants of CaH, expressed in wavenumbers (cm−1)
[149, 150, 154]. The energy of the rotational levels of CaH are given by
E = Tν + Bν · N(N + 1) + γ

2
· N when J = N + 1/2

E = Tν + Bν · N(N + 1) − γ
2
· (N + 1) when J = N − 1/2

where ν is the vibrational quantum number and N = J ± 1/2 is the rotational num-
ber. Terms of higher order in N and ν have been omitted, so this expression should
be used only as a guide to the properties of CaH, and not for finding exact line
positions. Additionally, the complex spin-splitting behavior of B2Σ(ν ′ = 0) is not
adequately described by γ alone.

masses, molecular isotopic shifts are large. Although we conducted our experiments

with CaH that had not been isotopically enriched, we observed only 40Ca1H, and did

not attempt to detect other isotopes.

Spectroscopic detection

We detect CaH by absorption spectroscopy and laser-induced-fluorescence spectro-

copy on the B ↔ X transition. B ↔ X is a strong transition: the lifetime of the

(ν ′=0) excited state is 58±2 ns [156]. We excite the ground rotational and vibrational

X state on the

|B2Σ, ν ′ =0, N ′=1, J ′=3/2〉 ← |X2Σ, ν ′′=0, N ′′=0, J ′′=1/2〉

R-branch transition at 15761.96 cm−1 [157].

Initial measurements of the CaH molecules were performed with absorption spec-

troscopy. However (as discussed in Appendix G) we find we obtain superior signal-

to-noise using laser-induced fluorescence. In this technique, we monitor the light

scattered from the atoms. However, there is also a large amount of light scattered by

the apparatus itself. To obtain good signal-to-noise, it is necessary to be able to distin-

guish the light scattered by the molecules from this background. This differentiation

is done through the photon’s color: the cell mirror, windows, and other inadver-

tently illuminated surfaces predominantly scatter photons elastically, but molecules
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can scatter photons inelastically if they decay to a different vibrational level than that

which they originated in. Here, calcium monohydride’s large vibrational splitting is

advantageous.

We detect the CaH fluorescence emitted on the |B2Σ, ν ′ = 0〉 → |X2Σ, ν ′′ = 1〉
transition at 690 nm and use color filters to block elastically scattered probe light

at 634 nm. The fraction of the excited |B, ν ′ =0〉 molecules which decay to a given

vibrational level of the X state is given by the the Franck-Condon factor [151]. The

Franck-Condon factor for the |ν ′ = 0〉 ↔ |ν ′′ = 0〉 transition has been calculated to

be 0.971; the Franck-Condon factor for the |ν ′ =0〉 → |ν ′′ =1〉 decay was calculated

to be 0.027 [158]. This reduces the efficiency of our frequency-resolved laser-induced

fluorescence; about 3% of the emitted photons will be of the correct frequency for

detection.

Although the theoretically determined Franck Condon coefficients are convenient

for qualitative considerations, it is difficult to assess their quantitative accuracy. This

uncertainty is just one of many potential sources of inaccuracy in determining the

true optical density from the fluorescence: the captured solid angle, the detector

quantum efficiency, and the transmission of the various optics and filters are all diffi-

cult to measure precisely. To avoid any such problems, we calibrate our fluorescence

spectroscopy directly with absorption spectroscopy measurements.

3.2 Cryogenics

A diagram of the cryostat is shown in Figure 3.1. A copper cell contains the buffer

gas and the CaH2 ablation target. It is thermally connected to a dilution refrigerator

through a copper “heatlink”. The cell and refrigerator are sealed inside a stainless

steel “inner vacuum chamber” (IVC), which in turn runs through the 2” diameter

bore of the superconducting trap magnet. Both the IVC and magnet are immersed in

liquid helium. So that the optical path to the cell does not run through the helium,

the IVC is sealed to the bottom of the helium dewar with a flexible welded metal

bellows to facilitate the mechanical connection. A window seals the bottom of the

IVC and separates its vacuum from the dewar vacuum. All vacuum seals in Figure 3.1

are made with indium O-ring face seals [159], using 0.030” or 0.040” diameter indium

wire [160]. The joints are typically machined to a 0.003”±0.002” radial clearance.

The cryostat window system is explained in greater detail in section 5.2. The
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4K Dewar

4K Window

Liquid helium

Dewar Vacuum

Magnet

To Fridge

Heatlink

IVC

IVC bellows

Cell

Figure 3.1: The cryostat, as used with the CaH experiment.

relevant details of the trap magnet are described in Section 5.1, where it is referred

to as “The Old Magnet”.2 The copper cell is described below.

2The “jump behavior” described in Section 5.1 is irrelevant for our CaH work.
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Copper Cell

A diagram of the copper cell is shown in Figure 3.2. It is a slight variant of the

copper cell used to trap atomic europium, described at length in the thesis of Jinha

Kim [104].

Cell body

Cell top

Window

CaH2 target
Mirror

Screws

Window holder

Sample holder

Figure 3.2: The copper cell, as used for the CaH experiment. Cylindrically symmetric,
with the exception of the ablation targets and other details.

The cell body, top, and heatlink are are machined out of OFE 101 copper (oxygen-

free high conductivity copper, alloy 101) to provide good thermal conductivity [161].

The heatlink serves to thermally anchor the cell to the dilution refrigerator (as shown

in Figure 3.1) and it is attached and thermally connected to the cell top with nine

4-40 brass screws. The heatlink is designed to allow the cell to be heated (to produce

the desired density of buffer gas for trap loading) without appreciably heating the

dilution refrigerator. This is crucial because the dilution refrigerator is extremely

slow to cool. Once the atoms have been loaded into the magnetic trap, the thermal

link must then provide good thermal conductivity to cool the cell and reliquefy the

buffer gas.
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As a compromise between these requirements, we use a 0.5” diameter, 8” long

OFE copper rod as the heatlink between the cell and the dilution refrigerator. The

heatlink was measured to have a thermal conductance (in the temperature range of

100 mK to 600 mK) of approximately κ ∼ 20 · (T
K
) µW/mK.3

Attached to the cell top via screws and copper standoffs is the “sample holder”.

The sample holder is positioned closely behind the saddle point of the magnetic trap.

CaH2 ablation targets [162] are held into sockets in the sample holder with screws

(not shown). To prevent the decomposition of CaH2 that occurs in air, the cell is

assembled in an inert atmosphere of N2 gas. Once assembled, it is pumped out and

filled with helium buffer gas. The cell mirror is held to the back of the sample holder

with a thin aluminum strap (also not shown).

The cell top and window are sealed to the cell body with indium face seals.4

Although it complicates indium removal after breaking the seal, we do not apply

vacuum (or any other) grease to our indium seals. Brass screws are used to tighten

the cell seals. Brass was chosen because it is nonmagnetic and its relative thermal

contraction is such that it continues to provide compression on the copper joint during

cooldown. With this technique, we have obtained an extremely low failure rate of

indium vacuum seals at cryogenic temperatures.

Omitted from Figure 3.2 are the cell fill line, “3He can”, and Vespel standoffs.

The fill line is a thin stainless steel tube (1/8” outer diameter, 1/16” inner diameter)

connecting the cell to a room temperature pumping station. The fill line allows the

cell to be pumped out and helium introduced. The fill line is brazed to the cell,

and cryogenic vacuum connections between segments of the steel tube are made with

Swagelok VCR fittings with stainless steel gaskets [163]. These fittings were found to

be reliable under cryogenic cycling.

The 3He can is a copper reservoir connected to the cell by a stainless tube. Its

intended function was to liquefy the buffer-gas when cooled by the dilution refrigerator

to provide good vacuum even if the cell was at elevated temperatures. Unfortunately,

3This conductance is slightly less than one would estimate for a copper heatlink of
this size, but given the large variation of the thermal conductivity of copper depending
on its purity and structure, it is not too surprising a result [99].

4Sealing the window with an indium seal has much simpler machining requirements
and more reliable performance than the thin-walled socket epoxy seal previously em-
ployed [104].
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it did not work. To provide rapid pumping speed, the tube connecting the 3He can

to the cell must have a large diameter and short length. This combination prevented

obtaining thermal separation between the cell and 3He can, and the 3He can could

not be cooled independently of the cell. The 3He can served no role in this experiment

(that we are aware of) and was eliminated from subsequent versions of the cell.

The Vespel standoffs are three sharpened, ∼ 0.3 mm diameter Vespel-22 rods

attached to a brass ring [164]. The standoffs (described in greater detail in the thesis

of Jinha Kim [104]) fit between the cell and IVC to prevent the cell from touching

the IVC directly. Although the standoffs themselves touch the IVC, the combination

of a sharpened tip, small diameter, and low thermal conductivity [99] results in only

a minor (� 10 µW) heat load on the cell.

Finally, the temperature of the refrigerator, 3He can, and cell are monitored with

ruthenium oxide thermistors, as described in Section 5.7.

3.3 Optics

To generate narrow-band light to probe CaH, we use a continuous-wave dye laser. To

produce molecular CaH, we use a pulsed YAG laser [112]. The optics chain for both

systems is shown in Figure 3.3.

Probe laser

The probe beam begins with a Coherent Model I-200 argon ion laser [165, 166] which

produces 10 Watts of multiline green power. This laser is used to pump the Kiton Red

Dye lasing medium of a Coherent model 899-21 continuous-wave ring laser [165, 166].

This laser is frequency stabilized to a built-in reference cavity, yielding a linewidth

on the order of 1 MHz (less than the natural linewidth of the B state of CaH), and

can be continuously scanned up to ∼ 30 GHz.

To aid in finding the correct laser frequency, the output of the ring laser is mon-

itored with a Burleigh Wavemeter [167]. Used for all the work in this thesis, the

Wavemeter is invaluable for initially finding the transition frequency, in day-to-day

operations, and for diagnosing problems. Further calibration of the laser frequency

is provided through absorption spectroscopy of a vapor-pressure iodine cell (not pic-

tured) [168].
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Optics table

Argon Ion Laser Dye Laser~10 W ~1 W

Wavemeter

Fridge optics plate

Pulsed Doubled YAG

Iris 2
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300K window
77K window

4K window
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CaH2 target
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Probe Beam
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Figure 3.3: Optics setup for the CaH experiment. Various mirrors and other
“passive” optical components have been omitted to simplify the drawing. The
mirrors which are not part of the optics table, fridge optics plate, or cryostat are
mounted to the floor.

Symbol Optic Function
L1 400mm lens on translation stage Focus YAG beam onto CaH2 target
Iris 1 Adjustable iris Block zeroth order AOM beam
Iris 2 Adjustable iris Control probe beam diameter
ND1 Adjustable neutral density filter Adjust probe beam power
Filter 1 632 nm (×10 nm) bandpass filter Block scattered light from laser

The output of the dye laser is chopped at 10 kHz with an acousto-optic modulator

[169], its average amplitude stablilized using a commercial polarizer system [170], and

reduced in power with reflective neutral-density filters [171]. The beam is sent off the
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optics table and steered by mirrors mounted to the floor to optics mounted on the

bottom of the cryostat. An iris on the bottom of the dewar controls the beam size

entering the cell, typically to ∼ 5 mm diameter. Typical probe powers are ∼ 1 mW.

The probe beam is then directed in and out of the cell, and a photomultiplier tube

monitors the fluorescence from the cell.

Light detection

The basic arrangement of our light detection optics is shown in Figure 3.3. Omitted

from this figure is a “tent” of black fabric placed over the cryostat frame to shield

the detection optics from ambient light in the room. As discussed in Section 3.1, we

detect CaH primarily through laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy. To detect the

light, we use a Hammamatsu R669 photomultiplier tube (PMT) [172].

Color filters are placed over the face of the PMT to block the scattered probe

radiation at 634 nm and pass the frequency shifted molecular fluorescence at 690 nm.

We use the combination of a narrow band interference filter (∼ 10 nm transmission

FWHM) [173] followed by two Schott Glass absorptive color filters [174] placed over

the opening of the PMT housing (∼ 1 inch from the PMT face). The Schott color

filter glass is specified to provide a large extinction ratio: ∼ 0.2% transmission at

634 nm with nearly full (∼ 80%) external transmission at 690 nm. Unfortunately,

when the filter absorbs light at 634 nm, it fluoresces red-shifted light. This strongly

reduces the gains that can be made by stacking successive filters. We find the best

performance is obtained with a single narrow band interference filter followed by two

colored glass filters.

Additional steps further reduce the PMT signal from non-CaH sources. Previous

cryogenic cells exhibited “false fluorescence”: downconversion of the incident probe

light by materials in the cell. Little downconversion was exhibited by metal surfaces,

but substances such as Kapton, epoxy, and mylar tape all exhibited “false fluores-

cence” at our detection wavelength. To improve our experimental sensitivity, we

strove to minimize the presence of such materials in the cryostat.5 Additionally, we

place an Ealing 35-3912 632 nm (×10 nm) bandpass filter on the table to block the

5One of the normal luxuries of cryogenic vacuum is the freedom to use materi-
als which are antithetical to room temperature ultra-high vacuum because of their
outgassing properties [118]; nothing outgasses at 100 mK.
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errant fluorescence at ∼ 690 nm emitted from the dye medium in the laser.

The electrical current output of the photomultiplier tube is converted to a voltage

by passing it through a resistor, and this signal is fed into a lock-in amplifier [175]

which demodulates the fluorescence signal with the AOM chopping of the probe beam.

This lock-in detection allows the laser induced fluorescence to be distinguished from

room lights, the ablation plume, PMT dark current, and other forms of errant signal.

To calibrate the observed fluorescence signal with the true optical density in the

cell, absorption measurements were made simultaneously with a photodiode. Al-

though we were able to observe an absorption signal on the photodiode only at

conditions of high absorption levels, the linear response of the PMT allows us to

extrapolate to lower signal levels.

The noise in our laser-induced-fluorescence measurements was dominated by the

shot noise of the PMT photocurrent. This photocurrent had roughly equal contribu-

tions from three errant sources (in addition to the CaH laser-induced fluorescence):

the dark current of the uncooled PMT, light sources in the laboratory which were

incompletely shielded by the fabric “tent” over the cryostat, and laser-induced “false

fluorescence”. Their resulting shot noise limited the low-signal sensitivity of our de-

tection. Simple calculations concerning shot noise are discussed at greater length in

Appendix G.

The combination of this noise floor and our fluorescence-detection efficiency re-

sulted in a sensitivity to, with a probe power of 100 µW and a 1 ms measurement,

an absorption of ∼ 10−4. With the same probe power, we are equivalently sensitive

to an absorption level of 1 part in ∼ 105 in a 100 ms measurement. This corresponds

to a “minimum detectable number” of ∼ 106 CaH molecules in the trap.

On a separate note, it is important to shield the PMT from the fields of the

magnetic trap. To detect the maximum number of photons, it is desirable to place

the PMT as close as possible to the bottom of the cryostat. Unfortunately, magnetic

fields reduce the PMT gain. Unshielded, the PMT output drops an order of magnitude

with the magnet fully energized. We shield the PMT by placing it inside a tube of

high-permeability metal [176]. With the magnet energized, the PMT gain is then

reduced by less than 25%.
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Ablation Optics

The optics necessary to produce CaH by laser ablation are straightforward, as shown

in Figure 3.3

The ablation laser used is a Q-switched pulsed Nd:YAG laser [111, 112]. Our

laser is equipped with a doubling crystal for second harmonic generation, and its

doubled output at 532 nm is used for ablation. The doubled green output was chosen

largely for operator convenience when positioning the beams. The ablation pulses are

steered to the cryostat with a series of broadband dielectric mirrors [177]. The pulse

is focused onto the solid CaH2 [162] ablation target by a 400 mm lens mounted on

a translation stage. The focal length of the lens is chosen so that the beam is not

too tightly focused while passing through windows, but also of a length such that

the partial back-reflections of the cryostat windows are not focused at inconvenient

locations. This is important to avoid the inadvertent ablation of our optics.

3.4 Preliminary experiments

“High temperature” experiments

For the experiments described in this thesis, it was standard practice to perform room

temperature ablation experiments prior to experiments with the dilution refrigerator.

These “300 K” experiments provide a rough gauge of how effective laser ablation is

for producing the species of interest and a means of testing the method of detection

to be used.

Because our prior vanadium monoxide experiment had failed to trap molecules

(as described in Chapter 4), we were apprehensive that calcium monohydride might

undergo a similar process of rapid, trap-independent loss. To test for such a prob-

lem, we conducted additional ablation tests inside a 4 K cryostat to verify that the

molecular loss was dominated by the expected process of diffusion to the walls.

The room temperature ablation experiments were conducted inside a Conflat

cross, and the CaH atoms were detected with absorption spectroscopy. The 4 K

experiments are conducted in a copper cell similar to the cell described in Section

3.2. The cell is attached to the bottom of a liquid helium tank and surrounded by a

liquid nitrogen cooled radiation shield inside a small (∼ 2’) vacuum container. Op-

tical access to the cell is provided through BK7 windows at 300 K and attached to
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the 77 K shield. The molecules produced were detected through both absorption and

laser-induced-fluorescence spectroscopy.

Experiments were performed to attempt to produce and detect TiN, CaH, and

CaF molecules through ablation of a 99.5% purity TiN sputtering target, 99.95%

purity “vacuum deposition grade” CaF2, and 95% purity CaH2 “lumps”, respectively

[178]. We chose to trap CaH because of its larger rovibrational spacings and because

we found that CaH was ablated not only in the greatest abundance, but also the most

reliably.

Inside the 4 K cell, CaH diffusion times on the order of 50 ms were observed at

a helium density of 5 × 1016 cm−3. This is comparable to the diffusion timescales

previously seen with atomic species under similar conditions, and is consistent with

loss dominated by diffusion to the walls. (A mathematical description of diffusion

to the walls is discussed in greater detail below in Section 3.7.) Additionally, this

loss was appreciably slower than the rapid initial loss previously observed with VO

(described in Section 4.4), whose non-diffusive loss prevented trapping. These tests

provided the confidence to proceed to attempt to trap CaH.

Zero-field dilution refrigerator experiments

A spectrum of ablation-produced CaH in the experimental cell in the absence of the

magnetic trap is shown in Figure 3.4.

Hyperfine structure

The two resolved peaks of Figure 3.4 are fit well by the known CaH hyperfine struc-

ture, as discussed in References [179, 180]. The splitting of the transition is dominated

by the hyperfine structure of the ground state. The left-hand peak originates from the

F ′′ = 1 ground state, the right-hand peak from the F ′′ = 0 ground state. As expected

from their respective degeneracies, the F ′′ = 1 peak is larger than the F ′′ = 0.

The CaH hyperfine splitting is small compared to the Zeeman shift of the energy

levels of CaH in the trapping fields, and we ignore hyperfine effects in our subsequent

discussion of CaH.
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Figure 3.4: Spectrum of ground-state CaH at zero field, taken from 25 to 50 ms after
the ablation pulse. The spectrum is fit to the multiple hyperfine transitions of the
CaH ground state, each with a Gaussian lineshape. The only free parameters in this
fit are two peak heights, a single Gaussian width, and the overall frequency zero.

Lineshape

As seen in Figure 3.4, the zero-field spectral peaks of CaH are fit reasonably well by

the Gaussian lineshape expected for Doppler broadening. However, if we assume that

Doppler broadening is the only broadening mechanism, the fit indicates a translational

temperature of 2.2 ± 0.5 K temperature. This temperature is surprisingly high, and

inconsistent with calcium monohydride’s subsequent behavior in the magnetic trap.

The zero-field spectral peaks fit equally well to Lorentzian lineshapes, as shown in

Figure 3.5. However, it is similarly difficult to physically account for the Lorentzian

linewidth. Expected sources of Lorentzian broadening are the natural lifetime of the

excited state, intensity broadening, and pressure broadening. But the natural lifetime

gives a Lorentzian with a FWHM of 2.7 MHz, and we experimentally verified that

the linewidth is independent of the probe laser intensity. Extrapolating pressure-

broadening measurements of atoms in helium [181], we would naively expect the

pressure-broadening effects of the buffer gas to be over an order of magnitude smaller
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Figure 3.5: Spectrum of ground-state CaH at zero field, identical to Figure 3.4 but
fit to Lorentzian lineshapes. The peculiar shape of the left hand peak results from
two unresolved hyperfine transitions. The fit determines a Lorentzian full-width-at-
half-maximum (FWHM) of 54 ± 10 MHz

than the observed linewidth.

Because we cannot cleanly distinguish the different possible broadening mecha-

nisms, we are unable to draw any firm conclusions about the origins of the field-free

CaH linewidth.6 For example, the spectrum would be better fit by a Voigt profile

[182]. But because both pure Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes fit the spectrum

reasonably well, it is impractical to extract their relative contributions to the com-

posite Voigt lineshape. Additional broadening mechanisms may also play a role: in-

homogeneous magnetic fields on the order of tens of gauss would provide a significant

contribution to the observed linewidth.

Ablation Yield

The CaH ablation yield inside the experimental cell is shown in Figure 3.6 as a func-

tion of pulse energy. The number produced plateaus at high power. As a compromise

6My current personal guess is pressure broadening.
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between good atom production and minimizing the heating of the cell during the

ablation process, we typically ablate with a single ∼ 3 mJ pulse.

Figure 3.6: CaH ablation yield as a function of ablation pulse power; atom number
is proportional to fluorescence. Measured with the magnetic trap off, at a cell tem-
perature of 300 mK (prior to ablation), and a helium density of 1 × 1017 cm−3. Due
to a lack of a contemporary calibration of the ablation laser power, the x-axis scale
is suspect, so this graph should be interpreted qualitatively.

The amount of calcium monohydride thermalized within the cell is strongly de-

pendent on the helium buffer-gas density, as shown in Figure 3.7. The CaH yield

increases with the helium density, but this process is not well understood. It is possi-

ble that the small molecule numbers seen at low helium pressures is due to a failure

of the low-density buffer gas to thermalize the CaH before it travels to the walls. The

fact that when the thermalized CaH is first observed it is seen to be nearly evenly

distributed across the cell volume would support this reasoning. Alternatively, it may

be the case that a high density of helium encourages the production of CaH molecules

in the ablation plume; because we did not observe the CaH at short times, we cannot

conclusively distinguish between these two possible mechanisms.

Unfortunately, we are unable to take full advantage of the increased CaH produc-

tion seen at high helium densities. As discussed in Section 3.7, inelastic CaH–3He
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Figure 3.7: CaH ablation yield as a function of helium gas density, with constant
ablation power. The fluorescence level is proportional to molecule number.

spin-changing collisions limit the 3He density which can be used.

Ablation “Glow”

There is a great deal of scattered light during the 5 ns laser pulse used to ablate

CaH. Long after the ablation pulse, light continues to be emitted from the cell, at

least partially by the ablation plume. The time profile of this fluorescence is shown

in Figure 3.8; its source of origin is unidentified. We note however, that its time

behavior is appreciably different from that on which the CaH molecules disappear

from the cell. After its initial abrupt decay, the fluorescence level is seen to drop

exponentially with a ∼ 10 ms timescale. Under the same experimental conditions,

LIF measurements indicate that CaH molecules are lost (through diffusion to the

walls) on a 200 ms timescale.
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Figure 3.8: Light emitted by the ablation plume (as monitored by the PMT of Figure
3.3). In this data, the probe laser and trap are turned off.

3.5 Zeeman structure of CaH

Understanding calcium monohydride’s Zeeman spectroscopy is vital for understand-

ing its behavior in our trap. Inside the trap, the CaH spectrum will be broadened

according to its Zeeman shift and the inhomogeneous magnetic trapping fields. We

rely on this broadening to spectroscopically determine the distribution of molecules

throughout the trap. The Zeeman structure of the relevant states of CaH are shown

in Figure 3.9.

In nonzero magnetic field, the J ′′ = 1/2 ground state splits into two levels: a

trappable m′′
J = +1/2 weak-field seeker and an untrapped m′′

J = −1/2 strong-field

seeker. For brevity, we will only discuss the transitions from the m′′
J = +1/2 weak-

field seeker. The behavior of transitions from the strong field seeking state are, with

the appropriate sign changes, identical.

When excited on its R-branch transition to |B2Σ, N ′ = 1, J ′ = 3/2〉, the weak-

field seeking ground state |m′′
J = +1/2〉 can make one of three possible transitions:

∆m = −1, 0, or +1, to m′
J = −1/2, +1/2, and +3/2, respectively. Naively, one
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Figure 3.9: The Zeeman level structure of the lowest energy level of CaH and the
excited state used for detection (not to scale). Hyperfine structure is omitted, as it
is from all of our considerations of CaH in high field.

would expect the magnetic moment of the |m′
J = +3/2〉 excited state to be well

matched to the 1 µB moment of |m′′
J = +1/2〉 ground state. This would result in

large Zeeman broadening (∆µ ∼ 2/3µB and ∼ 4/3µB) of the transitions to the

|m′
J =+1/2〉 and |m′

J =−1/2〉 excited states, and narrow broadening of the transition

to the |m′
J =+3/2〉 excited state. Indeed, if both X and B were perfect Hund’s case

(b) states (with no coupling between the spin and the molecular axis or its rotation),

we would expect the only difference in their magnetic moments to be due to the

additional molecular rotation of the excited state, which would change µ by less than

a part in one thousand.

Although the Zeeman effect in CaH had been previously studied in the year 1930

[183], this work was of insufficient spectral resolution to be of use to us. We experi-

mentally measured the splitting of the CaH spectra in the trapping fields. This data

was taken with the same experimental apparatus (described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3)
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used for the magnetic trapping of CaH. While an isotropic magnetic field would have

been preferable for spectroscopic simplicity, ease in distinguishing transitions, and

signal-to-noise, the structure of CaH is sufficiently simple that such measurements

were unnecessary. The measurements were performed in the trap under conditions

such that the atoms were distributed throughout the trapping fields. The frequency

shift at the known magnetic field of the trap “saddle point” was used to determine

the Zeeman shift of the transition as a function of field.

|m′′
J =+3/2〉 ← |m′

J =+1/2〉

|m′′
J =−3/2〉 ← |m′

J =−1/2〉
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Figure 3.10: The two least-broadened transitions of the |B2Σ, N ′ = 1, J ′ = 3/2, ν ′ =
0〉 ← |X2Σ, N ′′ = 0, J ′′ = 1/2, ν ′′ = 0〉 R-branch transitions. The broadening corre-
sponds to a mismatch of 0.02 µB in the magnetic moments of the ground and ex-
cited states. The upper transition originates from molecules in the weak-field seeking
ground state; the lower from strong-field seekers.

As expected, we observe multiple transitions which are strongly broadened (with

∆µ ∼ 1µB) in the magnetic field. As expected, we also observe two narrow transitions,

shown in Figure 3.10. These narrow transitions are the |m′
J = ±3/2〉 ← |m′′

J = ±1/2〉
CaH transitions. Their broadening is dominated by the perturbation of the excited

state by the nearby A2Π(ν =1) state, which is evidenced by the large spin-splitting

of the B state) [149, 150, 184]. The identification of the narrow transitions was based

on the expected structure and influence of the A state perturbation and the behavior

of these states in the trap.
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The CaH ground state is expected (but not measured) to have a magnetic moment

of ±1.00 µB . With this assumption and the measured splitting, we conclude the

|B2Σ, ν ′ =0, N ′=1, J ′=3/2, m′
J =±3/2〉 states have magnetic moments of ±1.02 µB,

respectively. While we were unable to accurately numerically predict the observed

Zeeman splitting from the previously published zero-field CaH data, it was possible

to construct a consistent model to explain the observed value. This is explained in

greater detail in Reference [185].

3.6 Magnetic trapping

We investigate the behavior of CaH in the trap by observing its spectrum as a func-

tion of time. To do so, we fix the frequency of the probe laser, fire the ablation

laser to produce CaH, and continuously observe its laser-induced-fluorescence at that

excitation frequency as a function of time. Then, the laser frequency is changed and

the process repeated until a complete spectrum is obtained. This method of spectra

measurement relies on the consistency of the ablation and magnetic trapping from

shot-to-shot and requires many loading runs to produce a complete spectrum. We

use it because it provides the best temporal resolution of the behavior of CaH in the

trap.
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Figure 3.11: Laser-induced fluorescence spectrum of CaH integrated from 10 to 25ms
after the laser ablation pulse. The frequency shift is plotted with respect to the
field-free line. Shown above the graph is a guide to interpreting the data.
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Figure 3.11 shows a spectrum of CaH taken soon after ablation. It is interpreted

via the measured Zeeman shift, shown in Figure 3.10. Because the shift is linear in

magnetic field (over the range of fields in our trap), the magnitude of the frequency

shift is simply proportional to the field the molecule is in. The transition of CaH

molecules in the low-field-seeking |m′′
J = +1/2〉 ground state is shifted to lower fre-

quencies (the left hand side of our spectrum). The signal at higher frequencies comes

from molecules in the high-field seeking ground state.

The spectrum in Figure 3.11 is nearly symmetric, clearly indicating that at short

times after the production of CaH, the distribution of the high field seekers is the same

as that of the low field seekers. What is less obvious is that this strange “peaked”

spectral shape corresponds to an even distribution of molecules throughout the trap

volume. The increase in fluorescence with frequency shift is due to the greater volume

of high field regions within the cell, and the peaks correspond to the trap saddle

point. At early times, we find equal numbers of strong-field and weak-field seekers,

both spread homogeneously throughout the cell.

The subsequent evolution of the molecular distribution is shown in Figure 3.12.

After the ablation pulse, the high-field-seeking CaH molecules rapidly leave the trap,

as expected. This decay is exponential with roughly the same time constant as that

of CaH produced with the magnetic trap off (under otherwise similar conditions).

We believe this to be the timescale on which the CaH diffuses to the walls, where it

sticks.7

In sharp contrast to the high-field-seeking distribution, the low-field-seeking dis-

tribution changes shape dramatically, and exists for a longer time. The movement

of the right hand side spectral feature towards lower shifts indicates that the low-

field-seeking CaH molecules are moving in towards lower field. The CaH molecules

move from their initial spatial distribution to a thermal, trapped distribution. In the

process, their density increases by over an order of magnitude. This occurs on the

same diffusion timescale discussed above. Figure 3.12 provides a clear illustration of

the dynamics of the buffer-gas-loading procedure.

7For our typical trapping parameters, the drift and diffusion timescales (for CaH
to travel to the cell walls) are comparable, so we expect (and observe) little change
in the loss rate of the strong-field seekers in the presence of the trap.
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Figure 3.12: Spectra of CaH in the magnetic trap as a function of time after the
ablation pulse. There is minimal change in the shape of the spectrum at later times.

Distribution of trapped molecules

After the spectral shape has equilibrated, it fits well to the simulated spectrum of a

thermal, Boltzmann distribution of trapped molecules, as shown in Figure 3.13. From
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this fit, we determine there are 1 × 108 CaH molecules trapped at a temperature of

400 ± 50 mK and peak density of 8 × 107 cm−3. Details of the spectrum fitting

procedure are discussed at length in Appendix A.

Figure 3.13: Spectrum of magnetically trapped CaH, fit to N = 108, T = 400 mK.

Ablation under comparable conditions without the magnetic trap produce 3 ×
108 CaH molecules at densities of only 4 × 106 cm−3. So ∼ 30% of the molecules

thermalized (and over half of the weak field seekers produced) are trapped; the buffer-

gas-loading procedure is highly efficient. Additionally, the compression provided by

the magnetic fields increases the density by a factor of 20. (Quoted numbers and

densities are accurate only to within a factor of two.)

The measured temperature is somewhat high; the temperature of the cell before

ablation is ∼ 300 mK. Subsequent to the ablation pulse, however, the cell heats con-

siderably. Although our cryogenic thermometry cannot accurately measure the cell

wall temperature at short times after the ablation pulse, it does indicate a rise in tem-

perature which is consistent with our spectroscopic CaH temperature measurements.

It is likely that the CaH is well thermalized with the buffer gas.

A possible systematic in our measurement of the temperature arises from the

assumption that the density of CaH is given purely by the Boltzmann factor n =
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npe
−E/kBT (where np is the density at the trap center). Even in the absence of a trap,

we would expect the density at the edge of the cell to be reduced due to the steady-

state diffusive loss of CaH to the walls (as described in Section 2.2). We neglected

such effects in the computation of our spectrum; this would cause us to underestimate

the true temperature of the CaH. Estimates indicate a systematic error of ∼ 10%.

Trap loss

After the CaH molecules reach their equilibrium spatial distribution, they continue

to be lost from the trap. As shown in Figure 3.14, this loss is considerably slower

than that of the strong-field seekers, and (at long times) appears purely exponential.

The trap loss is dominated by evaporation over the trap edge. Evidence for this is

seen in Figure 3.15: as the trap depth is increased, the loss rate slows. An additional

increase in the trap depth (or a reduction in the temperature) should further extend

the trap lifetime.

Strong–field seekers

Weak–field seekers

Figure 3.14: Peak fluorescence from strong-field and weak-field seeking states of CaH
in the magnetic trap. The population of strong-field seekers decays exponentially
with a time constant of 0.12 ± 0.02 s. The weak-field seekers are lost exponentially
with a time constant of 0.45 ± 0.05 s. With the trap off, CaH is lost on a timescale
of 0.11 ± 0.02 s.
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Because our magnetic trap is somewhat shallow for 1 µB particles and the trans-

lational temperature of our molecules (and buffer-gas) is not as cold as we had hoped,

the CaH leaves the trap at a rapid pace. The short time for which we can observe

the CaH is insufficient to remove the buffer gas. If the buffer gas could be removed,

the CaH loss rate would dramatically slow and we would obtain long trap lifetimes,

as demonstrated with atomic chromium (described in Section 6.3).

Figure 3.15: The lifetime τ of the trapped weak-field seekers (N ∝ e−t/τ) as a function
of trap depth, and the expected lifetime as determined from the solution of Equation
2.2. No adjustable parameters are used to fit the data: the “trapless” diffusion time τ0

is obtained from experimental measurements, and η determined from the trap depth
and the temperature measured in Figure 3.13.

The lengthening of the trap lifetime with the trap depth is strong evidence that

the molecules are lost primarily through evaporation. Shown in Figure 3.15 are the

observed CaH loss rates and the expected lifetime as determined from the analytical

diffusion model described by Equation 2.2.8

The behavior shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 is typical of that observed over a

8A comparison of a numerical simulation of the trap loss to the data of Figure
3.15 indicates that the CaH temperature is 480 ± 50 mK [110].
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wide range of buffer-gas densities, except at high helium densities, where inelastic

CaH–He collisions begin to adversely affect the lifetime of the weak-field seekers.

These collisions are discussed below in Section 3.7.

3.7 CaH–He collisions

Collisions between CaH and the 3He buffer gas are of paramount importance for

buffer-gas loading of magnetic traps. Elastic collisions are necessary to thermalize

the translational motion of CaH. But inelastic spin-changing collisions (which change

the Zeeman level of CaH) would be disastrous because they would allow CaH to

thermalize to its strong-field seeking state. Elastic and spin-changing collisions are of

concern for any species to be magnetically trapped via buffer gas loading. In addition,

molecules can also undergo inelastic rotation- and vibration-changing collisions.

Inelastic rotational collisions are important because they allow the helium to cool

the rotational energy of the CaH and enhance the ground state population. Not only

does this give a number enhancement of the desired molecular state, but eliminates

a potential problem. Any rotationally excited molecules within the magnetic trap

could undergo inelastic collisions with other molecules in the trap, causing significant

heating from the release of their rotational energy.

Similarly, inelastic vibrational collisions enhance the number of molecules in the

desired vibration state. Unlike rotational collisions, however, our data suggests that

inelastic vibrational collisions of cold molecules (in low-lying vibrational states) occur

at a sufficiently slow rate that vibrationally excited molecules could be trapped with

minimal losses due to inelastic vibrational collisions.

Elastic collisions

We determine the CaH–He collisional cross-section by measuring the diffusion of

chromium through helium in the absence of trapping fields. As usual, we produce

CaH via laser ablation in 3He buffer gas. Once the CaH is thermalized, we observe

the time decay of its population as it diffuses through the helium to the walls and is

lost. To model this decay, we assume that when the molecules collide with the cell

walls they stick with unity probability.

Reference [108] provides a detailed treatment of the problem of the diffusion of
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one gas through another, and finds a diffusion constant of approximately

D =
3
√

2π

16
· 1

nσ

(
kT

µ

)1/2

(3.1)

where µ is the reduced mass of the two gases.

Inside a cylindrical volume of height h and radius r0 where particles are destroyed

at the walls, the time evolution of the system is given by

n(r, z, t) =
∞∑
i=1

∞∑
j=1

Cij · J0(αir) · cos((2j − 1)πz/h) · exp(−t/τij)

where the τij’s are determined by

1

Dτij
= α2

i + ((2j − 1)π/h)2

and αi is determined by the requirement that αi · r0 is equal to the ith root of the

Bessel function J0 [108].

The long time behavior of the diffusing cloud of molecules is dominated by the

i = 1, j = 1 term in the above expansion. The decay as a function of time is given

by a single exponential with a time constant

τ � 2.1 nσ · (kT/µ)−1/2 ·
(
(2.4/r0)

2 + (π/h)2
)−1

(3.2)

It is straightforward to apply Equation 3.2 to our experimental observations to find

the CaH–He elastic cross-section.9 From the data shown in Figure 3.16 and similar

data taken at various helium gas densities, we find a CaH–3He elastic scattering cross

section at ∼ 400 mK of

σel = (1.5 ± 0.6) × 10−14 cm2

Inelastic collisions

Rotational inelastic collisions

Due to the large rotational spacing of CaH (see Table 3.1), we expect to see no

rotationally excited molecules. If the rotational temperature is in thermal equilib-

9We note that the answer obtained through Equation 3.2 is similar to that obtained
from the simple model of the diffusion of CaH as a one-dimensional random walk of
a distance r0, if we assume that the velocity of the CaH is randomized every mCaH/µ
collisions.
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Figure 3.16: The observed CaH fluorescence (proportional to atom number) as a
function of time inside the cell in the presence of 3He buffer gas, but without a trap.
Shown are data and a fit to e−t/τ .

rium with the measured translational temperature of 400 mK, fewer than 1 in 1010

molecules will be in an excited rotational state.

Experimentally, when looking for signal on the

|B2Σ, ν ′ =0, N ′=2, J ′=5/2〉 ← |X2Σ, ν ′′=0, N ′′=1, J ′′=3/2〉

transition, we see no evidence of |N = 1〉 rotationally excited CaH. From this, we

determine that the |N = 1〉 state population is ≥ 103 times smaller than the |N =0〉
population within 10 ms after the ablation pulse. This gives an upper limit on the

CaH rotational temperature of T < 2 K.

This thermalization is due to inelastic rotational collisions. Unfortunately, because

it occurs before we can observe it (our early-time measurements are obscured by the

ablation), we cannot directly measure the collisional rate coefficient, and can only

determine a lower limit of Γrotational ≥ 10−15 cm3s−1.
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Vibrational inelastic collisions

After ablation, we were able to detect vibrationally excited |ν =1〉 molecules. These

molecules (with an energy of ∼ 103 K above the ground state) are vibrationally excited

far out of thermal equilibrium with their translational degrees of freedom. The time

behavior of vibrationally excited CaH in the presence of helium buffer gas is shown

in 3.17. From such data, we were able to determine that the vibrational relaxation

rate coefficient of the |ν =1〉 CaH state is Γν < 10−16 cm3 s−1 for collisions with 3He

at temperatures of ∼ 0.5 K.

Figure 3.17: Signal from the ground and first excited vibrational states of CaH as
a function of time with no trap. A high buffer gas density provides the long time
constant.

At first glance, it is surprising that this highly energetic state would be so reluctant

to release its energy in a collision. However, this low rate coefficient is consistent with

theoretical predictions of vibrational relaxation in other systems. Reference [186]

calculates the rate coefficients for the vibrational quenching of H2 in collisions with

helium, and predicts a rate coefficient of ∼ 10−18 cm3 s−1 for |ν =1〉 H2 with 3He in

the 100 mK to 1 K range.

The cross section for vibrational relaxation is sufficiently low that it should be
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possible to magnetically trap these molecules via buffer-gas loading. However, few

|ν =1〉 molecules were observed (typically the |ν =1〉 population was a factor of 100

smaller than that of |ν =0〉 ). Due to this lower signal, we did not attempt to observe

the vibrationally excited molecules inside the magnetic trap.

Zeeman thermalizing collisions

Vital to the success of buffer gas loading is a small cross section for “spin-flip” colli-

sions between the buffer gas (helium) and the molecules to be trapped. A low-field-

seeking molecule is in a higher energy state than a high-field-seeking molecule, and has

the possibility of relaxing to the high-field-seeking state during a collision. In order

for buffer gas loading to work efficiently, this spin relaxation cross section (σZ) must

be much smaller than the elastic cross section (σel) to allow kinetic thermalization to

take place before spin relaxation.

In the data shown in Figure 3.15, spin-changing collisions play a minor role in the

loss of atoms from the trap. However, at higher buffer-gas densities, spin-changing

collisions begin to strongly affect the lifetime of molecules in the trap.

Figure 3.18 shows the spectrum of CaH in the trap in the presence of a high density

of 3He buffer gas. We compare Figure 3.18 to the buffer-gas loading shown in Figure

3.12. In both, we start with comparable numbers of low- and high-field seeking CaH

molecules, with similar distributions throughout the trap. In both, the strong-field

seekers are driven to the walls on their diffusion timescales (considerably longer in

Figure 3.18 due to the higher buffer-gas density). And in both, we still see a change

in the spectral shape of the weak-field-seeking CaH molecules that demonstrates that

they are driven to the trap center by the magnetic fields. But with the high buffer-gas

densities of Figure 3.18, we observe that the weak-field seekers are lost from the trap

more rapidly than the high-field seeking molecules. They are lost due to spin-changing

collisions, which allow them to relax into the high-field seeking state.

Figure 3.19 shows the relative timescales of the weak- and strong-fields seeking

CaH molecules in the presence of a high density of buffer-gas. The exponential

timescale indicates that the loss is not due to collisions with other CaH molecules,

and the increased loss of weak-field seekers that we observe at still higher helium den-

sities confirms that this loss is due to collisions with the helium atoms. From Figure

3.19 and similar data, we find a rate coefficient for inelastic CaH–3He Zeeman-state-

changing collisions of ΓZ = 10−17 cm3 s−1. This measurement is accurate to within
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Figure 3.18: Spectra of CaH in the magnetic trap as a function of time after the
ablation pulse. Data taken with a trap depth of 3 Tesla and a 3He density of 5 ×
1016 cm−3.

an order of magnitude.10

10The low accuracy of this measurement is due to two experimental difficulties. At
low helium densities, the low-field seekers experience loss from both inelastic collisions
and loss to the walls. At high helium densities, the suppression of the weak-field
seekers is so large that by the time the plume glow has subsided, it is difficult to
observe the remaining weak-field seekers.
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Strong–field seekers

Weak–field seekers

Figure 3.19: Fluorescence signal of the weak- and strong-field seeking states of CaH
in the magnetic trap as a function of time after the ablation pulse. Taken with a trap
depth of 3 Tesla and a helium density of 5 × 1016 cm−3.

As discussed in Section 2.5, typical rates for spin-exchange collisions with 3He

mediated by the S · I hyperfine interaction are on the order of 1× 10−19 cm3 s−1, and

dipolar relaxation is slower still. Consequently, we suspect that the dominant loss

process is through the molecular spin-rotation interaction (also discussed in Section

2.5). It is remarkable is how low the observed CaH–3He inelastic rate truly is. We

note that because the ground state of CaH has both a very low spin-axis coupling

and a sufficiently large rotational spacing that its excited rotational states have a

negligible chance of being populated in a collision, it is naively an ideal molecule for

minimizing the spin-rotation interaction’s contribution to spin-changing collisions.

Comparing this inelastic rate coefficient to the CaH–3He elastic collision rate, we

have a ratio between elastic cross section and the spin-flip cross section of greater than

105. While there are no guarantees that these collision properties will hold generally

for all molecules, they are extremely promising for future work.
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3.8 Conclusions and future prospects

We have used buffer gas loading to magnetically trap 108 CaH molecules at ∼ 400 mK.

Because this technique relies only on elastic collisions between the buffer gas and on

the magnetic state of the species, it should be applicable to many paramagnetic atoms

and molecules. Implementation of evaporative cooling could lead to the production

of large numbers of ultracold molecules. Immediate applications of this work include

high resolution spectroscopy and studies of cold collisions. Future opportunities may

include the production of quantum degenerate molecular gases and improving exper-

imental searches for permanent electric dipole moments of elementary particles using

polar molecules.

Removal of the buffer gas after trapping should lead to evaporative cooling. How-

ever, the cryopumping procedure used with Cr (described in Section 6.3) requires

longer times than we can currently observe trapped CaH. Improvements in the ex-

periment such as a deeper trap, more efficient CaH production, or higher detection

sensitivity would lead to longer observation times and time to pump out the helium.

Alternatively, more rapid pumping methods could be developed.
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Vanadium Monoxide

Prior to our magnetic trapping of calcium monohydride, we attempted to magnetically

trap buffer-gas-cooled vanadium monoxide. Vanadium monoxide (VO) has many

properties advantageous for buffer-gas loading and magnetic trapping. VO has a

large magnetic moment in its ground state, it has a strong and easily accessible

optical transition, its molecular structure was previously well studied and understood

at zero field, and we found that VO could be produced in abundance through laser

ablation. For these reasons, one would expect VO is a superior species for buffer-gas

loading and magnetic trapping with the same techniques later employed for CaH.

However, this was not the case, and our efforts to trap VO failed.

4.1 VO spectroscopic structure

The level structure of vanadium monoxide has been well studied, and has many

advantageous properties for both buffer-gas loading and detection of the molecules

produced. Except where noted, all information about the molecular structure of VO

is obtained from Reference [187], and we use its notation.

The ground state of VO is X4Σ−. With three unpaired electron spins, this state is

highly magnetic, with a magnetic moment of up to 3 µB in its lowest energy rotational

state. We detect VO spectroscopically through its |C4Σ−, ν ′ = 0〉 ← |X4Σ−, ν ′′ = 0〉
transition at 574 nm. The frequency is easily accessible with a dye laser (using

Rhodamine 6G Dye), and the transition is strong: the radiative lifetime of the excited

state is 73 ± 2 ns [188]. Because of the similar structure of the ground and excited

states (both are 4Σ), we would expect to find spectroscopic transitions which have

72
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narrow Zeeman broadening.

We observe VO through both absorption and laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF)

spectroscopy. As with CaH, we distinguish VO fluorescence from apparatus-scattered

light by detecting the frequency shifted molecular fluorescence from the |ν ′ = 0〉 →
|ν ′′ = 1〉 decay at 609 nm. This detection is aided by VO’s large Frank-Condon factors

and large vibrational spacing [189].

The nuclear spin of VO is I = 7/2, and its various hyperfine transitions are

well separated and easily resolvable. The ground state rotational constant is B =

0.546 cm−1. VO’s combination of hyperfine structure and small rotational spacing

leads to a much larger number of detectable states and transitions than CaH.

4.2 Experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus used for the production, detection, buffer-gas cooling,

and attempted trapping of VO is nearly identical to that used for CaH, as described

in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Specifics of the VO experiment are described below.

Laser ablation

VO molecules are produced by laser ablation of a solid sample of specially prepared

solid vanadium oxide. A variety of solid vanadium oxide compounds1 are chemically

stable and easily available for purchase. Unfortunately, most of these compounds

proved problematic for the ablation production of VO. Not only was their yield of

VO molecules low, but copious amounts of dust were produced during ablation. This

dust would (over time) obscure the cell optics, and we were concerned that the dust

would interact with the VO molecules in unfortunate ways.

To reduce these ablation problems, we specially prepared (through a process of

trial and error) a solid ablation target. To create this solid, fine V2O5 powder [190]

was compressed into a 3 mm diameter copper tube with a pressure of ∼ 105 psi. This

assembly was baked in air at a temperature of ∼ 600 ◦C for approximately 1 minute.

The resulting material looks dull and black. Samples prepared in this manner exhibit

much less (visible) dust produced during ablation than compressed powder.

1V2O3, V2O4, and V2O5
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Optical detection

VO is detected through laser absorption or laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy

by exciting the C4Σ− ← X4Σ (0, 0) transition at 574 nm.

Absorption spectroscopy was most effective at short times (� 10 ms) after the

ablation pulse, as the initial absorption in the cell was high. However, vibrations of

the cryogenic apparatus limited the sensitivity of absorption measurements at low

optical density, and fluorescence spectroscopy was used at later times. As with CaH,

the absorption spectroscopy was used to calibrate the fluorescence spectroscopy.

In the case of fluorescence spectroscopy, to differentiate molecular fluorescence

from apparatus-scattered light, color filters are used to block light at the excitation

frequency and pass light from the decay of VO to its ν ′′ = 1 electronic ground state.

Similar to the optical detection of CaH, elastically scattered probe light was blocked

by a single bandpass interference filter [191] followed by an absorptive colored glass

filter [192] placed in front of the photomultiplier. In addition, a shutter was placed

in front of the PMT to shield it from the ablation pulse.

Fluorescence spectroscopy was performed with a photomultiplier tube, and, sepa-

rately, with an intensified CCD camera. The PMT was used in the lock-in detection

of fluorescence induced by an acousto-optically modulated beam. The performance

of this detection was limited by a background from fluorescing epoxy glue present

in our cell [193]. We were able to obtain an optical density sensitivity 10−5 (on the

relevant timescales) providing us with observations of VO densities spanning 6 orders

of magnitude. VO densities as low as 105 cm−3 were detectable; detection sensitivity

is discussed at greater length in Appendix G.

Finally, the laser frequency was calibrated with the Wavemeter [167] and absorp-

tion spectroscopy of an I2 vapor cell [168].

4.3 Low temperature spectroscopy

Early-time absorption spectra, along with an identification of the lines, are shown in

Fig. 4.1. To obtain these spectra, the absorption at a given frequency and time was

obtained by setting the frequency of the laser, ablating VO, measuring the absorption

as a function of time, and averaging the absorption over the appropriate time window.

The ablation process is sufficiently consistent shot-to-shot that meaningful spectra
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can be taken in this manner. At 10 ms, the spectra can be clearly identified as VO.

However, the signal observed at earlier times (� 4 ms) cannot be entirely reconciled

with the known VO lines in this spectral region; lines which are not |X4Σ−, ν ′′ = 0〉
VO are present. This indicates that other molecular species or excited states of VO

are formed and destroyed over this short time period.

Figure 4.1: VO spectra as a function of time after the ablation pulse. Note the
narrowing of the spectrum as the translational motion cools, and the presence of
unidentified lines at early times. Negligible change in the spectral shape is seen at
subseqent times.

At later times (t � 10 ms), all the lines in the spectral region of Figure 4.1 are all
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identifiable as VO (X4Σ−, ν ′′ = 0). However, this is not the case in all spectral regions.

Unidentified lines of intensity one-tenth that of the strongest VO lines were found at

17423 cm−1. The source of these spectral features was not determined. However,

they are not due to any known line of atomic vanadium, atomic or molecular oxygen,

or |X4Σ−, ν ′′ = 0〉 VO.

Combining the absorption spectra and camera images with the published radiative

lifetime of the |C, ν′ = 0〉 state of VO, we determine that we produce and cool 1012

VO molecules, which are roughly evenly distributed throughout the cell volume at a

density of 1010 cm−3. Approximately 80% of these molecules are in the two (closely

spaced) lowest energy levels |X; N ′′ = 1, J ′′ = 0.5〉 and |X; N ′′ = 0, J ′′ = 1.5〉.

Translational Temperature

As can be clearly seen in Figure 4.1, the spectral lines of VO rapidly narrow as the

VO cools in the buffer gas. The cooling of VO’s translational temperature takes

approximately 3 ms. Assuming Doppler broadening to be the sole source of spectral

broadening, the translational temperature of the VO molecules is obtained from the

width of the spectral lines, as shown in Figure 4.2. We find the VO is cooled to a

temperature of 1.8 ± 0.2 K within 10 ms following its production.

This temperature is strikingly higher than the 0.3 K temperature of the cell prior

to ablation. However, this does not necessarily mean that the VO is out of thermal

equilibrium with the buffer gas and cell walls. Using resistance thermometers (as

described in Section 5.7, the cell temperature is observed to rise due to heating

by the ablation pulse. Although our thermometry is not responsive on millisecond

timescales, a temperature rise to about 1 K is seen on a 1 s timescale. Thus, the

measured VO translational temperature is not inconsistent with the cell temperature

measurements, and it is likely that the translational temperature of the VO has come

into thermal equilibrium with the buffer gas.

As an important caveat, we note that it is also possible that there are other line-

broadening mechanisms and that the translational temperature may be somewhat

colder than given by this Doppler fit.
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Figure 4.2: Single-line spectrum of buffer-gas cooled VO in the absence of the mag-
netic trapping fields. Taken from 50 to 200 ms after the ablation pulse. Fit to a
gaussian, giving a full-width at half-maximum of 63 ± 6 MHz and a translational
temperature of 1.8 ± 0.2 K.

Rotational Temperature

The rotational temperature of the VO is determined through analysis of the relative

strength of the VO rotational spectral lines. The spectroscopic lines of VO and the

energies of the ground electronic rotational and hyperfine states from which they

originate have been identified [187]. The LIF signal (normalized for the degeneracy of

the various states) as a function of the energy of the state from which it originates is

shown in Figure 4.3. We assume that the observed transitions have identical oscillator

strengths, and fit the state populations to a Boltzman distribution. From this, we

find a rotational temperature of Trot = 1.5 ± 0.8 K.

The rotational temperature thermalizes with the translational temperature on an

unmeasured timescale ≤ 10 ms. This sets a lower limit on the rate coefficient for VO–
3He rotation-changing inelastic collisions of Γrot > 10−15 cm−3 s−1 at a temperature

of ∼ 1 K.
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Figure 4.3: Fluorescence signal of various rotational transitions, plotted as a function
of the energy of the state excited and normalized for its degeneracy. Fit to a Boltzman
distribution, which indicates a temperature of 1.5 ± 0.8 K. The data was taken with
the magnet off, and the fluorescence signal integrated over a time window from 3 to
23 ms after ablation (with the exception of three data points which have integration
windows from 1-11 ms and were normalized to compensate for the time difference).

Zeeman spectroscopy

Each observed VO transition splits into multiple narrowly (∆µ ∼ 0.1 µB) broad-

ened and widely broadened (∆µ ∼ 1 µB) features in the magnetic field. Although

attempts were made to theoretically calculate the magnetic shifts of VO based on

molecular parameters measured in zero field [187] and the Hamiltonian presented in

Reference [194], we were unable to reproduce the observed structure and hence unable

to conclusively identify the features.

Although disappointing, this is not surprising; the structure of the VO molecule

is very complex with significant (multiple wavenumber) spin splitting. Although the

spectrum is modeled and fit well at zero field, it is done so without a knowledge of the

true form of the molecular Hamiltonian or a detailed understanding of the physical

interactions underlying the behavior.
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4.4 VO loss

The early time behavior of VO is shown in Figure 4.1. At subsequent times, the

molecules are not observed to cool appreciably; they simply go away. We use fluores-

cence spectroscopy to track VO behavior after t = +20 ms; the behavior at t < 20 ms

is obscured by the closed PMT shutter.

Figure 4.4: VO fluorescence signal from the cell in the presence of buffer-gas but
without trapping fields. The VO is detected on the P

3/2
1 (0) transition.

We observe the ground rotational and vibrational state of VO via the P
3/2
1 (0)

transition. The fluorescence signal as a function of time in the absence of the trapping

fields is shown in Figure 4.4. The time behavior is somewhat peculiar. Rather than the

simple exponential loss expected for diffusion to the walls, the VO loss has a “knee”

in it. After the knee, the molecules disappear with an exponential time constant of

∼ 60 ms.

The time constant on which the ground state VO molecules disappear from the cell

is inconsistent with simple diffusion to the walls. Atomic europium produced under

identical buffer-gas conditions (and detected via absorption spectroscopy) exhibits a

significantly slower loss rate to the walls. And as can be seen in Figure 4.5, the VO

lifetime is largely independent of the density of helium buffer gas. This is conclusive
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evidence that the dominant loss process of VO molecules from the cell is not diffusion

to the walls.

3He Density: Low High

Eu

VO

Figure 4.5: Time behavior of VO and Eu signal (in the cell in the absence of trapping
fields) at two different buffer-gas densities. The Eu lifetime shows a dramatic increase
as the buffer-gas density in increased, indicating that the loss is dominated by diffusion
to the walls. The VO lifetime, by comparison, is largely unaffected by the 3He density.

The process that is causing loss of VO from the trap has not been conclusively

identified. Because the loss rate does not increase with the helium density, we conclude

that the loss is not due to interactions of VO with the 3He buffer gas (although

multiple-body collisions involving helium are a conceivable loss candidate if the helium

is not a limiting reagent). We surmise that the loss is due to a reaction of VO with

either another chemical species or dust produced during the laser ablation.

VO behavior in the trap

Because the VO is lost through some mechanism other than traveling to the cell

walls, we would expect the spatial confinement offered by the magnetic trap to have

a negligible effect on VO loss from the cell. This is what we observe. Although the

Zeeman broadening causes this transition to split into multiple features in the trap,
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they all exhibit roughly the same time dependence, shown in Figure 4.6 alongside the

time behavior in the absence of the magnetic trap.

Figure 4.6: VO fluorescence signal with the trapping fields off and with a trap depth
of 2.3 Tesla. The VO is detected on the P

3/2
1 (0) transition.

Glow

In the absence of an exciting laser, we still observe fluorescence emitted from the trap.

Although ablation normally creates a light-emitting plume, the plume fluorescence

is typically short-lived, as shown in Figure 3.8. In the case of VO, not only is the

fluorescence long-lived, but it follows the same time behavior as the molecule popu-

lation. This glow is shown in Figure 4.7. Although the source of the glow has not

been identified, its timescale suggests that it is related to the loss process responsible

for the disappearance of VO from our trap.
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Figure 4.7: The nefarious glow of VO. The laser-induced-fluorescence signal (LIF) of
VO is shown alongside the fluorescence signal in the absence of any exciting laser,
normalized to the same initial level. As with all our VO fluorescence work, the signal
at times < 20 ms is meaningless because of the closed shutter protecting the PMT
from the ablation flash.
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Chromium Cryogenic Apparatus

Our initial experiments to evaporatively cool atomic chromium were conducted in a

cryogenic apparatus similar to that used for the calcium monohydride work. Unfor-

tunately, technical problems with the magnet (discussed below) required that it be

replaced. While the new magnet was under construction, we also rebuilt the cell.

The new magnet avoids the problems that plagued its predecessor. The new cell is

electrically insulating to allow faster magnet ramping and achieves ultrahigh vacuum

to provide long trap lifetimes.

5.1 The magnet

The old magnet

The first magnet (used for europium, vanadium monoxide, calcium monohydride,

and initial chromium buffer-gas loading experiments) is described in detail in Jinha

Kim’s thesis [104]. Briefly, it consists of two superconducting solenoids run in an

anti-Helmholtz configuration to generate a spherical quadrupole trapping field. The

solenoids consist of approximately 5000 turns of multifilamentary niobium-titanium

superconductor embedded in a copper matrix. This magnet generates a trap depth

of 380 Gauss per Ampere (at a cell wall radius of 2.1 cm) and a field gradient of
dB
dz

= 250 G cm−1 A−1 at the trap center. The magnet was operated up to a maximum

current of 86 A.

The solenoids are wound on and contained by a titanium alloy cask. Titanium

alloy was chosen because it is strong, nonmagnetic, and well characterized at low

83
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temperature [195]. The cryogenic structural properties are important because the ti-

tanium cask must support the large repulsive force generated by the coils when they

are energized. The specific titanium alloy chosen was Ti-6Al-4V ELI annealed (tita-

nium alloyed with 6% aluminum and 4% vanadium, extra-low-interstitial level and

annealed). Unbeknownst to us at the time, this alloy of titanium is superconducting

at liquid helium temperatures [196].

Jump behavior

When the magnet is brought to high field, we observe no aberrant behavior and the

field profile is unperturbed. We believe the cask is driven normal by the magnetic

fields. As the magnet is ramped to lower fields, the cask becomes superconducting.

This superconductivity causes problematic behavior, which we dub “jumps”. During

a “jump”, the magnet current and the magnetic field both abruptly change value.

Hall probe [197] measurements indicate that during a jump, the change in the

field is simply a change in an overall bias field in the trapping region. Typical jumps

are on the order of 200 gauss, and little evidence of any additional distortion of the

shape of the magnetic field was seen. Typical jump behavior is shown in Figure 5.1.

We believe the field jumps arise out of a simple process. Once the magnetic

field falls below its critical value, the titanium alloy cask becomes superconducting.

Consequently, it attempts to shield out any changes in the magnetic flux through it,

and as the magnet is ramped down the current circulating in the titanium cask rises

until it exceeds its critical current. At this point, the titanium cask is driven normal,

resulting in a rapid change in its current and the magnetic field. Then, the entire

process begins again.

Experimentally, we observe that the field jumps are roughly repeatable when the

magnet is ramped under similar conditions, but the number, magnitude, and location

of the jumps all vary with the ramp speed and the maximum current to which the

magnet is ramped. The process is hysteretic, and jumps are not observed if the

magnet current is not brought above 10 A. In addition, jumps are typically not seen

when the magnet current is changed at speeds less than 0.1 A/s.

While (accidentally) running the magnet while it was positioned above, but not

immersed in, liquid helium, no jumps occurred. Consistent with the attribution of the

jumps to a superconducting cask, we believe that under these conditions the magnet

was at an elevated temperature such that the solenoids were superconducting but the
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Figure 5.1: The measured magnet field at the trap saddle point as the magnet cur-
rent is ramped down from 40 A to 0 A. The discontinuous “jumps” on top of the
smooth rampdown and the residual nonzero field at t > 120 s are attributed to the
superconducting titanium form.

cask was not.

The field jumps are accompanied by a rapid change in the current running through

our magnet (as monitored by the voltage across a small resistor in series with our

magnet). This is due to magnetic induction and was our first experimental indication

of the jump behavior. The jumps are also accompanied by a small, rapid increase in

the temperature of the cell, attributed to eddy current heating of the metal cell by

the rapidly changing magnetic field.

The most important feature of the field jumps is the associated loss of atoms: the

jumps cause a dramatic reduction in the number of atoms remaining. An example of

this loss is shown in Figure 5.2. Certain jumps cause large atom loss (as indicated by

the reduced optical density), while others leave the atoms largely unchanged. Because

the cell heating is proportional to the magnitude of the current jump, this inconsistent

behavior indicates that the atom loss is not due to bad vacuum caused by the heating

of the cell.
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Figure 5.2: Chomium atom loss, due to field jumps, as the magnet current is ramped
down. The atomic signal is shown in gray, the magnet current in black. The field
jumps are identified through the corresponding jumps in the magnet current. A 100
times magnification of an AC coupled (1 Hz high pass filter) magnet current is shown
to identify the location of jumps.

Irrespective of its origin, the atom loss was unacceptably large. We rebuilt the

magnet using a nonsuperconducting cask.

The New Magnet

Magnet coils

The new magnet was wound with Supercon 54S multifilament superconducting wire

[198], which consists of T48 superconducting filaments (niobium alloyed with 48%

titanium) embedded in copper wire. The wire used had a 1.3:1 copper to supercon-

ductor ratio, a 0.016” outer diameter, and was insulated with Formvar. The magnet

coils were wound by American Magnetics, Inc. [199].

The finished magnet consisted of two coils, each with 8266 turns, a 3.26” inner

diameter, a 5.73” or 5.78” outer diameter, and a length of 1.995”. The coils are

vertically separated by 0.793” (equivalently, their centers of mass are positioned at
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z = ±1.394”). The magnet’s room temperature resistance is ∼ 1.3 kΩ, and its

calculated field is shown in Figure 5.3. The field gradient at the trap center for a 1 A

current is dB
dz

= 235.4 G/cm. The trap depth at the plastic cell wall (ρ = 3.14 cm) is

450 G A−1.
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Figure 5.3: The field contours of the 3 inch bore magnet at a 1 A current, as calculated
from the winding specifications [200]. Contours are plotted every 0.01 T. Shown
alongside is an “arrow-plot” indicating the direction and magnitude of the field. The
walls of the magnet are at ρ = 3.81 cm and the walls of the plastic cell at ρ = 3.14
cm. Both are indicated in the contour plot by gray lines.

The magnet training behavior [201] is shown in Table 5.1. Essentially no training

was observed: the magnet reached its maximum current by the second, if not first,

quench. The maximum current obtained is consistent with the expected limitations

due to the short sample critical current of the superconducting wire itself [198, 200].

# I [A]
1 78 + 1 − 0
2 78.4 ± 0.1
3 78.4 ± 0.1

Table 5.1: Quench behavior of the 3 inch magnet. The current at which the magnet
quenched is listed as a function of the number of the attempt.
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Magnet cask

When the magnet is energized with a current I , the coils are calculated [200] to repel

each other with a force of 38 N · (I/A)2, giving a maximum force of 2.3 × 105 N at

the critical current. Structural support of the coils is provided by a cask made of

Ti-5Al-2.5Sn normal interstitial level titanium alloy [202]. This alloy has comparable

cryogenic structural properties to 6-4-ELI [195, 203], and does not superconduct at

4.2 K [196].1 Using electrical conductivity measurements, we experimentally con-

firmed that the 5-2.5 titanium stock used to construct the magnet was normal at

liquid helium temperatures.

A schematic of the magnet cask is shown in Figure 5.4. As shown in Figure 5.4.A,

the two magnet coils are wound on the inner wall of the titanium cask; not shown are

G-10 “winding flanges” (supplied by American Magnetics during the magnet winding)

which fill the space between the coils and the form.

When the magnet is energized, the repulsive force between the coils is opposed by

the 1/8”-thick inner wall of the titanium cask and the eight 1/2”-thick outer support

plates, as shown in Figure 5.4.B. 1/2”-diameter pegs mechanically connect the outer

support plates to the top and bottom of the cask, as indicated in Figures 5.4.C and

5.4.D. To hold these plates to the sides of the cask and to keep the pegs in place, thin

titanium cover plates are bolted (through clearance holes in the support plates) to

the cask with titanium screws and lock-washers.2 To prevent any pressure buildup

inside the cask peg-holes (which are partially sealed by the pegs when assembled),

the peg-holes are vented through thin holes drilled into the top and bottom of the

cask, as indicated in Figures 5.4.C and 5.4.D.

Our 5-2.5 titanium was specified to have a tensile yield strength of 800 MPa at

room temperature; this was confirmed by materials testing [202]. Thus, the yield

strength of the cask inner wall is calculated to be 6 × 105 N at 300 K. Our 5-2.5

titanium was specified (but not tested) to have an ultimate shear strength of 500

MPa at 300 K. The strength of the outer support structure is calculated to be limited

1Unfortunately, it has the disadvantage that it is less commonly available, espe-
cially in the sizes required for this work.

2The non-load-bearing titanium cover plates, screws, and lock-washers are com-
mercial purity titanium; the cask, pegs, and outer support plates are all Ti-5Al-2.5Sn
normal interstitial level titanium alloy.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of the 3” magnet, as discussed in the text. Figure A
shows a cross-section of the magnet taken through an axial plane. Figure B shows a
cross-section of the magnet through a plane 1” below the top surface of the magnet.
Figures C and D show the magnet cask fully assembled, with the outer structural
plates and support pegs attached. Minor details have been omitted for simplicity.
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by the pegs, which should have a combined ultimate shear strength of 1 × 106 N at

300 K. Thus, the inner and outer support structure for the magnet coil should, at

room temperature, each be able to accommodate over twice the force generated by

the magnet coils at their critical current.3 Additionally, the strength of the titanium

structure will increase as it is cooled to 4 K [203, 206].

Because of the fatigue properties of repeatedly stressed materials, careful consid-

eration is required to determine when the magnet should be retired from use. Data on

the 4 K fracture toughness and fatigue crack growth rate for Ti-5Al-2.5Sn is given in

References [195] and [203]. Although it becomes more brittle as it is cooled, Ti-5Al-

2.5Sn still exhibits good toughness at low temperatures. Depending strongly on the

size of existing cracks in the machined titanium form and regions of stress concentra-

tion, the magnet will eventually become unsafe to use. While this is not anticipated

to occur in the near future, determining when this will occur is an important issue

left unanswered in this thesis.

Bucking coil

While using this magnet with our plastic cell (see Section 5.5), we observed heating

as the magnet current was changed. The dominant heating process was eddy current

heating of the cell’s metal cell heat exchanger and the refrigerator mixing chamber.

To reduce this heating, we built a bucking coil to reduce the magnetic field at these

locations. The bucking coil consists of a varied-density winding of superconducting

wire (0.035” diameter Teledyne wire) on an aluminum cylinder. It is positioned

around the heat exchanger and mixing chamber, well above the magnet. Although

the field cancellation is not perfect, it greatly reduces the heating during magnet

ramping.

Without the bucking coil, if the magnet current is changed 30 A at a linear rate

of 6 A/s, the cell and heat exchanger both increase in temperature by over 100 mK

from an initial temperature of 200 mK. This is an unacceptably large heat load, as

3These quoted strengths were calculated naively, ignoring stress concentration
effects. Numerical simulations of the geometrical stress concentration factor Kt (using
the terminology of Reference [204]) indicate that Kt < 2.5 everywhere in the magnet
form [205]. Because 5-2.5 titanium has relatively poor ductility at liquid helium
temperatures [195], we estimate this will lead to a reduction of the strength of � 30%
[204].
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it will ruin the cell vacuum (as shown in Figure 6.6). Under comparable conditions

with the bucking coil, the cell is heated less than 30 mK. Unfortunately, it is difficult

to precisely quantify this minor heating, as our thermometry exhibits strange effects

in rapidly ramped fields (see Section 5.7).

Residual fields

The magnetic field is expected to be predominantly linear in the magnet current with

the exception of a residual field “trapped” in the superconducting wire which persists

even when the net magnet current is zero. This residual field is important because it

affects how shallow a trap can be generated while maintaining the desired trap shape.

Measurements of the magnetic fields inside the trap with a Hall probe [207] con-

firm these expectations. The measured magnetic field at the saddle point of the trap

is linear in the magnet current, with maximum deviations on the order of 10 gauss.

These deviations are hysteretic and depend on the recent history of the magnet cur-

rent.

Figure 5.5 shows the residual fields along the center of the magnet. After ramping

the magnet down from 50 A to 0 A, we observe residual fields of up to ∼ 10 G. These

residual fields have a similar shape to the trapping fields and are roughly comparable

to the fields that would be produced by a magnet current of 0.02 A. Efforts to further

reduce these residual fields by running an opposing current through the magnet are

only partially successful, and reduce the fields along the trap axis to � 5 G. These

remaining fields bear little resemblance to the original trap. The field at the magnet

wall (not shown) behaves in a qualitatively identical manner. The zero amp residual

fields at the walls are approximately 40 G, and they can be canceled only to a level

of roughly 30 G.

Comparing the effects of the residual fields to other mechanisms which distort the

shape of the trap, we note the residual fields in the cell are much larger than the

earth’s magnetic field (� 1 G). Coincidentally, the residual fields will significantly

distort the trap shape only at currents comparable to those at which gravity begins

to play an important role (see Appendix C).
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the residual field in the magnet along the ẑ axis of the trap. The
line shows the magnetic field at a current of 50 A, divided by a factor of 3000. The
open circles show the magnetic field after the magnet has been ramped down from
50 A to zero current, and include data from three different rampdowns. The black
squares show the magnetic field while a small negative current is run through the
magnet in an attempt to cancel the residual fields.

5.2 Optical access

With the cryogenic apparatus fully assembled, the trap magnet is immersed in liquid

helium. The “inner vacuum chamber” (IVC) runs through the magnet bore, and

contains the dilution refrigerator and the experimental cell in an arrangement similar

to that shown in Figure 3.1. A series of windows through the bottom of the dewar

provides optical access into the cell.

The three dewar windows are each 3” diameter, 0.5” thickness BK7 windows

[208]. The windows are wedged, antireflection coated, and mounted at skew angles

to prevent errant reflections from interfering with the probe beam. The windows

are mounted to surfaces at 300 K, 77 K, and 4 K, as shown in Figure 5.6. The

role of the 300K window is to form a vacuum seal to provide optical access while

maintaining the cryostat vacuum. The 77K window forms no seal; its only role is to
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Figure 5.6: The cryostat windows (as constructed for the 3” magnet IVC). The 300K
window is sealed (via an intermediate plate) to the outside of the dewar with a rubber
O-ring. The 77K window is held against the liquid nitrogen dewar plate for thermal
contact. The 4K window is sealed (via an intermediate plate) to the liquid helium
dewar with an indium seal. The intermediate plates serve to position the windows at
skew angles. The 4K window’s intermediate plate also aids in removal of the window
during disassembly, as the window’s glass-to-metal indium seal is difficult to break.

block infrared radiation from the room to reduce the heat load on the liquid helium

dewar and the cell. The purpose of the 4K window is to both shield the cell from

infrared radiation and to form a vacuum seal to isolate the inner vacuum chamber

and the cryostat vacuum. From the base temperature reached by the cell (and the

measured conductance of its thermal link), we find an upper limit on the black body

heat load on the cell is ≤ 30 µW.
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The 2” bore magnet setup

The above description applies to the optics as they were used with the 3” bore “new”

magnet. A very similar arrangement was used with the 2” bore “old” magnet. In

that setup, the cryostat windows used were also 3” diameter antireflection-coated

BK7 windows, although of different origin [209]. During one cooldown with these

optics, the thermal link was not securely fastened to the refrigerator. This resulted

in an extremely weak thermal connection to the cell, and certain doom for that

experimental run. However, it supplied a very sensitive measurement of the heat load

on the cell. From this data, we can place an upper limit on the cell heat load from

blackbody radiation of 5 µW.

5.3 The copper cell

Initial chromium trapping experiments were conducted in the same copper cell used

for the CaH trapping work (described in Section 3.2). This cell is unsuitable for

evaporative cooling (which we implement in this thesis by changing the magnetic field,

and plan to eventually implement through RF radiation) because it is incompatible

with both rapidly ramped magnetic fields and RF. Both of these techniques would

induce eddy currents in the copper cell walls, which would cause heating of the cell

and ruin the cell vacuum.

It is also important to note that despite the low cell temperatures that were

obtained with the copper cell (T < 100 mK), we observed exponential loss from the

cell on a timescales of ∼ 60 seconds (while using 4He as a buffer gas). This exponential

loss suggests loss due to background processes. This loss is conceivably due to poor

vacuum in the cell, despite the low temperature of the cell wall. Similar phenomena

seen in early versions of the plastic cell are discussed in Section 5.6.

5.4 The composite metal cell

The composite metal cell was built and used chronologically between the original

copper cell and the subsequent plastic cell design. It was designed to allow the magnet

to be rapidly ramped without heating. To accomplish this without the complexity

of the subsequent plastic cell design, we built a cell whose thermal conductivity was
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supplied by thin, insulated copper wires [99].

The cell was constructed from a 0.035” wall, 1.5” diameter stainless steel tube.

The combination of the thin wall and stainless’s comparatively poor electrical con-

ductivity should exhibit greatly reduced eddy current heating in comparison to a

copper cell. To provide thermal conductivity along the length of the cell, 99 insulated

copper wires (0.033” diameter with SPN insulation) are run down the length of the

cell, held in place by kevlar thread wrapped around the cell, and anchored to the cell

wall with 1266 epoxy [193]. The top ends of the wires are flattened, stripped, and

soldered to a copper plate positioned above the regions of high field. This plate is, in

turn, connected via a copper heat link to the dilution refrigerator mixing chamber.

The cell window is sealed to the bottom via a standard indium face seal [159].

The thermal conductance down the length of the cell was high. It was measured

to be ∼ 10 µW/mK at 200 mK (and scales linearly with the cell temperature). This

conductance is overkill for our requirements and a functional cell could be built with

fewer and thinner copper wires.

Eddy current heating is quite considerable with this cell. The heat load on the

cell during a magnet ramp is roughly 2 mW at a ramp rate of 2.5 A/s (using the

“Old Magnet”). The heating is expected to scale as the square of the ramp rate. To

change the magnet current 50 A while maintaining the cell temperature below 200

mK requires that the magnet be changed at a rate below 1 A/s. This performance is

marginal for our evaporative cooling experiments.

Calculations indicate the dominant source of heating during magnet ramps was

the large diameter copper plate which served to thermally connect the cell wires

and the copper heatlink to the mixing chamber. As such, it should be possible to

considerably improve the performance of the cell by adding a bucking coil to reduce

the magnetic field at this plate. Alternatively, the top could be redesigned to reduce

its heating.

The combination of the magnet jumps and the poor ramping capabilities of the

composite metal cell prevented us from making meaningful measurements of the evap-

orative cooling properties of atomic chromium. To overcome this, we rebuilt both the

cell and the magnet. Rather than attempt to fix the problems of the composite metal

cell design, we decided to replace it entirely with the plastic cell. We had sufficient

time to do so while waiting for our new magnet to be constructed, and believed the

performance of the plastic cell would be superior.
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5.5 The plastic cell

To create a cell which would allow fast field ramping (and high power RF radiation)

without heating, we redesigned the cell to use thermally conducting but electrically

insulating materials. Following the design of the MIT Hydrogen experiment [19, 210],

we constructed a double-walled cell which uses superfluid helium to provide thermal

conductivity. A schematic of the cell is shown in Figure 5.7; we call it the “plastic

cell”.

The cell body is constructed out of G-10, a fiberglass-epoxy composite with well-

characterized low temperature properties [203]. The cell walls are custom diameter

Spaulding G-10-Cr natural spauldite tubing [211], with a 1/32” wall thickness. All

of the other G-10 cell components were constructed from stock G-10 tubing and

1/4” plate [212]. To ensure that the tubing was superfluid leak tight, the surfaces

were coated with 1266 epoxy [193].4 To facilitate coating the surfaces with epoxy,

the surfaces were first sanded, cleaned with ethanol, and then cleaned briefly with

acetone. The 1266 epoxy was applied and wiped with a Kimwipe [213] in order to

remove excess epoxy and encourage surface wetting .

1266 epoxy was also used to seal the G-10 joints, which were machined to 0.001–

0.002 inch clearances. This clearance was chosen because it was the minimum clear-

ance which exhibited good wicking of epoxy into the joint. The joints were designed

with “elbows” such that one of the mating pieces would extend past the joint by

0.050” or greater. This would facilitate application of the epoxy to the joint, which

was usually done in such a manner that gravity would assist in drawing the epoxy

into the joint. The G-10 surfaces were prepared for epoxy application by sanding,

followed by cleaning with acetone. Sufficient epoxy was applied that a small fillet

(∼ 0.020”) of epoxy remained at the joint “elbow” after the epoxy wicked into the

joint.

Cell heaters and thermometers (as described in Section 5.7) are mounted inside

the cell walls. The immersion in liquid helium supplies sufficient thermal contact for

accurate thermometry at reasonable (∼ 300 µV) excitation voltages. The electrical

4It is interesting to note that a complete version of the cell was assembled without
coating the tube surfaces with epoxy and found to be superfluid leak tight. However,
during the construction of subsequent cells, some G-10 tube sections used were found
to leak at room temperature and were coated with epoxy to eliminate the leaks.
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Figure 5.7: Diagram of the plastic cell. The inner wall inner diameter of the cell is
2.484 inches. Not shown are the standoffs on the top and bottom of the cell: see
Figure 5.8.
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connection to the wires is supplied with twisted-pair manganin wires [214] which exit

the cell through a 1/16” diameter hole which is sealed with 2850 epoxy [215].

The Heatlink

The thermal link (also shown in Figure 5.7) must allow the cell to be heated (to

produce the desired density of buffer gas for trap loading) without appreciably heating

the dilution refrigerator. This requirement is crucial because the dilution refrigerator

is extremely slow to cool. Once the atoms have been loaded into the magnetic trap,

the thermal link must then provide the thermal conductivity to cool the cell and

reliquefy the buffer gas. The thermal conductance of the heatlink is chosen as a

compromise between these two requirements.

The heatlink consists of two sections: the superfluid helium thermal link, which

provides a thermal connection between the the cell and the “heat exchanger”, and

the heat exchanger, which provides a thermal connection between the superfluid and

the metal surface of the dilution refrigerator.

Superfluid helium thermal link

The design of the superfluid heat link is complicated by the rapid variation of super-

fluid helium’s conductivity with temperature. In the temperature range of interest,

the thermal conductivity of copper scales as T , but the conductivity of superfluid he-

lium scales as T 3 [99, 216]. For 4He inside a (rough-surfaced) tube of diameter d and

length L (with pressure less than 2 atmospheres, T � 0.5 K, and a small temperature

gradient across the tube), the thermal conductance along the length of the tube is

approximately

κ ∼ 16
W

K
·
(

d

cm

)3

·
(

L

cm

)−1

·
(

T

K

)3

The superfluid-helium section of the heatlink is a 3/8” diameter, ∼ 7” long column

of superfluid helium contained by a G-10 tube and a flexible thin-walled formed

stainless bellows [217], as shown in Figure 5.7. As shown in Figure 5.9, its thermal

conductance was experimentally measured to be 670 ± 20 µW
mK

·
(

T
K

)3
, within 20% of

the predicted value.
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Heat exchanger

The copper heat exchanger provides thermal contact between the superfluid heatlink

and the mixing chamber via silver-sinter-covered copper fins descending into the liquid

helium. The heat exchanger itself is then thermally anchored to the mixing chamber

through direct contact. The fins are covered with silver sinter in order to create a large

surface area between the metal and helium. This is necessary because of the large

Kapitza resistance at the metal-helium interface [99]. By changing the height of the

helium in the heat exchanger, we can tune the heat exchanger’s thermal conductance,

as seen in Figure 5.10, and limit the total cell-to-refrigerator thermal conductivity.

The two sinter plates are constructed in a manner similar to that outlined in

Reference [218]. Each consists of a ∼ 2” by 1.5” copper plate which is electroplated

with a ∼ 100 µm layer of silver [219]. Approximately 20 grams of 1 micron silver

powder [220] are applied to each side of the plate, compressed (between teflon-covered

plates) to 2000 psi, and baked in air at 100 degrees Celsius for twenty minutes. After

cooling in air, the sinter fins are extracted from the compression assembly and screwed

into the top of the heat exchanger can.

Care must be taken to ensure that the surface to which the sinter is bonded

is clean of chemical residue which might interfere with the adhesion of the silver

sinter to the plate. Early attempts at forming the sinter plates encountered problems

with the sinter flaking off in bulk, attributed to poor cleaning of the plate. Similar

flaking problems were encountered with a silver sinter [221] that did not meet its

purity specifications due to an organic compound on the surface of the sinter. When

replaced with “clean” silver sinter and a well-cleaned silver-coated plate5, we found

good adhesion to the plate.

5Before silver plating, the copper plates are sanded with 100 grit sandpaper to
roughen the surface, annealed at 460 Celsius in a H2 atmosphere, gold plated, washed
in acetone, rinsed in distilled water, silver plated, rinsed in distilled water, rinsed in
10:1 water-to-sulfuric acid solution (as part of the silver-plating process), then rinsed
in distilled water again. I cannot recall why the plates were gold plated; it seems an
unnecessary step.
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The Helium Dump

To accurately meter helium into the cell jacket and heatlink, we use a large stain-

less steel cylinder of known volume as a helium reservoir. This helium dump has a

capacitance manometer gauge to measure its pressure. The volume of this resevoir

is 7 × 104 cm3, yielding 0.11 cm3 of condensed liquid per Torr of room-temperature

helium gas in the dumps.

Standoffs

The trap depth in our cell is set by the magnetic field at the cell wall. To obtain as

large a trap depth as possible, a large inner diameter cell is desired. The diameter

is limited ultimately by the magnet bore and in practice is additionally reduced by

the thickness of the IVC, the cell walls, and the clearance between them. Thus, it

is desirable to minimize the clearance between the cell and the IVC. If the cell wall

directly touches the IVC, however, it typically results in a disastrous heat load on the

cell from the 4 K IVC.

The original copper cell was build with a 2 mm radial clearance inside the IVC

and a rigid connection to the refrigerator. Initially, it was assembled by iteratively

positioning it via an adjustable joint at the mixing chamber until it did not contact

the IVC. During one experiment, a magnet quench caused the cell to collide with the

IVC, where it remained, intolerably warm, for the remainder of the run. To avoid

such mishaps and simplify the assembly procedure, we use “standoffs”: low thermal

conductivity spacers which mechanically anchor the cell to the IVC with extremely

low heat flow.

The standoff used with the plastic cell is a Kevlar “lasso”, shown schematically

in Figure 5.8. The lasso consists of a thin G-10 ring of an inner and outer diameter

such that it fits between the cell and the IVC. Pairs of shallow notches (∼ 1 mm

wide and deep) are filed into the top of the G-10 ring. Kevlar thread [222] is strung

tautly between the notches and held in place with 2850 epoxy. Two such lassos

are made, and the Kevlar thread is glued to the top and bottom of the cell (with

G-10 spacers and directly, respectively) with 2850 epoxy. These lassos are quite

stiff against horizontal displacement; they are considerably stiffer than the flexible

heatlink. Because the thermal connection between the cell and IVC walls is along a

long, thin Kevlar thread, the heat load on the cell is very small. Measurements of
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Figure 5.8: The cell bottom standoff. The ring is made of G-10, the kevlar thread is
shown as a dotted line. The thread is epoxied to the bottom of the cell inner wall at
the midpoint of each of the six sections of thread.

this heat load provide an upper limit of 30 µW as the total heat load through both

standoffs. Calculations predict a total heat load of less than 20 µW [223, 224].

An additional benefit of the standoffs (and flexible heatlink) is that the IVC is

typically more vibrationally stable than the refrigerator. By mechanically anchoring

the cell and its mirror to the IVC, we obtain superior beam pointing stability.

The cell interior

A “UV-enhanced” aluminum mirror [225] is placed at the top of the cell to reflect

the probe beam. A G-10 plate attached to the cell top by nylon screws holds the

mirror loosely against the cell top. Despite its name, the reflectance of the mirror is

poor at 425 nm, and it absorbs more than 10% of the probe beam power. While this

absorption is benign with our ∼ nW probe beam powers, it proved to be problematic

with high power beams used for optical pumping.

Our chromium ablation targets are positioned on the same G-10 plate holding

the cell mirror. Four ablation targets are in the cell, each a high purity chromium

lump roughly 2 mm in size [226]. We place multiple targets at various locations in

the cell primarily for convenience in aligning the ablation laser; we typically use only

one lump. To provide thermal conductivity to the walls, the lumps of chromium are

epoxied to 20 gauge copper wires with 2850 epoxy. The other ends of the wires are

epoxied to the junction of the walls and the cell top with 1266 epoxy along a length

of a few centimeters.

The bottom of the cell is sealed with a wedged, antireflection-coated BK7 window
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[227]. It is manufactured to fit into the cell inner wall with a 0.001” radial clearance.

It is epoxied directly to the cell inner wall with 1266 epoxy.

Fill lines

“Fill lines”, thin vacuum tubes connecting the cell vacuum spaces to room temper-

ature pumping ports, are necessary for condensing helium into the cell jacket and

placing buffer gas in the cell.

The cell buffer gas fill line is a 1/8” diameter seamless 316 stainless steel tube

which runs down from the top of the cryostat (at 300 K) and is thermally anchored

to the IVC top (at 4 K) and the refrigerator’s 1K pot. At the height of the refrigerator

mixing chamber, a 0.020” diameter pinhole is placed in the fill line, and the fill line

diameter is reduced to 1/16” outer diameter (0.04” inner diameter) which continues

until it reaches the cell. The vacuum connection between the two tubes is made with

Swagelok VCR connectors [163], and the pinhole is simply a modified VCR gasket. As

shown in Figure 5.7, the 1/16” fill line enters the cell top, bends through the superfluid

helium inside the cell top, and enters the cell interior. Both G-10 penetrations are

sealed with 1266 epoxy.

A large diameter fill line is desirable to supply a high cell pumping speed [118]

and allow the quantity of buffer gas inside the cell to be varied while still maintaining

the apparatus at cryogenic temperatures. Unfortunately, a large diameter fill line is

disastrous for the thermal load on the cell. Various mechanisms, including superfluid

film flow, cause significant power transport down the tube [210]. The small pinhole

in the fill line is intended to reduce superfluid film flow (which is a surface effect)

between the cell and warmer sections of the fill line without significantly reducing the

pumping speed of the line. The bend of the tube through the cell helium jacket is

intended to condense any errant helium gas flow down the fill line. The 1/16” line

was chosen for the final section of the fill line not only for its its reduced conductance

but also to simplify construction of the “bend” through the cell top. This design

keeps the heat load on the cell at an acceptable level: when the buffer gas is added

to the cell, the additional heatload on the cell is ∼ 10 µW.

The fill line for the heatlink (and cell jacket) is similar in both intent and con-

struction. It consists of a 1/8” outer diameter stainless fill line from 300K to the

cell heat exchanger. This fill line is thermally anchored to the IVC top and the re-
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frigerator’s 1K pot, still, and cold plate. A 0.020” diameter pinhole is placed in this

line at the height of the mixing chamber. This fill line provides a nice compromise

between pumping speed and thermal isolation. The additional heatload on the cell

heat exchanger when the cell jacket is full is � 100 µW. To pump out the cell jacket

(while the cell is kept below 4 K and hence at sub-atmosphere pressure) requires less

than 2 hours.

The motivation behind the design of the fill lines is discussed further in Section

5.6.

Performance

With this cell and 4He buffer gas, we were able to achieve cold cell temperatures and

good vacuum, as described in Section 6.3.

The thermal conductance of the superfluid heatlink and the sinter are shown in

Figures 5.9 and 5.10. While the superfluid heatlink shows the expected temperature

behavior, the thermal conductivity of the sinter scales as T 2, rather than the T 3

scaling expected for Kaptiza resistance [99]. The T 2 scaling is to our advantage, as it

allows us to attain higher thermal conductivity at low temperatures without excessive

thermal conductivity at trap loading temperatures.

A plot of the cell temperature during a typical loading cycle is shown in Figure

6.7. Despite the high specific heat of the helium in the cell walls [99, 228], the cell

cools and the buffer-gas is liquefied on a timescale of a few seconds. Additionally,

the refrigerator mixing chamber undergoes quite modest heating during the loading

cycle, as indicated by the cold temperature to which the cell quickly returns.

The thermal conductance along the length of the cell (between the cell top and

bottom) is extremely high, making it difficult to accurately measure. We can place

a lower limit on the cell thermal conductance of 200 µW/mK at a temperature 400

mK. This is considerably higher than the thermal link conductance at the same

temperature, and is overkill. However, little would be gained by reducing the thickness

of the superfluid jacket: this thickness is convenient for mounting thermometers and

heaters, the gain in trap depth would be minor, and the cell cooling rate would be

improved only modestly.

From the final temperatures reached by the cell and heat exchanger, their indi-

vidual heat loads (with buffer-gas in the cell and the helium thermal link full) are
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Figure 5.9: Thermal conductance of the cell heatlink (the thermal connection between
the cell and heat exchanger), fit to κ = C · T 3.

less than 30 µW each. However, the base temperature reached by the refrigerator

(and its rated cooling performance) indicates that its total heat load is approximately

300 µW. Such inconsistencies have been seen with other versions of the cell; it is not

known how to reconcile these numbers.

5.6 Failed cell designs

Prior to the plastic cell design described in Section 5.5, multiple designs were used

which failed to attain good vacuum and long trap lifetimes. Some of these cells failed

because they were unable to reach sufficiently low temperatures. Insidiously, certain

cells showed trap loss despite cold cell wall temperatures. The observed loss would

also often occur in counterintuitive manners.

Examples of this “counterintuitive” cell loss are shown in Figure 5.11. The loss

rate due to bad vacuum is naively expected to be exponential; the loss rate from

Cr–Cr interactions should slow even more rapidly as the density of trapped atoms
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Figure 5.10: Thermal conductance of the heat exchanger, fit to κ = C ·T 2. The black
dots show the thermal conductance of the heat exchanger at a calculated helium depth
such that 0.3 inches (out of 1.5”) of the sinter fins are immersed in liquid helium. The
open dots show the conductance with only 0.1 inches of sinter fin immersion.

decreases. The behavior shown in Figure 5.11 exhibits a loss rate (per atom) which

increases with decreasing Cr density.

Although the exact mechanism behind the behavior in Figure 5.11 remains un-

explained, the effect was attributed to background helium because it increased with

marginally increased cell temperatures. We suspect it is to the presence of local, un-

measured “hot spots” in the cell or fill line. The liquefied 4He in the cell is superfluid,

and the resulting superfluid film will coat all surfaces inside the cell. If there is a local

spot which remains warm (such as the cell window or mirror), helium will continually

flow to this point and evaporate from it. Similarly, superfluid flow up the fill line

to warmer regions may produce a continuous flux of helium gas into the cell. This

theory is supported by the additional heat load observed when buffer gas was placed

in these older versions of the cell.

The (known) changes to the cell design between the working and the various failed

cells are shown in Figure 5.12. As shown in 5.12.A, the method of window mounting
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Figure 5.11: Atom loss from the trap with a failed version of the plastic cell. To obtain
the data, the trap is loaded at high field. Then the cell is cooled and the magnet
ramped down to a lower trap depth. For times after +60 seconds, the magnetic field
and cell temperature are held constant. In Figure (A), the temperature of the cell
walls is 200 mK. In Figure (B), the magnet is kept at 1 amp. For comparison, our
final cell version exhibited long lifetimes at 200 mK, as shown in Figure 6.6

was changed. In the initial arrangement, a 2” diameter window was epoxied to a

G-10 ring epoxied to the inner cell wall. The redesigned version is simply a custom

diameter window which is glued directly to the inner cell wall at a height such that

the superfluid helium extends below the window. Although the new version requires

a precisely manufactured custom window, it increases the thermal conductivity to the

window. As an added benefit, the new design should produce less mechanical strain

on the window when it is cooled; the old design was prone to cracking the window.

As shown in 5.12.B, the cell fill line below its aperture was changed from a 1/8” di-

ameter tube to a 1/16” outer diameter (0.010” wall) tube. Perhaps more importantly,

the new tube is run through the cell top to provide a better thermal connection to

the superfluid helium and eliminate any line-of-sight path into the trap. Additionally,

the new fill line was curlicued a couple of times (as shown in Figure 5.7) between the

cell and the “pinhole”.

A change omitted from Figure 5.12 is the placement of pinholes in the cell fill lines

and thermal anchoring of the fill lines. These details were absent in early versions

of the cell, and the heat load from the fill lines is on the order of 500 µW. With
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Figure 5.12: Changes in the cell design from our non-functional plastic cell, which
was unable to attain good vacuum, to our working cell, which produced long-lived
trapped species. The details of the changes are discussed in the text.

the pinholes and thermal anchoring to the refrigerator, this heat load is reduced to

� 100 µW.

As indicated in Figure 5.12.C, the inner diameter of the heat link was increased

from 1/4” to 3/8”. Because the sinter limits the high-temperature thermal conduc-
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tivity to the mixing chamber, the conductance of the superfluid heatlink (which is

the limiting conductance at low temperatures) could be increased without putting an

undue heat load on the mixing chamber during the loading procedure. This allowed

lower cell temperatures to be obtained.

As shown in Figure 5.12.D, the cell standoffs (top and bottom) were also changed.

Our original design used rigid Vespel pegs [164] to mechanically anchor the cell to the

walls. While the heat load of the pegs was not measured, they were replaced with

the Kapton lasso to reduce the likelihood of problematic heat conduction through the

standoffs, as it was believed the lasso design would have lower thermal conductivity.

The Kapton lasso replacement performed well (≤ 30 µW total heat load) and in our

experience was less likely to be damaged during assembly, adding convenience and

reliability.

It is not known which of the changes in the cell design were responsible for eliminat-

ing the problematic behavior; the only cell which achieved good vacuum incorporated

all of them.

5.7 Cryogenic thermometry

Our cryogenic thermometry was performed with ruthenium oxide chip resistors. These

resistors exhibit increasing resistance as their temperature decreases. Ruthenium ox-

ide resistors are seemingly ideal thermometers for our temperature range of interest

(0.1 K to 1 K): they change resistance dramatically over this temperature range,

have relatively low magnetoresistance, are small, and are inexpensive (when avail-

able). Importantly, the resistors are also relatively consistent both within a batch

and over time and thermal cycling [99, 229].

In addition to the resistors supplied with and attached to the dilution refrigera-

tor, we monitored the cell temperature using custom mounted thick-film RuO2 chip

resistors. The resistors were taken from a single batch of Dale 1 kΩ (1% tolerance)

resistors [230]. The temperature calibration of their resistance was obtained from

measurements of resistors from the same batch; the measurements were performed

previously at MIT [210].

The resistances of our thermometers are measured with two-wire measurements

via an AC resistance bridge [231] and the offsets of the lead wires are subtracted.

While four-terminal measurement would provide superior accuracy, the two-terminal
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measurement is typically sufficient for our needs.

To measure the temperature of metal objects, the thermometers were epoxied

(with an insulating sheet of cigarette paper) either directly or to copper lugs which

were attached via screws. For monitoring the temperature of the plastic cell, the

thermometers were simply immersed in the superfluid helium at various locations

inside the cell walls and cell heat exchanger. Cell heaters (also chip resistors) were

mounted in the same manner.

RuO2 “Dynamagnetoresistance”

As a perplexing side note, we found our RuO2 resistors exhibit quite unusual behavior

in changing magnetic fields. Our cell resistors exhibit very low magnetoresistance,

giving measured temperatures at multi-Tesla fields consistent with field-free mea-

surements to better than 10%. However, they exhibit strong changes in their reading

when the magnetic field is ramped rapidly at low fields. We do not understand the

physical mechanism behind these effects, and cannot explain them. Instead, we give

a comprehensive description of the phenomena observed.

As the magnetic fields are increased, the resistance is observed to temporarily

decrease (indicating heating). As the magnetic fields are decreased, the resistance

increases (indicating cooling). Typical behavior is shown in Figure 5.13, as the magnet

current is ramped from 2 A to 0.1 A and back at a linear rate of 2 A/s.

This “dynamagnetoresistive” behavior is independent of the bridge excitation volt-

age used to monitor the resistor (observed over the range from 100 µV to 3 mV).

Similarly, if the resistors are measured with a DC excitation current and a preamp,

the same qualitative behavior is seen. Additionally, the behavior is independent of

the sign of the field: ramping from -10 A to 0 A magnet current produces the same

effect as +10 A to 0 A. These measurements indicate that the behavior is not due to

an induced EMF in the resistor or similar phenomena.

The dynamagnetoresitance effects are suppressed by high fields, reduced ramp

rates, and high temperatures. The effect was also observed with a RuO2 resistor

of separate origin [232], which exhibited qualitatively identical behavior. The effect

was observed both with the plastic cell and with the composite metal cell. We do

not know whether this effect is due to an actual change in the temperature of the

resistor due to, perhaps, a process such as adiabatic demagnetization [99], or a purely
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Figure 5.13: A plot of the resistance of one of the plastic cell’s ruthenium oxide
thermometers as the trapping fields are ramped at low currents. The thermometer
is immersed in superfluid helium inside the cell wall. When the magnetic fields are
changed from higher to lower magnitude values, the resistance temporarily increases;
as the field increases in magnitude the resistance decreases.

electrical effect.



Chapter 6

Chromium Experiments

Chromium (Cr) is a nice atom for buffer-gas loading. It has a highly magnetic weak-

field seeking ground state with a 6 µB magnetic moment, permitting efficient trapping

at elevated temperatures. It is straightforward to detect chromium optically, with a

strong transition from the 7S3 ground state to the 7P excited state at 425nm. And

it can be produced in large abundance via laser ablation (∼ 1013 atoms per ablation

pulse). As such, it is a good choice for developing the technology to combine buffer-gas

loading with evaporative cooling.

We are interested in neutral chromium atoms because of its fermion isotope.

Chromium has four stable isotopes, and we concern ourselves primarily with 52Cr,

the dominant boson isotope, and 53Cr, a fermion isotope with almost 10% natural

abundance. By trapping and evaporatively cooling a combination of these isotopes,

we hope to create coexisting chromium Bose condensates and degenerate Fermi gases.

6.1 Chromium atomic structure

A summary of chromium’s spectroscopic (and other) properties can be found in Ap-

pendices H and I. We repeat some of the salient details here.

For magnetic trapping, the only important consideration is the structure of the

ground state. 52Cr, 50Cr, and 54Cr have no nuclear spin, and the Zeeman structure

of their ground states, shown pictorially in Figure 6.1, is extremely simple. We aim

to trap the mJ = +3 state, which has a 6 µB magnetic moment. Although 53Cr’s

nuclear spin complicates its low-field Zeeman structure, as plotted in Figure I.1, it

has high field Zeeman levels similar to that of 52Cr.

111
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Figure 6.1: Zeeman structure of chromium’s ground and excited states, not to scale.
Hyperfine structure (relevant only for 53Cr) is omitted.

The transitions to the 7P2,
7P3, and 7P4 states (at 429.1, 427.6, and 425.5 nm,

respectively) all offer different advantages for spectroscopic detection.

The |7S3, mJ = +3〉 → |7P3〉 transition has very narrow broadening on ∆m = 0

transitions. This small splitting is advantageous for resolving the different isotopes

of chromium at elevated trap temperatures. However, these ∆m = 0 transitions

are poor choices for determining the temperature and density of trapped atoms, as

discussed in Appendix A.

The |7S3, mJ = +3〉 → |7P4〉 transition offers a strong, moderately broadened

∆m = +1 transition (along with a similar ∆m = 0 and a weaker ∆m = −1 transi-

tion). This is a good transition for taking spectra, and the multiple transitions are
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convenient for determining the position of the beam in the trap from the observed

spectra.

The |7S3, mJ =+3〉 → |7P2〉 transition offers a strong ∆m = −1 transition which is

ideal for optically pumping atoms out of the trap. Additionally, because all the weak-

field-seeking states except |7S3, mJ = +3〉 can undergo ∆m = 0 transitions (which

exhibit a frequency shift opposite from the ∆m = −1 transitions), this transition can

cleanly resolve the presence of other mJ states in the trap.

6.2 Spectroscopic detection of chromium.

Chromium detection

We monitor the trapped chromium atoms with absorption spectroscopy. We tune the

probe laser to one of the 7S3 →7 P2,3,4 transitions and monitor its transmitted power.

By using a a low probe beam power (on the order of 1 nW), we can continuously

observe the trapped chromium atoms without significantly perturbing them.

We typically take data by continuously sweeping the frequency of the probe laser

over one of chromium’s Zeeman-broadened transitions. This method is advantageous

because it allows a complete spectrum to be obtained in a single ablation shot. This

speeds the rate of data acquisition and the spectrum obtained does not rely on shot-

to-shot ablation consistency. Additionally, if the laser frequency drifts during a single

observation (which is sometimes a problem for longer data sets), it can be com-

pensated for. However, for this to give meaningful data, the rate of change of the

chromium cloud must be small compared to the timescale on which the spectra are

obtained. Consequently, this method lacks the time resolution of the “1-ablation-1-

frequency” method used for the CaH and VO experiments.

Optics setup

To generate narrow-band blue light to probe (and occasionally optically pump) the

chromium atoms, we use a external-cavity-doubled titanium-sapphire laser. To pro-

duce chromium atoms, we use a pulsed Nd:YAG laser [112]. The optics chain for both

systems is shown in Figure 6.2.

The optics chain begins with a Coherent Model I-200 argon-ion laser [165] which

produces 10 Watts of multiline green power. This is used to pump the titanium-
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Figure 6.2: Optics setup for the chromium experiment. See Table 6.1 for an expla-
nation of labels; see the text for a description of the setup. Various mirrors and
other “passive” optical components have been omitted to simplify the drawing. Op-
tics shown which are not part of the optics table, dewar bottom optics plate, or the
cryostat itself are mounted to the floor.

sapphire lasing medium of a Coherent Model 899-21 continuous-wave ring laser [165,

166]. This laser is frequency stabilized to a built-in reference cavity, yielding a

linewidth on the order of 1 MHz (measured on a 1 second timescale), and can be con-

tinuously scanned up to 30 GHz. This scan width was calibrated with the Wavemeter

(see below) for large scans and the 53Cr hyperfine structure for narrower scans. Un-
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Symbol Optic Function
L1 lens Mode match to doubler
L2 200mm lens Reduce blue beam divergence
L3 150mm lens
L4 50mm lens Focus through pinhole
L5 200mm lens Reduce beam divergence
L6 400mm lens on translation stage Focus YAG beam onto Cr target
HW1 Half-wave plate Match polarization to doubler
Pin. 50 µm pinhole Clean probe beam spatial profile
Iris 1 Adjustable iris Control probe beam diameter
Iris 2 Adjustable iris Block PMT from scattered light
Iris 3 Adjustable iris Block PMT from scattered light
Iris 4 Adjustable iris Reduce pump beam diameter in cell
ND1 Adjustable neutral density filter Adjust probe beam power
ND2 Adjustable neutral density filter Adjust pump beam power

Table 6.1: Guide to the optics diagram.

fortunately, the laser exhibits a slow frequency drift on the order of 50 MHz per

hour.

To aid in finding the correct laser frequency, the output of the ring laser is mon-

itored with a Burleigh Wavemeter [233]. Used for all experiments in this thesis, the

Wavemeter is invaluable for intially finding the transition frequency, in day-to-day

operations, and for diagnosing problems.

The ring laser is tuned to half the frequency of the chromium transition, and

its (∼ 1 Watt) output is frequency-doubled with a LBO crystal inside a commercial

resonant cavity doubler system locked to its input [234].

The output of the cavity doubler is first amplitude stabilized using a commercial

polarizer system [170], reduced in power with reflective neutral-density filters [171],

then spatially cleaned by focusing it through a pinhole. After this “conditioning”,

the beam is sent off the optics table and steered by mirrors mounted to the floor to

optics mounted on the bottom of the cryostat. The probe beam is typically � 1 cm

in diameter at the dewar. An iris on the bottom of the dewar controls the beam

size entering the cell, typically 1–2 mm diameter, and further reduces the power in

the process. The “dewar optics” then send a partial reflection of this beam to a

detector as a reference, and direct the probe laser beam in (and out) of the cryogenic

cell and to a separate detector. Because of fluctuations of the probe beam intensity,
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it is vital that we measure a “reference” beam in addition to the probe beam. We

split the reference beam from the probe at the last convenient location so that they

share as much optical path history as possible. The signals from the “reference”

and “signal” beams are digitized separately, and the power fluctuations seen on the

reference divided out of the probe beam signal on the data acquisition computer.

The probe beam itself is typically arranged to pass through the trap center and

reflect back onto itself after reflecting off the cell top mirror. Determining accurate

numbers from spectra fits requires accurate knowledge of the beam position inside the

cell. The case of two overlapping beams passing through the trap center is convenient

for spectrum fitting, and provides good sensitivity to the density at the center of the

trap. Additionally, it is the simplest probe beam arrangement to accurately set up

by monitoring the spectrum inside the trap.

The probe beam passes through a large number of optics on its way to and from

interrogating the atoms. To suppress etalon effects which cause intensity fluctuations

when the probe frequency is scanned, we use wedged windows (2 degree wedge) with

both faces mounted at askew angles (∼ 1 degree from horizontal) to prevent inter-

and intra- window reflection etalons. Additionally, the windows are anti-reflection

coated at 425 nm [208].

In addition to the probe beam, the output of the cavity doubler is used for an

“optical pumping beam”, also shown in Figure 6.2. This pumping beam is not nor-

mally used during the trapping and cooling of chromium, but is sporadically used as

a diagnostic tool, as described in Section 6.6. The optical pumping beam’s power

is controlled with an adjustable reflective neutral density filter, and it is turned on

and off with a physical shutter [235]. The beam is transported from the table to the

cryostat via a multimode fiber [236]. Fiber transmission is advantageous because it

simplifies the optics arrangement and allows the “optics table” optics to be realigned

without affecting the alignment of the beam through the trap. The pumping beam

is large inside the cell, typically ∼ 2 cm in diameter.

Unfortunately, we are strongly limited in the amount of power we can use for the

optical pumping beam. If too much power is used, or it is applied for too long a time,

we see atom loss independent of the laser frequency (that is, we see loss even if the

laser is far detuned from the atomic transition). We attribute this loss to local heating

in the cell evaporating helium background gas. The most likely candidate for this

heating is absorption by the cell top mirror; the thermal anchoring of the cell mirror
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is poor. Table 6.2 tabulates how long the pump beam may be shone through the cell

with only minimal (< 10%) “thermal” atom loss at various pump powers. Typically,

minimal loss is seen only for pump exposure energies less than 20 µJ. Focusing the

beam through the cell causes even greater losses (for comparable powers and times).

Power (µW) Exposure Time (s)
100 0.2
30 1
10 2
3 5
1 15

Table 6.2: List of maximum exposure times (as a function of beam power) that can
be used for optical pumping with minimal (< 10%) non-resonant atom loss.

Finally, the ablation optics are arranged in the same straightforward manner used

for the production of CaH, as described in Section 3.3.

Light detection

We monitor the probe and reference beam intensities with two photomultiplier tubes

(PMT’s). To reduce errant signal from the room lights, bandpass interference filters

[237] are placed over the photomultiplier tube faces and a black fabric “tent” covers

the area around the optics near the dewar. The filters also protect the photomultiplier

tubes from scattered light from the ablation pulse.

The high gain and low noise of the PMT’s are important for use with our low-

power probe beam. Additionally, their large active area makes alignment convenient

and reduces beam pointing stability problems (from, most commonly, vibrations in

the cryostat).

Photomultiplier tubes act as current sources, with an average current propor-

tional to the intensity of the incident light. We convert this current to a voltage

simply with a 10 kΩ resistor; this voltage is amplified (and bandwidth limited) with

a voltage preamplifier [238] before measurement by our data acquisition system. For

the conditions used in this thesis, the additional noise introduced by the electronics

is negligible, as discussed in Appendix G.

To suppress any reduction of the PMT gain from ambient magnetic fields (pre-

dominantly from our trap magnet), we surround the photomultiplier tube with a
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sheath of high-permeability metal [176]. Although this reduces the effect of the mag-

netic fields, it does not entirely eliminate them, and a change in the signal is seen as

the magnet current is changed. Typical changes are a few percent, with the PMT’s

positioned ∼ 2 m from the trap.

Additionally, data was taken by monitoring the probe beam with an intensified

CCD camera. This data is not included in this thesis. Because of the inherent

convolution of the spatial information with the frequency information (see Appendix

A), along with the slow read-out rate of a CCD, it has been generally advantageous

to simply take spectra with a narrow-profile beam monitored by a photomultiplier

tube. However, at low temperatures, where the Zeeman broadening and Doppler

broadening of the line become small compared to the natural linewidth, a camera will

likely be the best tool to probe the atom distribution inside the trap.

Baseline

To quantitatively measure the absorption spectrum of the atoms, one must know the

transmitted power with no atoms. Ideally, this transmitted power would be indepen-

dent of frequency, and off-resonance measurements would suffice. Unfortunately, this

is not the case, and a “baseline” measurement of the transmitted power as a function

of frequency (in the absence of atoms) is taken with every trap loading cycle. Taking

a baseline with every data set is not only convenient for subsequent data analysis,

but prevents errors due to laser drift (in either frequency or power) between scans.

Additionally, because the gain of the photomultiplier tubes is affected by the mag-

netic field, the baseline must be obtained at the same (or similar) magnet current as

the data.

For data in which the magnet current is unchanged, the baseline is taken before

the ablation laser is fired. To ensure that no chromium atoms (from an earlier trap

loading cycle) remain in the trap during the baseline, the magnet is ramped to zero

current between data sets.

If the magnet current is ramped down during a data set, the baseline is typically

taken subsequently to the atomic data by increasing the cell temperature until the

atoms are driven out of the trap.
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Figure 6.3: The spectrum of trapped chromium atoms, taken on the 7P2 transition,
in a 0.36 K deep trap. Fit to n = 4.6 × 1010 cm−3, T = 55 mK (N = 9.1 × 1010).

Spectrum Fitting

The details of the spectrum-fitting process are described at length in Appendix A.

Figure 6.3 shows a typical fit to a spectrum of trapped atoms. The only free parame-

ters in the fit are the chromium temperature (T ) and peak density (n), and the overall

frequency shift of the spectrum relative to the field-free line. The other parameters

that are required to simulate the spectrum (such as the beam size and position, the

magnetic field distribution, and the atomic Zeeman structure) are obtained indepen-

dently through measurement or calculation. The accuracy of the fit to the data gives

faith in the accuracy of the model, and demonstrates that our atomic distribution

inside the trap is close to a Boltzmann distribution.

6.3 Buffer-gas loading of chromium

Chromium is magnetically trapped via buffer-gas loading. The cryogenic apparatus

employed is described in in Chapter 5, and the buffer-gas-loading procedure described

in 2.2. The majority of the chromium data presented in this thesis was obtained using
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the plastic cell under the following conditions:
4He was used as the buffer gas, and a quantity of is placed into the cell such that

the helium density is limited to 2×1016 cm−3. We typically load with a magnetic trap

depth of 2.3 Tesla. To bring the helium into the gas phase, the cell is heated for 1

second prior to ablation with approximately 50 mW, bringing the cell to a temperature

of ∼ 700 mK. We then ablate a solid sample of natural isotopic abundance chromium

metal [226] with a single ∼ 20 mJ laser pulse and turn off the cell heater.

Chromium Ablation Yield

Under these standard conditions, we buffer-gas cool ∼ 1013 chromium atoms, and trap

∼ 1012 of them. The trapped atoms are predominantly in the mJ = +3 state: all

other mJ states (which are less strongly bound in the trap) are lost on a timescale of

a few seconds. The disappearance of the less magnetic weak-field seekers is consistent

with evaporation from the trap.1 The buffer-gas loading procedure is highly efficient;

of order unity of the mJ = +3 state atoms thermalized are trapped. It is interesting

to consider the efficiency of the ablation process.

If the entire energy of the ablation pulse went solely into the creation of atoms,

we would expect (from estimates of the heat of vaporization of atomic chromium)

a 20 mJ laser ablation pulse to produce 1016–1017 chromium atoms. This “100%

efficient” assumption is unattainable, as not all the pulse energy will be absorbed by

the chromium, and some residual energy will be left as heat in the ablation target.

What does limit the number of chromium atoms thermalized is not clear. Because

we do not monitor the early time (unthermalized) behavior of the chromium, it is

possible that we “miss” some of the atoms produced because they transit through

the cell and stick to the walls before we observe them.

Additionally, it is possible that some chromium atoms are lost to clusters formed in

the ablation plume. Indeed, laser ablation of chromium into high density helium gas

(up to 6 bars He) is used as a means of deliberately producing multi-atom chromium

clusters [239].2 Similarly, experiments examining the ablation of copper atoms into

1After loading, the trap is “self-purifying” because the lower mJ states evaporate
preferentially.

2As an interesting and potentially important side note, chromium clusters were
created in Reference [239] in order to investigate their magnetic properties. The
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high densities of room temperature helium gas observe a dramatic decrease in the

density of atomic copper due to condensation of metal vapor to form fine particulate

within a few milliseconds following ablation [240].

The quantity of buffer-gas used is chosen experimentally by trial and error to

maximize the number of chromium atoms thermalized within the cell. It is plausible

that the optimal density of buffer-gas is a compromise between the two effects of

not thermalizing all the atoms (at low density) and losing atoms to the formation of

clusters (at high density). However, there are additional complications to this model.

With it, we would expect multiple ablation pulses to load more atoms into the trap

(as long as they do not cause excessive heating). But multiple pulses typically do not

provide any appreciable advantage; this is discussed in greater detail for chromium

in Section 6.3.

We do not understand the physics behind our ablation yield, and it may be due to

phenomena such as shock waves propagating through the cell, hydrodynamic helium

flow, the plasma produced during ablation (which, to the eye, appears to extend

through a significant fraction of the cell volume), other non-atomic ablation products

produced, or a variety of other phenomena associated with the violent, distuptive

ablation process.

Finally, it should be noted that although the number of chromium atoms produced

and cooled per Joule of energy deposited in the cell is three to four orders of magnitude

short of the theoretical limit, that really ain’t so bad.3

Trap Depth

The trap depth is chosen as a compromise between loss over the trap edge and loss

due to inelastic chromium–chromium collisions.

The number of atoms in the trap soon after the ablation pulse is largely indepen-

dent of the trap depth. However, the rate at which they are subsequently lost depends

conclusion of that paper is that the chromium clusters formed (of sizes of 9–31 atoms
per cluster) were nonmagnetic, with a mean magnetic moment per atom of 0.000 ±
0.014 µB .

3Additionally, in the case of chromium inside our current trap, the losses due to
two-body inelastic collisions during buffer-gas loading (discussed in Sections 6.5 and
6.6) would significantly diminish any gains resulting from increased production
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strongly on the trap depth, as shown in Figure 6.4. To suppress this exponential loss

from the trap, it is advantageous to work at high trap depth.

Figure 6.4: Chromium lifetime in the presence of buffer gas as a function of η. The
data was taken with the cell temperature fixed at 700 mK, and a 3He buffer-gas of
density 2× 1016 cm−3. The lifetime τ was obtained by fitting the number of trapped
atoms to N(t) ∝ e−t/τ , which fit the data accurately. η was calculated from the cell
temperature and the trap depth. The dependence of the lifetime on η was fit to the
expected trap lifetime in the short-mean-free-path limit, as shown in Figure 2.5. The
only free parameter in the fit was τ0, the diffusion time at zero trap depth.

However, the two-body loss due to inelastic chromium–chromium collisions in-

creases with the trap depth because the chromium atoms (whose temperature is fixed

by the buffer gas) are confined more tightly and hence at higher density. The trap

depth is chosen as a tradeoff between loss over the trap edge and inelastic decay.

As mentioned above, under standard loading conditions the cell begins cooling

immediately following the ablation pulse. Additionally, we often begin ramping down

the magnet immediately following the ablation pulse. The rate of ramping is also

a compromise between loss due to evaporation and inelastic collisions: if done too

fast, atoms will be lost due to collisions with the not-yet-removed helium gas; if done

too slowly, additional atoms will be lost to inelastic collisions during the time spent
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ramping the fields.

Vacuum

With the cell walls cold, we achieve good vacuum inside our cell. The vacuum quality

is evidenced by long trap lifetimes, as seen in Figure 6.5. Not only do atoms remain

in the trap for long times, but the functional form of the atom loss (ṅ ∝ n2; see also

Figure 6.15 and Table 6.3) indicates that the dominant source of atom loss is Cr–Cr

interactions, rather than a “background” process. If there is any “background” loss,

we can put a limit on such loss to a timescale > 200 seconds.

Figure 6.5: Peak trap density as a function of time in a 0.2 K deep trap, fit to the
expected functional form for loss due to Cr–Cr collisions.

At elevated temperatures the cell vacuum quickly becomes poor. The trap loss

as a function of temperature with 4He buffer gas is shown in Figure 6.6. For this

shallow trapping potential, a single collision with a helium atoms is likely to cause

loss from the trap. Below 200 mK, we have good vacuum and little loss from the

trap. Above 250 mK, the vacuum quickly becomes poor, and atoms are rapidly lost
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from the trap.4
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Figure 6.6: The loss rate τ of chromium in a shallow (0.2 K deep) trap as a function of
the cell wall temperature, with 4He buffer gas. τ is calculated by fitting the trapped
chromium population to N ∝ e−t/τ (despite the known presence of two-body decay
mechanisms).

It should be noted that the data below 200 mK in Figure 6.6 represents a lower

bound on the trap lifetime: to obtain the exponential loss timescale shown, it was

assumed that all observed loss was one-body. Although one-body decay fits the

T > 250 mK data well, in the lower temperature data, two-body Cr–Cr decay was

“aliased” into the measurement, and the actual loss due to the background vacuum

is on a longer timescale than is shown.

We should also note that the 4He buffer gas used for these measurements was

isotopically pure 4He. Obtained from the Harvard neutron-trapping experiment, this

helium was specified to a 3He:4He ratio of < 5 × 10−13 [241, 242]. While we would

not expect the 3He levels occurring inside natural isotopic abundance helium to com-

promise our vacuum, we did not attempt to use natural helium.

4Of course, this loss is suppressed if the trap depth is much greater than these
temperatures, as it is during trap loading.
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Figure 6.7: The cell temperature during our typical buffer-gas loading. It should be
noted that the time response of the cell thermometry is limited to ∼ 1 second, and it
is possible that the buffer-gas density may lag the equilibrium value predicted by the
bulk cell wall temperature.

Comparing the lifetime data of Figure 6.6 with the cell cooling rate, as shown

in Figure 6.7, we would predict that we have good vacuum within 10 seconds of

the ablation pulse. However, because the trap must be ramped to a shallow depth

to verify that good vacuum has been achieved, we have only been able to directly

measure attaining good vacuum within 20 seconds of the ablation pulse.

3He Buffer Gas

Unfortunately, we were unable to attain good vacuum while using 3He as a buffer gas.

At cell wall temperatures as low as 130 mK (the lowest temperatures obtained with

the plastic cell used), we see “shallow trap loss” on a < 10 s timescale. We attribute

this loss to bad vacuum; 130 mK is not cold enough to sufficiently reduce the 3He

vapor pressure. The loss is consistent with expectations based on our extrapolation

of the 3He equilibrium vapor pressure (shown in Figure 2.3) and our measured value

of the 3He–Cr elastic collision cross section (discussed in Section 6.4).

A cell redesign to increase the conductivity of the thermal link may allow 3He
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operation. If the cell could be brought cold enough to achieve good vacuum, we

would expect 3He to be advantageous because it (unlike 4He) is not superfluid in our

temperature regime. Without superfluid film flow, we would expect the experiments

to be considerably more tolerant of localized hot spots in the cell (due to, for example,

the probe laser on the cell top mirror, or RF fields heating the chromium ablation

targets) and its fill lines.

Isotopic loading efficiencies

One of the primary virtues of buffer-gas cooling is that, unlike laser cooling, it does not

rely on level-structure specifics to cool atoms and molecules. It is straightforward (and

requires no additional work on the part of the experimenter) to simultaneously cool

all the isotopes of chromium. The effectiveness of this can be readily seen in Figure

6.8, a spectra of trapped chromium atoms in which multiple chromium isotopes can

be resolved.
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Figure 6.8: Absorption spectrum of trapped Cr on the a7S3 → z7P3 transition. The
A = 50, 52, and 53 isotopes can be clearly resolved and appear in their approximate
natural abundances. The spectrum was taken with a trap depth of 0.7 K and 2×1011

atoms at a temperature of 100 mK. The broad spectral feature at the left edge of the
spectrum is from a ∆m = −1 transition.
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The data in Figure 6.8 was obtained by loading the trap under standard con-

ditions and lowering the trap depth (and consequently the atom temperature) to

aid in resolving the spectroscopic lines of the various isotopes. All the isotopes can

be resolved, with the exception of A = 54, which is not sufficiently shifted to be

differentiated from the A = 52 atoms.

Only one 53Cr hyperfine state is observed in the trap: the |mJ = +3, mI = +3/2〉
fully polarized “stretch state”. For the data shown in Figure 6.8, the trap depth

should be nearly equal for all the |mJ = +3, mI = +3/2, +1/2,−1/2,−3/2〉 states.5

We believe that the loss of the |mJ = +3, mI 	= +3/2〉 states is due to spin-exchange

collisions. The spin-exchange coefficients are discussed Section 6.6.

Additionally, the population of the |mJ = +3, mI = +3/2〉 hyperfine state of 53Cr

is larger than one would naively expect from the relative natural abundances. We

would expect that ablation-produced atoms would have all their Zeeman/hyperfine

states populated equally. Thus, while the population of 52Cr atoms would initially be

divided equally among 52Cr’s 7 different |mJ〉 states, the 53Cr atoms would be divided

equally among 53Cr’s 28 |mJ , mI〉 states. Because only 52Cr in its |mJ = +3〉 state

and 53Cr in |mJ = +3, mI = +3/2〉 survive in the trap, we would therefore expect the

ratio of 52Cr to 53Cr in the trap to be 4 times that given by the natural abundances.

But what is seen in Figure 6.8 corresponds (approximately) to the ratio given by the

natural abundances.

The probable explanation is that spin-exchange collisions not only help to de-

populate the |mJ = +3, mI 	= +3/2〉 states of 53Cr, but also serve to increase the

population of the |mJ = +3, mI = +3/2〉 state. When other 53Cr states collide with
52Cr (or each other), they can make transitions to the |mJ = +3, mI = +3/2〉 state

via spin-exchange collisions (at the expense of the spin of their collisional partner).

Trap loading with multiple ablation pulses

One might expect that by using multiple ablation pulses, a greater number of atoms

could be loaded into the trap. Typically, however, this is not the case. Not only

are multiple small ablation pulses generally inferior to a single high-energy pulse, but

5The 53Cr hyperfine structure is shown in Figure I.1. Here, we have adopted the
convention of labeling the 53Cr hyperfine eigenstates by their corresponding high-field
quantum numbers.
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often two ablation pulses result in no more atoms than would be generated by the

first pulse alone. An example of this behavior is shown in Figure 6.9. This data was

chosen so that the cell temperatures were comparable for both cells after the ablation.
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Figure 6.9: Multiple ablation pulse loading. Data is shown for single and double
ablation pulses, of equal power. The sharp dip in the double-pulse data at +110 ms
is an artifact due to the flash of the second ablation pulse. This data was taken with
3He buffer gas in the composite metal cell.

Why multiple pulses offer no advantage is not completely understood. It may

be partially due to the additional heating of the cell, which reduces η and increases

trap loss. But this explanation is incomplete: with a large time separation between

ablation pulses, so that the cell temperature can be well controlled, we often find no

more atoms remain after the second pulse than did after the first.

Cold loading

We find it is possible to trap atoms without heating the cell prior to ablation. We

ablate while the cell is cold (� 200 mK) so that a negligible amount of helium is in the

gas phase. However, atoms are still successfully loaded into the trap. We attribute

the success of this “cold loading” to evaporation of the helium by the ablation process.
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Once the helium evaporates, buffer-gas loading proceeds as usual.

The advantage of this method is that no heating of the cell other than the ablation

pulse itself is required. For comparison, the cell temperature during warm and cold

loading cycles are shown in Figure 6.10. The reduced quantity of heat deposited

during cold loading produces colder buffer gas temperatures and faster subsequent

cooling of the cell and removal of the buffer-gas. Both of these effects should be

advantageous for loading at reduced trap depths.
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Figure 6.10: The cell temperature during warm and cold loading, with the plastic
cell. The cold loading offers modest improvements in cooling rates. It should be
noted that the time response of the cell thermometry is limited to ∼ 1 second.

However, any advantage to be gained from the more rapid cooling is typically more

than offset by an inferior initial trapping efficiency observed with cold loading. Al-

though we did not conclusively determine the cause of the lower number trapped6,we

were unable to attain the same number of trapped atoms through cold loading that

6One plausible source is a reduced thermalization efficiency due to a lower buffer-
gas density. Another possibility is that a reduced buffer-gas density would produce an
accelerated trap loss rate if the buffer-gas was temporarily at an elevated temperature
immediately following ablation (as discussed in Section 2.2).
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we can achieve with our standard procedure. Because of this, we do not typically use

it.

Additionally, the inferior efficiency of cold loading is observed to worsen with

reduced trap depth. Loading with our “usual” 2.3 Tesla deep trap, we obtain roughly

an order of magnitude fewer atoms in the trap with cold loading than with normal

loading. With a 1.8 T trap depth, cold loading is inferior to warm by two orders of

magnitude.

Hot loading

We were also able to buffer-gas load Cr atoms into the trap with the cell at a tem-

perature of 1.4 K. Under such conditions, the atoms were lost from the trap with

an exponential lifetime on the order of 10 s. Loading at such elevated trap temper-

ature is pointless in our current dilution-refrigerator-based apparatus. However, this

data is suggestive that future generations of buffer-gas loading experiments could be

conducted at similarly elevated temperatures using a simpler refrigerator, such as

a pumped–3He or –4He cryostat. To make such an apparatus viable, the only addi-

tional development needed is a method to pump out the buffer gas (such as a charcoal

adsorbent pump [99, 103]).

Gone With the Wind

With a large density of helium buffer-gas in the cell, if the buffer gas is removed

sufficiently rapidly after loading, we observe severe atom loss. An example of this loss

is shown in Figure 6.11. In Figure 6.11.A, the cell is cooled gradually (thus removing

the buffer-gas slowly), and a sizeable fraction of the atoms remain subsequent to the

removal of the buffer-gas. In 6.11.B, the cell heaters are turned off at the ablation

pulse (t=0), and the cell cools rapidly. The chromium atoms are quickly lost from the

trap. We believe this loss is due to the force of the “wind” of helium atoms sweeping

past the chromium as the helium is cryopumped to cold surfaces.

The attribution of the loss to the wind is supported by the changes in the loss rate

as the buffer-gas density is varied. For the data shown in Figure 6.11, the amount

of helium buffer gas introduced into the cell limits the density to ≤ 5 × 1016 cm−3.

If we add more helium to the cell (to give a density of 1 × 1017 cm−3), we find the

cell must be cooled even more slowly to avoid atom loss. Correspondingly, with the
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Figure 6.11: Loss of atoms due to wind. Shown is the optical density of magnetically
trapped chromium atoms (shown in black) as a function of time for two different cell
cooling rates (shown in gray). Please note the different horizontal scales for the two
figures. Also note that the initial cooling rate is the most important: by 700 mK, the
majority of the buffer-gas should be liquefied. This data was taken with 4He buffer
gas and the composite metal cell (described in Section 5.4). The temperature was
monitored via a RuO2 thermometer attached to the side of the cell, ∼ 3” from the
cell top.

“reduced” helium density of 2× 1016 cm3, we can cool the cell as rapidly as in Figure

6.11.B without the accompanying loss.

Crude calculations of the effects of the wind and comparison to the observed

behavior are discussed in Appendix F.

6.4 Cr–He collisions

Collisions between chromium and helium are vital for buffer-gas loading. Elastic col-

lisions are needed to cool the translational motion of the chromium atoms. However,

inelastic collisions which thermalize the spin of chromium would cause the chromium

atoms to decay into strong-field-seeking states and be lost from the trap. By studying

the behavior of chromium in the presence of a high density of buffer-gas, we were able

to make measurements of the elastic and inelastic collision rates at T ∼ 1 K.
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Elastic collisions

We determine the Cr–He collisional cross-section by measuring the diffusion of chromium

through helium in the absence of trapping fields. We produce chromium via laser ab-

lation in buffer gas. Once the chromium is thermalized, we observe the time decay

of its population as it diffuses through the helium to the walls and is lost. We fit

this decay to exponential loss (as shown in Figure 6.12) and calculate the Cr–He

cross-section in an identical manner to that described in Section 3.7.
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Figure 6.12: The observed peak optical density as a function of time from chromium
in the cell in the presence of 4He buffer gas but without trapping fields. Shown are
data along with a fit to OD ∝ e−t/τ .

With 4He buffer gas, we find an Cr–4He elastic collision cross-section of σel =

(1.2 ± 0.5) × 10−14 cm2 at 4 K. Unfortunately, at lower temperatures we are only

able to measure the elastic scattering cross-section to within an order of magnitude

because of uncertainties in the density of helium buffer-gas in the cell. At ∼ 700 mK,

we find 2 × 10−15 cm2 ≤ σel ≤ 4 × 10−14 cm2.

With 3He buffer gas, we find that the 3Cr–He collisional cross-section at 300 mK

is σel = (1.1 ± 0.4) × 10−14 cm2.
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Inelastic collisions

To measure Cr–He inelastic collisions, we monitor the decay of chromium inside a

deep trap while we maintain the cell walls at elevated temperatures. The helium gas

produced will cause loss from the trap from both elastic collisions (which cause evapo-

rative losses) and inelastic collisions (which cause transitions to untrapped states). By

monitoring the loss as a function of trap depth, we can distinguish inelastic collision

loss from evaporative losses. By fitting the chromium density to ṅCr = −ΓinnHenCr,

we can obtain the inelastic collision rate coefficient.

4He

With 4He buffer gas, we were unable to conclusively observe any inelastic collisions,

and could only place an upper limit on the inelastic collision rate coefficient of Γin <

10−16 cm3 s−1. (Equivalently, the upper limit on the inelastic collision cross-section is

σin < 10−20 cm2.) Our ability to measure loss due to inelastic collisions was limited

by the rate of evaporation from elastic collisions.

3He

Because the equilibrium density of 3He is much greater than that of 4He in this

temperature range, we are able to perform more sensitive measurements of 3He–

Cr inelastic collisions. With 3He buffer gas, we measure an inelastic collision rate

coefficient of Γin = (2 ± 1)10−18 cm3 s−1 at 700 mK.

We can identify the inelastic collision loss from the data shown in Figure 6.13. At

low trap depths, the loss of chromium atoms is dominated by evaporation over the

trap edge. However, this trap loss is suppressed at high trap depths where the loss is

dominated by inelastic Cr–3He collisions, which we expect to be independent of the

trap depth.7

As discussed in Section 2.5, the dominant spin-relaxation process for collisions

between a spin-polarized atom and unpolarized 3He is expected to be spin-exchange

between the atom’s electronic spin and the 3He nuclear spin. Our observed Cr–
3He inelastic rate is consistent with previously measured rates for spin exchange with

7The fields encountered by the atoms are (for high η) largely independent of the
magnet current, and simply given by the atom temperature.
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Figure 6.13: Evidence of inelastic Cr–3He collisions, as discussed in the text. The
data was taken with the cell temperature fixed at 700 mK and a 3He density of 2×1016

cm−3. The trap lifetime τ is measured by fitting the number of trapped atoms to
N ∝ e−t/τ . All the data shown in this plot fits well to this functional form.

3He. Although the Cr–3He spin-exchange rate is roughly an order of magnitude larger

than the measured Rb–3He rate discussed in Section 2.5, one would naively expect

the chromium rate to be larger due to its larger spin.

6.5 Evaporative cooling of chromium

The results of buffer-gas loading put us in an ideal situation to begin evaporative

cooling. We trap a large number of 52Cr and 53Cr at high density, the chromium

atoms are in a region of good vacuum, and background losses are low (the dominant

source of loss in the trap is due to Cr–Cr collisions).

Evaporation Method

We control the evaporation of the chromium atoms through the trap potential. By

lowering the magnet current, we reduce the magnetic fields and hence the energy
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threshold for a particle to escape (to the walls, where it is presumed to stick). Because

the field gradient is simultaneously reduced, we also lose spatial confinement of our

atoms as we lower the trap depth. Although this loss of confinement leads to a

reduction in density, it also cools the atoms. For our linear trap potential, both the

trap depth and the field gradient scale linearly as I , the magnet current. Adiabatic

expansion (in the absence of evaporative cooling) in this potential will cause the

temperature to scale as T ∝ I2/3 and the density to scale as n ∝ I−1. The mechanics

behind adiabatic expansion are discussed in greater detail in Appendix B.

Evaporative Cooling Results

The evolution of the trapped chromium as we lower the trap depth and evaporatively

cool is shown in Figure 6.14.

As can be seen from the plot of total atom number, significant atom loss is seen

during the ∼ 10 seconds required to remove the buffer-gas from the cell. This loss

is due predominantly to inelastic Cr–Cr collisions. As the trap depth is lowered,

the number of atoms continues to decrease through both evaporation and inelastic

collisions.

As the trap depth is lowered, the temperature is reduced through both evaporation

and adiabatic expansion. Although most implementations of evaporative cooling

increase the density of the atoms as they cool, ours does not. This is primarily due

to the reduction in the trap gradient as the magnetic fields are lowered.

The most illustrative information can be found in the phase-space density data.

First, we should note that the phase space density starts at conditions far from

quantum degeneracy (and considerably lower than the ∼ 10−6 phase-space densities

commonly obtained from a MOT). However, we would hope that through evaporative

cooling, we could use our large initial number to compensate for this.

The increase in phase space density as we begin to lower the trap depth is a clear

signal that we are evaporatively cooling the atoms: the reduction in temperature is

not due to adiabatic expansion alone. Additionally, because we see an increase in

phase-space density at temperatures below that of the trap walls, we are certain that

the effect is not due to cooling from the background helium gas.

Unfortunately, we see only modest gains in the phase-space density as we begin to

evaporatively cool, and at the lowest temperatures measured, we actually see a loss
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Figure 6.14: Progress of various chromium parameters as the trap depth is lowered
from the initial loading depth of ∼ 10 K. The black dots indicate trap parameters
immediately following thermalization of the chromium atoms in the trap; the open
circles represent conditions after the buffer-gas has been removed.

of phase-space density as we continue to reduce the trap depth. This breakdown of

evaporative cooling is not due to “technical” problems. There is no indication of any

significant loss or heating due to external background processes. The poor perfor-

mance is not because of the rate at which the fields are reduced: at low temperatures,

the parameters obtained are largely independent of the field ramping rate, until the
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ramping rate becomes so slow that there is significant loss due to inelastic collisions.

The reason why evaporative cooling isn’t working well lies in the Cr–Cr collisional

cross-sections.

6.6 Cr–Cr Collisions

Inelastic Collisions

A
1-body fit
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Figure 6.15: Chromium trap loss fit to the expected functional forms for purely A:
1-body loss, B: 2-body loss, and C: 3-body loss. Data taken with a 50 A trap, and fit
at times after the cell has cooled following ablation. The χ2 for the fits are A: 44.8,
B: 3.4, and C: 60.8.

Measuring the inelastic collision rate is straightforward, as Cr–Cr collisions are

the dominant source of loss in our trap. This can be seen in Figure 6.15. Plotted

are fits of the chromium signal to the expected functional forms for one, two, and

three-body loss, as listed in Table 6.3. As seen in Figure 6.15 , our data exhibits

much better agreement with 2-body loss than with other forms. Because in this data

the chromium density is directly proportional to the optical density, we conclude that

the source of the loss must be Cr–Cr collisions.

Determining Γ2 from the data is slightly complicated by the inhomogeneous den-

sity distribution in the trap. The total atom loss rate is given by Ṅ = −
∫

d3r Γ2 ·n2,

where the total number N =
∫

d3r n. If the distribution of trapped atoms remains
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Loss Loss Equation Expected Functional Form of the Density

1-body ṅ = −Γ1 · n n(t) = n0 · e−Γ1t

2-body ṅ = −Γ2 · n2 n(t) = n0 · (1 + t · Γ2 · n0)
−1

3-body ṅ = −Γ3 · n3 n(t) = n0 · (1 + t · (n2
0/2Γ3)

2)−1/2

Table 6.3: The expected functional forms of one, two, and three-body loss in a mag-
netic trap.

the same during loss, we have ṅ = n · Ṅ
N

.

If we model our atoms as an untruncated Boltzmann distribution with a peak

density np trapped inside an infinite linear potential, we find ṅp = 1
8
Γ2n

2
p. If we fit

the peak density to two body loss, the “correction factor” to determine the true Γ2

is 8. This model should provide accurate results at high η (where we expect the

distribution to be modeled well by an untruncated Boltzmann). To better fit our

data at small η, we model the distribution as a Boltzmann distribution truncated in

potential energy at U = ηT .8 With this assumption and the above equations for N

and Ṅ , we find a correction factor of

8 − e−η(4η2 + 8η + 8)

1 − e−2η(2η2 − 2η − 1)

To obtain Γ2 in the trap, we fit the spectrum to obtain η and to convert the observed

OD into the peak trap density np. We then fit np(t) to the expected form for 2-body

loss and apply the correction factor.

To extract the inelastic collision rate coefficient from the two-body loss, we simply

assume all atom loss is due to inelastic collisions, and take Γin equal to the Γ2 obtained

from the data. The justification for this assumption is not obvious: two-body inelastic

collisions cause not only direct trap loss, but also trap heating, as discussed in Chapter

2. It is conceivable that the heating from a single inelastic collision could result in the

subsequent evaporation of multiple atoms. To check this possibility, we calculated

an upper limit on the rate of particle evaporation using measurements of the elastic

cross-section and the temperature in the trap.9 From this, we concluded that the

8This model of the distribution overestimates the available phase space near the
trap edge, as it includes atoms with velocities which would allow them to escape the
trap.

9From the partition function, we can place an upper limit on the fraction f of
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dominant loss mechanism in the trap was direct loss due to inelastic collisions, rather

than atoms lost to evaporation.10 Thus, taking Γin = Γ2 is justified.

The majority of our data was taken with all the isotopes present in the trap, but

while monitoring the density of 52Cr alone. As a check to verify that our observed

inelastic collision rates are not due to the influence of the other isotopes, we occasion-

ally optically pumped the 53Cr out of the trap and observed the subsequent decay of

the 52Cr. Such “checks” produced equivalent results.

Elastic Collisions

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 6.16: Spectra taken after optically pumping atoms out of the trap, showing a
return of the distribution to thermal equilibrium. The successive spectra A–E were
taken at 1 s intervals following the optical pumping (the pumping beam was tuned
to -0.12 GHz).

elastic collisions events which result in evaporation of f <
�∞
R

4πr2e−ηr/Rdr
�∞
0 4πr2e−ηr/Rdr

. Due to the

truncated energy distribution of particles in the trap, the actual evaporation rate will
be slower [243, 244].

10A more detailed model of the trap dynamics confirms this result even under those
conditions where we were unable to directly measure the temperature [245].
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We measure the elastic collisional cross section by optically pumping atoms selec-

tively out of one part of the thermal distribution and observing the re-equilibration

of the atoms, as shown in Figure 6.16. Experimentally, the optical pumping is accom-

plished by briefly opening the shutter to allow the fiber-coupled pumping beam into

the cryogenic cell (as shown in figure 6.2) while holding the laser frequency fixed. The

laser frequency is selected to drive ∆m = −1 transitions on the 7S3 →7 P2 transition

for efficient pumping of chromium into less-trapped and untrapped states. Typical

optical pumping beam parameters are powers of ∼ 30 µW and exposure times from

10 ms to 1 s. These exposure times are sufficiently small that background-induced

losses are minor.

Figure 6.17: Optical pumping data, as used to determine the elastic collision cross-
section. Shown is the optical density at the pumping frequency as a function of time,
fit to the expected functional form.

The elastic collisional cross sections are calculated from the atom equilibration

rate and a simple model of the equilibration process, described in Appendix E. A fit

of optical pumping data to the functional form predicted by this model is shown in

Figure 6.17. Γel is extracted from this fit.

Results

The 52Cr–52Cr elastic and inelastic collision rate coefficients are shown in Figure 6.18.

The ratio of these collision rates is poor for evaporative cooling.
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Figure 6.18: The collisional rate coefficients for elastic and inelastic Cr–Cr collisions
as a function of temperature.

The elastic collision cross-section varies from approximately 10−14 to 10−13 cm2

over this temperature range. While this is smaller than the typical alkali atom ul-

tracold collisional cross-sections (∼ 10−12 cm2, see Section 2.5) , it is considerably

larger than that of atomic hydrogen (1 × 10−15 cm2 [121]). When comparing this

cross-section to other atoms, is important to remember that our chromium collision

measurements are not in the ultracold scattering limit. Our scattering measurements

thermally average over a wide range of collision energies and phase shifts.

The inelastic collision rate is remarkably large: typical dipolar inelastic collision

rates for ultracold, double-polarized low-field-seeking alkali atoms are ≤ 10−14 cm3 s−1

(see Section 2.5). Additionally, chromium’s large inelastic collision rate is observed

to appreciably increase as the temperature is reduced.

When considering the data of Figure 6.18, it is important to note that as the
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temperature of the atoms decreases, both the average collision energy and the average

ambient magnetic field are reduced. Because we could not independently vary either

of these parameters, we cannot conclusively determine whether the observed change

in the collisional properties as a function of temperature is due to the change in the

collision energies, the change in the magnetic field, or a combination of the two.

Equilibrium η

As an independent method of determining the ratio of elastic collisions to inelastic

collisions, we measure the equilibrium temperature of the atom cloud inside the trap

as a function of trap depth. Because elastic and inelastic collisions provide competing

cooling and heating mechanisms, their ratio determines the equilibrium temperature

of the atom cloud. The equilibrium η is measured over a wide range of temperatures

from the same data used for the inelastic collision rate measurements; this data is

shown in Figure 6.19. By combining the experimental measurements with a model

of the trap dynamics (assuming that the only heating from inelastic collisions is the

preferential removal of atoms at higher densities) we can extract the collision ratio

[244, 245]. We find that the observed equilibrium temperatures are consistent with

the measured ratios of the collision rates (to within the stated error bars).

Consequences of the collisional properties

As discussed in Section 2.4, the efficiency of evaporative cooling depends only on the

ratio of Γel to Γin (assuming no other sources of loss). Below a certain minimum

ratio of elastic to inelastic collision rates, it is impossible to increase the phase-space

density of the trapped atoms with evaporative cooling. Simple calculations using

the evaporative cooling model of Reference [84], suggest that this critical ratio is

somewhere in the range of 10 to 100. While these calculations are of limited accuracy

because of the model’s assumption of large η, this general guideline is consistent

with our observations. At our highest measured temperatures, the ratio of elastic to

inelastic collisions is approximately 102. At lower temperatures, this ratio decreases,

and we are unable to increase the phase-space density through evaporative cooling.
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Figure 6.19: Chromium equilibrium η as a function of temperature. The dramatic
decrease in equilibrium η as the temperature is lowered reflects the decrease in the
ratio of elastic to inelastic Cr–Cr collision rates.

53Cr spin-exchange collisions

53Cr spin-exchange collisions are not crucial for either evaporative cooling or reach-

ing quantum degeneracy: by working with a fully polarized sample of atoms, spin-

exchange collisions are eliminated. In our spectra of chromium at low temperatures

we observe 53Cr only in its fully polarized |mJ = +3, mI = +3/2〉 state, and 52Cr only

in its |mJ = +3〉 state. Neither of these states can undergo spin-exchange collisions,

with themselves or each other.

The “purification” of 53Cr into its stretch state is assumed to be due to spin-

exchange collisions which cause trap loss for all other weak-field-seeking hyperfine

states. Unfortunately, these other states of 53Cr cannot be spectroscopically resolved

while the sample is still warm, and they are lost from the trap by the time we cool to

a temperature where they can be resolved. This prevents us from measuring the rate

coefficient for spin-exchange collisions. However, we are able to put a lower limit on

what the rate must be.

We would expect both 53Cr–53Cr and 53Cr–52Cr collisions to cause spin-exchange
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loss of the |mJ = +3, mI 	= +3/2〉 state of 53Cr.11 Because of the higher density of
52Cr in the trap, we would expect that 53Cr–52Cr would dominate this spin-exchange

loss. If we assume all loss is due to 53Cr–52Cr spin exchange collisions, we find a

lower bound of Γex > 3× 10−13 cm3 s−1. This is consistent with our expectations for

spin-exchange rates, as discussed in Section 2.5.

6.7 Possible physical mechanisms behind Cr–Cr

collisions

While we cannot offer conclusive identification of the origins of chromium’s large and

increasing inelastic collision rate,12 we offer speculation concerning its behavior [246].

Shape resonances

The sharp increase in the inelastic collision rate observed as the atoms are cooled

from ∼ 1 K to ∼ 10 mK could be due to the presence of a shape resonance in a

higher-order partial wave. This is precisely the temperature regime where we would

expect shape resonances to play a large role. The temperature is sufficiently high that

multiple partial waves contribute to atom scattering, and we would expect the thermal

distribution to be on resonance with various quasibound states. But the temperature

is also sufficiently low that an appreciable fraction of the thermal distribution can be

on resonance with such a state. As we cool the distribution, the inelastic collision rate

is likely enhanced as a large fraction of the thermal distribution of atoms come into

resonance with a quasibound state.13 It is also possible that the changes in magnetic

11The helium buffer-gas could conceivably cause 53Cr–He spin-exchange collisions
in which angular momentum was transferred from 53Cr’s electron spin to its nuclear
spin. The expected rate for such processes is unknown. If the disappearance of the
53Cr |mJ = +3, mI 	= +3/2〉 states is due to collisions with helium, the inelastic
collision rate coefficient for this process must be larger than 10−17 cm3 s−1.

12Indeed, with the Cr–Cr molecular potential presently known only very roughly,
it is dubious whether rigorous calculations could be performed.

13As a caveat, preliminary calculations concerning sodium–sodium atomic scatter-
ing (with simplified inelastic collision calculations which neglect hyperfine structure
and include loss contributions only from the spin-spin dipole interaction) showed
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field over this temperature rage contribute to the changes in the inelastic scattering

rate.

Physical process

We believe shape resonances contribute to the increase in the inelastic collision rate,

but they are not sufficient to explain why the initial, high temperature rate is so high.

We discuss the underlying physical mechanism.

Because the trapped 52Cr is fully polarized, loss cannot be due to spin-exchange

collisions. Because the loss rate is proportional to the second power of the chromium

density, the loss cannot be due to three-body collisions, chemical reactions, or collsions

with another species. From this, we conclude that the loss must be due to dipolar

relaxation.

The spin-spin dipolar interaction

As discussed in Section 2.5, the spin-spin dipolar interaction is the “standard” mech-

anism for dipolar relaxation, and produces typical inelastic rates in the range of

10−14 cm3 s−1 to 10−16 cm3 s−1 for 1 µB magnetic moment atoms. The 6 µB mag-

netic moment of chromium is significantly larger, and this plays an important role in

chromium’s inelastic decay.

If we examine the spin-spin interaction Hamiltonian, given by Equation 2.3, we see

that the strength of the interaction (for two identical atoms) scales as the second power

of the atomic dipole moment. From Fermi’s golden rule [85], the inelastic collision rate

of this perturbing Hamiltonian therefore scales as the fourth power of the magnetic

moment.14 Semiclassical calculations of the scattering rate (as described in Reference

[131]) give the same result. Thus, with no other knowledge of the scattering properties

of 52Cr, we would expect its dipolar relaxation rate to be roughly 64 = 1296 times

only modest increases in the elastic collision rate (by a factor of ∼ 5) due to shape
resonances in this energy range. Reductions in the ambient field were predicted to
increase the inelastic rate by a comparable amount. These calculations call into ques-
tion whether shape resonances alone would be sufficient to explain the factor of 100
increase seen in the Cr–Cr inelastic collision rate [247].

14Of course, for any real atom, many additional parameters play an important role
in determining spin-spin dipolar inelastic collision rate [130].
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larger than the rates observed for the weak-field-seeking states of atomic hydrogen

and the alkali atoms. This is consistent with the observed Cr–Cr inelastic scattering

rate.

Second order spin-orbit coupling

As discussed in Section 2.5, spin-orbit coupling can also make significant contributions

to dipolar relaxation. While this coupling is generally expected to be small for light

atoms such as 52Cr, it is possible that the strange molecular potential of 13Σ Cr2

exhibits significant second-order spin-orbit coupling. Additionally, because of the

sensitive dependence of the spin-orbit interaction on the internuclear distance, we

would expect a significant increase in the loss rate at a shape resonance, consistent

with the observed behavior. Unfortunately, without detailed, quantitative knowledge

of Cr–Cr interatomic interactions, it is difficult to judge the likelihood that spin-orbit

coupling plays an important role in chromium’s large loss rates.

6.8 Future prospects

Chromium

Using buffer-gas loading, we have simultaneously magnetically trapped 1012 52Cr

atoms and 1011 53Cr atoms at a temperature of ∼ 700 mK and a density of 1012 cm−3.

We have demonstrated evaporative cooling with these trapped atoms.

Our current efforts to evaporatively cool have been stymied by the poor collisional

cross-sections of chromium over the temperature range of 10 mK to 100 mK. However,

the inelastic rate may be enhanced by shape resonances at elevated collision energies,

and the ratio of the elastic and inelastic cross-sections may improve in the ultracold

limit.15 If that is the case, then chromium would remain a promising candidate for

achieving Bose and Fermi degeneracy.

To achieve this, however, we would need to reach the ultracold regime16 with high

15Unfortunately, we have no means of extrapolating the cold scattering cross-
sections to determine their behavior in the ultracold limit

16Very crudely, we estimate the ultracold threshold is T � 100 µK for atomic
chromium. However, if the large inelastic collision rate is due to a higher-order partial
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density (to provide the elastic collisions necessary to continue evaporative cooling),

and hopefully large number (so that we can create large degenerate Fermi gases).

Our current experimental route is unable to achieve these goals. As we cool below

10 mK, the cloud density becomes so low that the elastic collision rate becomes too

slow (� 0.1 Hz per atom at the peak trap density) to practically evaporatively cool.

The chromium density obtained at these low temperatures cannot be improved

simply by changing the manner in which we implement our evaporative cooling. In

this temperature range, the chromium elastic-to-inelastic collision ratio is too small

to increase the phase-space density through evaporative cooling. Consequently, any

form of evaporative cooling will (at a given temperature) produce equal or inferior

densities than adiabatic expansion.

One promising experimental route is to laser cool chromium inside the magnetic

trap [248]. By laser cooling the Doppler motion of the atoms along one axis, elastic

collisions will provide cooling of our atoms in all three dimensions. It is straight-

forward to laser cool ground state atomic chromium on its 7S3 →7 P4 transition

[249, 250]. While its cycling properties may not be as favorable as the alkali atoms

[251, 252], it should be possible to efficiently laser cool chromium with only modest

losses. Through a combination of laser cooling and adiabatic expansion, it should

be possible to cool the atoms, increase their phase space density, and measure their

collisional properties at lower temperatures. If these properties are favorable, we can

then continue to evaporatively cool towards quantum degeneracy. This plan is an

appealing combination of the large numbers, multiple isotopes, and excellent vacuum

conditions of buffer-gas loading with the efficient cooling properties of laser cooling.

Finally, we note that the ultracold collisional properties of chromium may also be

unfavorable for evaporative cooling. If that is the case, we will be unable to achieve

quantum degeneracy with evaporative cooling.

Other atoms

The problems encountered while evaporatively cooling buffer-gas-loaded chromium

are worrisome not only for the future of atomic chromium, but for other evapora-

tive cooling experiments starting with buffer-gas loading. Little evaporative cooling

has been conducted in this cold-collision, many-partial-wave regime. If the large in-

wave resonance, this resonance may “freeze out” at considerably higher temperatures.
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elastic rate is a symptom of a shape resonance, will similar collisional problems be

encountered with all species in this temperature regime?17

Reference [83] observed buffer-gas-loaded europium magnetically trapped in an

anti-Helmholtz trap at a temperature of ∼ 200 mK. Similar to 52Cr, the observed

Eu–Eu inelastic loss rate coefficient was a large (2.5±1.5)×10−13 cm3 s−1, suggesting

that this may be a general trend.

Nevertheless, we believe that the collisional problems encountered with chromium

will not be universal. Whether the dipolar loss originates in chromium’s large mag-

netic moment or in a large spin-orbit coupling, not all atoms will share these properties

with chromium; there is no reason to expect all species will exhibit similar behavior.

Indeed, preliminary calculations of the evaporative cooling behavior of sodium in this

temperature range indicate that this temperature regime is as favorable, if not more

so, than the ultracold limit [247]. However, given the high dipolar loss observed for

both 7 µB atomic europium and 6 µB atomic chromium, along with the expected

scaling of the spin-spin dipolar interaction (as discussed in Section 6.7) it may be

judicious to avoid atoms with large magnetic moments.

We remain optimistic that, with the right atomic system, quantum degeneracy can

be achieved through buffer-gas loading, magnetic trapping, and evaporative cooling.

17We expect shape resonances to be present for almost all atoms in this temperature
range.
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Spectrum Fitting

The majority of the atomic and molecular data in this thesis are obtained by fitting

the observed spectrum of the atoms (or molecules) in the magnetic trap. To do so,

one must know the structure and natural lifetimes of the atomic and molecular states

and their Zeeman shifts. Unfortunately, even with this information there is no simple

way to analytically convert the observed spectrum directly into the distribution of

atoms within the trap. Instead, we simulate the spectrum of a thermal distribution of

atoms in the trap, and vary the number and temperature until a good fit is obtained.

While this technique cannot be used with distributions of atoms that are far out of

thermal equilibrium, it typically fits our data quite well.

A.1 The two-level atom and inhomogeneous broad-

ening

The underlying physics is straightforward. A two-level atom (in the absence of ex-

ternal fields, with an electric dipole allowed transition and in the limit of weak,

continuous illumination) has a photon scattering cross-section of

σ2−level(ω) = (3/2π)λ2
0 ·

(Γ/2)2

(ω − ω0)2 + (Γ/2)2
(A.1)

near resonance, for photons of the appropriate polarization for driving the transition.

Here, Γ, ω0, and λ0 are the natural linewidth, angular frequency, and wavelength

(λ0 = 2πc/ω0) of the transition, and ω the angular frequency of the scattering photon

[127].

149
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The frequency of the transition (ω0) can be shifted by external fields, the atomic

velocity, or the presence of other atoms. The dominant broadening in our experiments

is due to the Zeeman shifts in the large, inhomogeneous magnetic fields of the trap.

The Zeeman shift arises from the mismatch of the magnetic moments of the ground

(g) and excited (e) states of the atom, and is given by

∆ω0 =
(µe − µg) ·B

�
≡ ∆µ · B

�
(A.2)

Because the Zeeman broadening arises from the magnetic field, which in turn is

determined by the atom’s location in the trap, our Zeeman broadened spectrum serves

as a sensitive probe of the spatial distribution of the atoms. Conversely, because

the additional Doppler broadening is often unresolvable, we have no direct way to

accurately measure the velocity distribution of the atoms in the trap. However,

we would expect the spatial and velocity distributions to typically be in thermal

equilibrium with each other.

To calculate the optical density (OD) experienced by an infinitesimal beam prop-

agating through our trap along ẑ at a distance ρ from the trap center and an angle ϕ,

we simply need to integrate the atom density n times its light-scattering cross-section

over the length of the trap.

OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) =

∫
dz n(z, ρ) · σ(ω,B(z, ρ, ϕ)) (A.3)

For a retroreflected beam, the OD is a factor of 2 larger. However, the real cross-

section σ(ω) differs from the ideal two-level σ due to complications introduced by the

the internal structure of the atom, as discussed in Section A.3.

A.2 The atomic distribution and the probe laser

Atom distribution

The distribution of atoms in the trap is modeled as a Boltzmann distribution trun-

cated in position by the trap edge. The density n is given as a function of the peak

density n0 by n(r) = n0 ·e−µB(r)/kBT . This spatial truncation tends to overestimate the

density of atoms near the trap edge because it includes atoms which lie on untrapped

orbits. In the limit of large η, it should be a very good approximation.
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Probe beam

The probe beam is modeled as a linearly polarized beam with either a uniform,

circular intensity profile (produced in the experiment by passing a large diameter

linearly polarized laser beam through a small, near iris) or the intensity profile of the

central lobe of an Airy function (produced by a distant, small iris, with the outer

lobes blocked by a near iris). We ignore any effects of diffraction from the near iris.

The total power transmitted as a function of frequency (which is what is compared

to the data) is calculated by numerically integrating the transmitted power spectra

of an infinitesimal beam (Equation A.3) over this beam profile. At each position, the

optical density is calculated as a function of frequency. In the case of multiple species

and multiple transitions, the OD’s of each trapped state and possible transition are

computed separately and summed to provide the total OD. The fraction of power

transmitted is simply T (ω, ρ, ϕ) = e−OD(ω,ρ,ϕ), which is then integrated over the beam

profile to obtain the spectrum T (ω).

A.3 Multi-level atoms and polarization effects

For simplicity, we will restrict our initial discussion of “multi-level” atoms to the case

of an atom with two electronic levels but nonzero J .1 Such an atom is no longer a

two-level system due to the presence of multiple mJ sublevels. The additional consid-

erations involved for atoms with hyperfine structure, multiple electronic states, and

molecules (with rotation and vibrational structure) are discussed in Section A.6. The

additional complications posed by these systems are straightforward to incorporate

in a similar manner.

As seen in Equation A.1, a two-level atom always has the same on-resonance

light-scattering cross-section: σ2−level(ω = ω0) = (3/2π)λ2
0 (for photons of the optimal

polarization to drive the transition). This cross-section is independent of the oscillator

strength (feg = (2mω0/�) · |〈g|z|e〉|2) of the transition. The physics behind this, along

with a derivation of Equation A.1, is explained in beautiful and very lengthy detail

in Reference [127]; a crude explanation of the consequences follows.

The Γ terms in the denominator of Equation A.1 arise from the strength of the

decay of the excited state; Γ is the true natural linewidth, determined by the radiative

1This is an excellent approximation for 52Cr.
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decay of e to all possible lower energy levels. However, one of the “Γ” terms in the

numerator of Equation A.1 arises instead from the strength of the exciting g → e

transition; it is the natural linewidth that would result if the only means of decay

was to the original ground state. For the special case of the two-level atom, this term

is equal to Γ. For a real multilevel atom, the term in the numerator is ≤ Γ.

Thus, the light-scattering cross-section of a multi-level atom is reduced by the

presence of additional levels to which the excited atom may decay. Specifically, it is

reduced by the ratio of the actual excited state lifetime to the lifetime it would have

if its only decay mechanism was spontaneous radiative decay to the state from which

it was originally excited.

In the case of atoms with only two electronic levels but multiple mJ states, this

“reduction” of the cross-section is obtained simply from Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

σ = σ2−level · |〈Jg, mJg ; 1, ∆m | Je, mJe〉|2

where ∆m represents the change in atomic angular momentum imparted by the scat-

tered photon. The Clebsch-Gordan values for the chromium transitions we observe

are given in Figure H.1.

Additional complications are introduced by the polarization of the incident pho-

ton. Because the photon carries only one unit (�) of angular momentum, ∆mJ = 0 or

±1 for an allowed transition. There are additional modifications of the cross-section

due to this ∆m consideration, angular momentum conservation, and the polarization

of the incoming photon. In Equation A.1, the polarization of the scattered photon

was chosen to maximize σ. Inside our trap, such “alignment” is generically not the

case. The effects are illustrated in Figure A.1 and discussed below.

The mJ states are eigenstates of the interaction of the magnetic moment with

the external field; mJ value is the projection of angular momentum along the local

field B. The photon angular momentum eigenstates have angular momentum +�

(σ+ light) or −� (σ− light ) along the photon’s direction of propagation. We take the

direction of propagation to be ẑ (which in our experiments is always along the axis

of our magnetic trap) and the angle between ẑ and the local magnetic field to be θ.

The probability that a σ+ photon will have the proper projection along the field

axis to drive a ∆mJ = +1 transition is cos2(θ), but only if the projection of ẑ along

B is positive. If not, the cross-section for driving a ∆mJ = +1 is zero. Similarly, the

probability that a σ+ photon will have the proper projection to drive a ∆mJ = −1
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A CB

Figure A.1: An illustration of the effect of selection rules on the interaction of a
linearly polarized probe laser with atoms in an anti-Helmholtz trap. Shown in figure
A is a plot of the field magnitude (black indicates high field; white indicates zero
field) and field direction (as shown by the arrows). Shown in figure B is a plot of the
“θ” weighting factor for a linearly polarized probe laser (shown in grey) propagating
in the ẑ direction driving a ∆m = 0 transition. Black indicates a weighting factor of
1, while white denotes that the cross-section is zero. Shown in figure C is a plot of
the weighting factor for ∆m = ±1 transitions.
Omitted from B is an additional reduction of the cross-section due to the “φ” weight-
ing factor (discussed in the text).
Omitted from C is the restriction that the σ+ component of the linearly polarized
light will only be able to drive ∆m = +1 (−1) transitions on the lower (upper) half
of the trap, while the σ− component drives ∆m = +1 (−1) transitions only in the
upper (lower) half of the trap. Because of the symmetry of the trapping potential
(ignoring gravity), this introduces no additional calculational complications, as long
as care is taken to not overcount absorption.

transition is also cos2(θ), but only if the projection of ẑ along B is negative. Of course

the same applies, with a sign reversal, to σ− photons.

We probe our atoms with linearly polarized light, which contains both polar-

izations in equal proportion. However, because of the symmetry of the trap, both

circular polarization components have equal opportunity to interact with the atoms

on ±1 transitions. This is depicted graphically in Figure A.1.

The criteria for driving a ∆m = 0 transition is slightly different. The probability

that the photon direction of propagation will have the proper projection along the

field axis is sin2(θ). But there is an additional constraint relating the photon’s po-
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larization to the atomic polarization. If φ is the angle between the linearly polarized

photon’s polarization vector and the magnetic field in the plane perpendicular to ẑ,

the absorption cross-section is modified by an additional factor of cos2(φ), due to the

matrix element coupling |e〉 and |g〉.
We represent (for brevity) the correction factors for multiple levels and for polar-

ization effects as Cm and Cp. Combining the results of Equations A.1, A.2, and A.3,

we find

OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) =
3λ2

0

2π
·Cm ·

∫
dz

Cp(B(z, ρ, ϕ)) · n(z, ρ) · (Γ/2)2

(Γ/2)2 + (ω − ω0 − ∆µ·B(z,ρ)
�

)2
(A.4)

The special case of unpolarized atoms in zero field

We examine light scattering in the limit of a small magnetic field (so that the mJ

levels can be treated as degenerate) and an unpolarized sample (equal populations

in the various ground mJ states). If we assume σ+ light and use ẑ as both our light

propagation and mJ quantization axis (without loss of generality, as our sample is

unpolarized), we have

σunpolarized(ω) =
1

dg

∑
mJg

|〈Jg, mJg ; 1, +1 | Je, mJg + 1〉|2 · σ2−level(ω)

where dg is the degeneracy of the ground state. For an allowed transition (Je = Jg,

Jg + 1, or Jg − 1) this simply reduces to

σunpolarized(ω) =
λ2

0

2π
· de

dg
· (Γ/2)2

(ω − ω0)2 + (Γ/2)2

where de is the degeneracy of the excited state [109].

This is useful (when used in combination with Doppler broadening and other

broadening mechanisms) for calculating the number of atoms produced in the absence

of the magnetic trapping fields.

A.4 Actual implementation

The problem of calculating the spectrum of atoms in the trap simply boils down to

one of bookkeeping: keeping track of the distribution of atoms and atomic states

throughout the trap, the possible transitions and their inhomogeneous broadening
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mechanisms, the probe beam profile and its overlap with the atomic distribution, the

selection rules, et cetera.

The conceptually simplest way to calculate the absorption spectrum (OD(ω)) of

an infinitesimal beam (with specified ρ and ϕ) would be to numerically integrate

Equation A.4 repeatedly at different value of ω. Unfortunately, this method is quite

computationally demanding. Fortunately, it can be simplified because the integra-

tions over the trap for different ω are redundant, as they involve identical fields,

densities, and polarizations; the only difference is in the detuning factor in the de-

nominator.

To simplify the computational process, we first convert our calculation of the OD

from an integral in z to an integral in frequency. We define the “resonant frequency”

ω′ by the equation

ω′ = ω0 +
∆µ · B(z, ρ)

�
(A.5)

With this definition, we find

OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) =

3λ2
0

2π
· Cm ·

∫
dω′

∣∣∣∣dz(ω′)

dω′

∣∣∣∣ · n(z(ω′), ρ) · Cp(B(z(ω′), ρ, ϕ)) · (Γ/2)2

(Γ/2)2 + (ω − ω′)2

Where z is now an explicit function of ω′ as defined by Equation A.5.

To numerically integrate this expression, we convert it into a simple sum over an

array of evenly spaced ω′
i values, with spacing ∆ω:

OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) =

3λ2
0

2π
· Cm ·

∑
i

∆ω ·
∣∣∣∣∣ dz(ω′)

dω′

∣∣∣∣
ω′

i

∣∣∣∣∣ · n(z(ω′
i), ρ) · Cp(B(z(ω′

i), ρ, ϕ)) · (Γ/2)2

(Γ/2)2 + (ω − ω′
i)

2

which is equivalent to

OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) =
∑

i

Z(ω′
i) ·

(Γ/2)2

(Γ/2)2 + (ω − ω′
i)

2
(A.6)

where

Z(ω′) =
3λ2

0

2π
· n(z(ω′

i), ρ) · |z(ω′
i + ∆ω/2) − z(ω′

i − ∆ω/2)| · Cm ·Cp(B(z(ω′
i), ρ, ϕ))

This equation appears more complicated than a simple numerical integration of

Equation A.4. Its advantage lies in the “separation” of the integrand into the term
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(Z(ω′)) which contains the majority of the computational difficulty but is independent

of ω, and a simple Lorentzian. Thus, all calculations concerning atom density and

magnetic fields (for an infinitesimal probe beam) need be computed only once per

spectrum.

It is vital to note that our method of numerical integration will yield accurate

results only if the ∆ω spacing of the sum is smaller than the size scale of variation of

the summand. Hence, we must choose ∆ω � Γ. This is inconvenient when calculating

spectra much broader than the natural linewidth, and further computational speedups

appropriate for such spectra are discussed in Section A.5.

As a side note, we note that because of the symmetry of the trap potential, z(ω′)

is a multiple-valued (two-valued) function. We typically simplify the computation

process by confining z(ω′) to one half of the trap and inserting the appropriate factor

of two. Additionally, when no value of z will satisfy Equation A.5, z(ω′) should return

either 0 or the maximum trap z, as appropriate.

When it is necessary (for the data in this thesis, almost never), we can include

the effects of Doppler broadening by (numerically) performing a convolution integral

of the above OD with a normalized Doppler profile [182].

Integration over the beam profile

To obtain the spectrum for a real, finite size beam, we calculate the OD(ω) of an

infinitesimal beam at a specified ρ and ϕ and convert it from OD(ω) to transmission

coefficient T (ω). We then numerically integrate T (ω, ρ, ϕ) over the two-dimensional

beam profile to find the total transmitted power as a function of frequency.

To speed this computation, we are fortunately able to reduce this two-dimensional

integral to a single, one-dimensional integral. We do not attempt to simplify the

integral over ρ: the density, fields, and field gradients depend on ρ in nontrivial

ways. However, the integration over ϕ can be eliminated. Because of the cylindrical

symmetry of our trap, all parameters except the orientation of the field polarization

in the x-y plane are independent of ϕ. Hence, only Cp can have a ϕ dependence. For

∆m = ±1 transitions, the transmission coefficient is independent of ϕ. For ∆m = 0

transitions, the only consequence is that Cp will have a cos2(ϕ) dependence, which

cleanly factors out of the integral used to compute OD.
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Models of the field and Zeeman shift

At the core of our spectrum computation is the calculation of the Zeeman shift as a

function of position and its inverse z(ω′), as given by Equation A.5. Fortunately, the

Zeeman shifts of the atoms and molecules encountered in this thesis (over the field

ranges used) are predominantly linear, so the constant ∆µ approximation implicit in

Equation A.5 is valid.

Additionally, in the case of large η (η � 7), we find we can accurately model the

field as a linear expansion around the trap center, which can be analytically inverted

to quickly obtain z(ω′). In the case of small η (especially in the case when there is

measurable signal near the trap edge), we must include the real field. We obtain the

magnetic field by linearly interpolating an array of numerically calculated values of

B(z, ρ). We calculate z(ω′) by recursively searching B(z, ρ).

A.5 Additional computational simplifications

Although the continuing and rapid increase in available computational power has

reduced the importance of simplifying our spectrum simulations, when initially fitting

the data we often make additional approximations to decrease the time required.

We often omit the broadening effects of the natural linewidth. This allows us to

calculate the spectrum by a method which has no restriction on the spacing of points

for which the density and fields is calculated.

Working from Equation A.6, if we assume Z(ω′) varies very slowly compared to

the Lorentzian, the Lorentzian will act similarly to a delta function, and we can

approximate the sum2 as

OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) = Z(ω)
∑

i

(Γ/2)2

(Γ/2)2 + (ω′
i)

2

yielding OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) = Z(ω) · (∆ω)−1 · πΓ/2, or, more completely,

OD(ω, ρ, ϕ) =
3λ2

0Γ

4
·n(z(ω), ρ)· |z(ω + ∆ω/2) − z(ω − ∆ω/2)|

∆ω
·Cm ·Cp(B(z(ω), ρ, ϕ))

2Obviously, these calculations should be done with the expression for OD still in
unapproximated integral form. This method used was chosen for notational conve-
nience and leads to an equivalent result.
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where z(ω) is defined to satisfy the usual relationship ω = ω0 + ∆µ·B(z(ω),ρ)
�

.

This approximation has two advantages: there is no restriction on how finely a

grid we must evaluate Z(ω), and there is no numerical integration (or convolution)

required. The disadvantage is obvious: it does not include the broadening effects

of the natural linewidth. However, for the day-to-day fitting of Zeeman broadened

spectra at T � 100 mK, this is usually fine.

A.6 Molecules, hyperfine structure, multiple elec-

tronic levels, and other reductions of σ

As discussed above, the light-scattering cross-section of a multi-level atom or molecule

is reduced by the presence of additional levels to which the excited atom may decay.

For the I = 0, two-electronic-level atom, the only additional levels were the mJ

states, and the modification of the light-scattering physics could be expressed in

terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. For light-scattering by molecules or atoms with

hyperfine structure or multiple electronic levels, the underlying physics is analogous,

but the mathematical factors are less concise, as discussed below.

Hyperfine Structure

For hyperfine structure (I 	= 0), the behavior is straightforward in both the strong-

field and weak-field coupling limits. In the strong-field limit, mJ and mI are good

quantum numbers. Because the matrix element for allowed electronic dipole transi-

tions does not directly couple to I , mI must be unchanged in a transition. With this

additional constraint, Cm, Cp, and the selection rules for mJ remain unchanged from

the I = 0 case.

In the weak-field limit, where F and mF are good quantum numbers, the selection

rules and Cp are changed quite simply: J and mJ are replaced by F and mF . The

modification of Cm is only slightly more complicated: it must account for the reduc-

tion in cross-section due to decay to all other F and mF levels (rather than solely

different m levels, as in the I = 0 case).

In the intermediate field regime, neither mF nor mJ remain good quantum num-

bers and the analysis becomes more complicated. Such calculations were not necessary

in this thesis.
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Other Electronic Levels

The presence of additional electronic levels to which the excited state can decay simply

causes an additional reduction of Cm by the ratio of the decay rate to the observed

state to the total decay rate Γ of the excited state. Cp is unchanged. For the atoms

and molecules discussed in this thesis, the decay of the excited state is dominated by

decay to the ground electronic state, so this correction factor was neglected.

Molecules

Molecules have additional modification of Cm due to the decay of the excited state to

multiple rotational and vibrational states. An introduction to electronic transitions

in molecules can be found in Reference [151]; a more detailed description can be found

in Reference [152].

Vibration

The reduction of Cm due to the presence of other vibrational states is simply the

square of the Franck-Condon coefficient of the transition probed. Somewhat analo-

gous to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, the Franck-Condon coefficient describes the

overlap integral of different vibrational states. For CaH and VO, we were able to

obtain the relevant Frank-Condon coefficients from the literature.

Rotation

In zero field, the modification of Cm due to the presence of the R, P , and Q transitions

can be calculated (for molecules with weak interaction of rotational and electronic

motion) from the Hönl-London formulae [152]. In nonzero field, the Hönl-London

formulae can no longer be applied, as the magnetic field breaks the degeneracy of the

rotational eigenstates. Additionally, a field-induced mixing of different J states can

cause significant modifications of the transition probabilities at high field [253].

In the case of CaH and VO, such corrections to the cross-section were omitted.

This omission would lead to an overestimation of the true cross-section.3 Hence,

3Because of the splitting of the levels by the magnetic field and our spectroscopic
resolution, we excite CaH from a single |J ′′, m′′

J〉 state and to a nondegenerate |J ′, m′
J〉

state, but the excited state can decay to any of multiple rotational states.
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the true numbers in the trap would be larger than those stated. From a simple

examination of the levels to which CaH can decay, the correction factor is estimated

to be � 4.

It is also important to note that because of the symmetry of the states to which

the strong and weak field seekers can be excited (and of the ground states to which

the excited states can decay), this correction factor will be identical for CaH’s |m′′
J =

+1/2〉 and |m′′
J = −1/2〉 states, so that our comparison of their relative populations

is rigorous.

A.7 The problem with ∆m = 0 transitions

It should be noted that ∆m = 0 transitions are typically poor choices for spectroscopic

measurements of the distribution of atoms in the trap. Although certain ∆m = 0

transitions are enticing because they offer smaller magnetic broadening than their

∆m = ±1 counterparts (and therefore, under many conditions, a larger signal), the

complications added by their selection rules often obscure the very information we

are interested in.

The disadvantage of ∆m = 0 transitions arises because the probe beam traverses

the trap over its complete extent in the axial direction, but typically covers only a

small region in the radial direction. Because of the geometry of the trapping fields,

the probe beam can drive ∆m = 0 transitions effectively only over a limited range of

trapping fields, as illustrated in Figure A.1.B. Consequently, the limited distribution

of atoms probed is strongly determined by the beam profile. By comparison (as shown

in Figure A.1.C), probing on a ∆m = 1 transition provides interaction with atoms

over a complete range of trap energies.

For example, consider the ridiculous spectrum seen in our 1998 chromium trapping

paper [254], shown in Figure A.2. This spectrum was taken on a 7S3 →7 P3, ∆m = 0

transition. The double-peaked curve results from the probe beam propagating along

two non-overlapping paths through the cell: one near the trap center, producing the

smaller, less shifted peak, the other further off-center, giving the larger peak to the

left. The shape of this ∆m spectrum is dominated by the specifics of the shape and

location of the probe beam, making it difficult to accurately measure the distribution

of atoms across the trap volume.

As an additional caveat concerning ∆m = 0 transitions, the selection rules give
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Figure A.2: An experimental spectrum of trapped 52Cr, taken on its 7S3 →7 P3,
∆m = 0 transition. The frequency shift is plotted relative to the field-free line; this
transition is shifted towards negative frequencies linearly in the applied field.

rise to an additional insensitivity to atom number. As indicated in Figure A.1, the

∆m = 0 probe beam absorption (at a given Zeeman shift) occurs predominantly in

a “ring”. Consequently, (if we do not use a camera to image the absorption) the

integrated transmission of the entire beam will depend less sensitively on the atom

density. This effect is accentuated if the OD at the ring is high (� 1).



Appendix B

Adiabatic Expansion

Classical statistical mechanics treatment of adiabatic expansion

The entropy of trapped particles is unchanged by the adiabatic expansion of their

trapping potential. To determine the behavior of of trapped particles during adiabatic

expansion, we simply need to calculate the entropy of the system as a function of the

temperature and trap parameters.

From Reference [255] we find the entropy S is given by

S = (〈E〉/T ) + log[(2π�)−s

∫
dp′dq′ e−E(p′,q′)/T ]

where 〈E〉 is the mean energy, and we are working in units such that kB = 1.

If we are in the classical limit (“occupation number” � 1), the first term in the

above expression is a number of order unity and the second term is the logarithm of a

thermodynamically large number. Hence we can drop the first term, leaving us with

S = log[ (2π�)−s

∫
dp′dq′ e−E(p′,q′)/T ]

For a trapped ideal gas in a potential V (x), we have E = p2

2m
+ V (x), giving

S = log[ (2π�)−s(2πmT )3/2

∫ ∞

−∞
d3x e−V (x)/T ] (B.1)

Linear potential (antihelmholtz trap)

With V =
√

(a1x1)2 + (a2x2)2 + (a3x3)2 , Equation B.1 reduces to

S = log[ 8π(2π�)−s(2πm)3/2T 9/2(a1a2a3)
−1 ]
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If the magnetic field is changed proportionally to a current I , the trap depth and the

ai’s will scale linearly with I . So, if the trap potential is modified adiabatically, we

have heating (or cooling) according to:

T ∝ I2/3

Harmonic potential

With V = 1
2
mω2

1x
2
1 + 1

2
mω2

2x
2
2 + 1

2
mω2

3x
2
3 , Equation B.1 becomes

S = log[ (2π�)−s(2πT )3 1

ω1ω2ω3
]

If the trap potential is modified adiabatically, we will have heating (or cooling) ac-

cording to:

T ∝ (ω1ω2ω3)
1/3

As the magnet current I is changed, the magnetic field will linearly with I , but

ω ∝
√

I , so that for adiabatic changes in I ,

T ∝
√

I

Alternative derivation

Alternatively, the same results could be obtained in a simpler manner by requiring

that the peak phase space density D = n·λ3
dB of the trapped ensemble remain constant

as the trap parameters are modified.



Appendix C

Gravity

Although negligible under most conditions described in this thesis, gravity plays an

important role inside traps with small field gradients. In linear potentials such as

the anti-Helmholtz magnetic trap, gravity does not move the trap center, but does

deform the trap potential. Below a certain magnetic field gradient, gravity abruptly

eliminates the trap.

For 52Cr, earth gravity (assumed to be g = 980 cm s−2) provides a linear potential

Ug(z) with gradient dUg/dz = 0.61 mK cm−1. This is equal to the potential gradient

a 6 µB magnetic moment atom (such as 52Cr in its mJ = +3 state) would experience

in a field gradient of 1.5 G cm−1.

The magnetic field gradient along the axis of our magnet is dB/dz = 235 G cm−1 ·
(I/Amps) at the trap center. The nonlinearity in the trap potential is such that

all other locations along the trap axis have smaller field gradients. Consequently,

at magnet currents below 6 mA there is no potential minimum in z: there is no

trap. The effects of gravity on the trap potential are shown in Figure C.1 at various

intermediate magnet currents.
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Figure C.1: The trap potential (along the ẑ axis) experienced by mJ = +3 chromium
at magnet currents of 1000, 100 and 10 mA. At high magnet current (I � 1 A),
gravity has negligible effect on the trap potential. At 100 mA, gravity introduces a
slight asymmetry and a small change in the trap depth along the ẑ axis. At 10 mA,
gravity makes the trap highly asymmetric and reduces its depth (versus the “zero-g”
potential) by a factor of ∼ 4. Although the trap depth can be made arbitrarily low,
there is no potential minimum for the weak-field seeking state at currents below 6
mA (not shown).



Appendix D

Majorana

In the inhomogenous magnetic fields of our trap, weak-field-seeking atoms and molecules

can undergo nonadiabatic spin transitions which cause them to be lost from the trap.

Hight, Robiscoe, and Thorson describe these transitions in “Nonadiabatic spin tran-

sitions in an inhomogeneous magnetic field”:

Consider a neutral atomic particle of fixed spin j moving classically in a
spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field. Since the field seen in the rest
frame of the particle is time varying, transitions can occur among the
magnetic sublevels. Adiabatic passage occurs if the field changes slowly
with respect to the Larmor frequency ω = gjµBH/�: then a system in
state |jm〉 of the initial field evolves into a system in the corresponding
state (|jm〉) of the local field at any later time. If on the other hand
the field changes rapidly compared to ω, “diabatic passage” occurs: a
system in state |jm〉 of the initial field remains in that same (fixed) state,
which is a superposition of many states (|jm′〉) with respect to subsequent
local fields. One then speaks of “nonadiabatic spin flips” or “Majorana
transitions.” For situations intermediate between adiabatic and diabatic
limits, the equations of motion for the system must be solved.

Rather than attempt to accurately calculate the loss rate inside the trap, we omit

all numerical factors from our calculations of Majorana loss and simply determine

how the Majorana loss rate should scale with the trap parameters. We then use this

scaling to obtain trap lifetimes from previously measured experimental lifetimes.

For a particle with a magnetic moment µ and a separation between adjacent

Zeeman levels of ∆µ, the adiabaticity condition is violated if the magnetic field is

changed on a timescale T such that �/T > ∆µ · B.
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Within a quadrupole trap B(r) = B ′ · r. Atoms (which travel a distance r in a

time T = r/v) will therefore change their Zeeman state if they travel inside a radius

rl given by1

�

rl/v
= ∆µ · B ′ · rl

Solving for rl, we find rl =
√

�v
∆µB′ . The rate at which the trapped particles change

their magnetic sublevel is given by the flux of particles into this volume,

dN

dt
= n(rl) · v · r2

l

where N is the total number of particles and n(r) their density. We assume that rl

is small compared to the expanse of the thermal cloud, so that we can replace n(rl)

with n0, the density at the trap center. Hence,

dN

dt
= n0 ·

�v2

∆µB ′

To simplify this expression, we note that v =
√

kT/m, and N = n0 · R3, where

R = kT
µB′ is the spatial extent of the thermal cloud. Consequently,

dN

dt
= N · �

m
(
kT

µB ′ )
−3(

kT

∆µB ′ )

which leads to exponential decay with a time constant of

τ =
m

�

∆µ

µ
R2

Of course, because all numerical factors have been omitted from this calculation, the

above relation is one of proportionality, not equality.

Numerical values

In Reference [92], the authors magnetically trap |F = 1, mF = −1〉 23Na in a magnetic

quadrupole trap. They estimate the Majorana lifetime to be “500d2 (in seconds),

1Here, we assume decoherence of each separate traversal of the trap. This as-
sumption is justified because the different inhomogeneous potentials experienced by
the different Zeeman levels would be expected to give rise to decoherence within a
single traversal of the trap.
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where d is the cloud diameter in mm.” Their unpublished experimental observations

were found to be “in qualitative agreement with this model.” In Reference [87], the

authors magnetically trap |F = 1, mF = −1〉 87Rb atoms in a magnetic quadrupole

trap. They observe “nonadiabatic loss” with an exponential decay constant of τ0 =

αl2, where “l is the half width at half maximum” and “α is 3.7(7) × 104 s/cm2”.

Scaling the latter result for 52Cr trapped in the mJ = +3 state, we have an

expected lifetime of

τ = 7 × 103 s · (HWHM/cm)2

From this, we would expect the effects of Majorana loss in the trap to be small for

all data presented in this thesis. Our experimental observations are consistent with

this expectation.



Appendix E

Elastic Cross-section Measurement

To determine the elastic collision rate coefficient Γel, we use a laser to selectively pump

atoms out of the trap and perturb the atomic distribution from thermal equilibrium.

Typical optical pumping data is shown in Section 6.6. The return of the atomic

distribution to equilibrium is driven by elastic Cr–Cr collisions. By measuring this

re-equilibration timescale, along with the atomic density, we can extract the collision

rate coefficient.

The effects of optical pumping

We optically pump atoms out of the trap using a laser detuned from the atomic

resonance to drive atoms on the magnetically shifted ∆m = −1, 7S3 → 7P2 transition.

Because Zeeman broadening is the dominant broadening mechanism in our trap, this

laser interacts primarily with atoms near a certain magnetic field. The atomic trap

orbits (the atom cloud is collisionally thin) transverse a variety of fields. Atoms

whose orbits intersect the field at which they are on resonance with the pump beam

are preferentially removed from the trap. This is reflected in the spectra following

optical pumping: although the entire absorption spectrum is typically reduced, it is

preferentially smaller near the pumping frequency.

The return to thermal equilibrium

We consider Cr–Cr elastic scattering within the narrow magnetic field region from

which atoms are optically pumped. We label the density in this region n; upon return

to thermal equilibrium, it will have value ne. To model the scattering properties, we
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assume that a single scattering event will remove an atom from this region. Addition-

ally, we assume that all atoms in this region spend all their time in an atom density

n.1 In equilibrium, the rate at which particles are scattered out of the pumping region

is equal to Ne ·ne ·Γel (where N is the number of particles in our region of interest and

Ne its equilibrium value). But in equilibrium, the rate at which particles are scattered

out of a region of phase space equals the rate at which particles are scattered out, so

that

ṅin = −ṅout = n2
e · Γel

If the density in the region of pumping is changed to a nonequilibrium value but the

rest of the distribution remains close to its equilibrium value (an accurate description

of our optical pumping conditions, as shown Figure 6.16), ṅin will be unchanged from

its equilibrium value, but ṅout would be reduced to ṅout = n2 · Γ. Hence,

ṅ = Γel · (n2
e − n2)

and

n(t) = ne · tanh(ne · (Γelt + C))

As seen in Figure 6.17, our data fits this functional form well. Additionally, the

collisional cross-sections obtained in this manner were (within the stated error) in-

dependent of buth the frequency at which the pumping occurred and the atomic

density.

1This is not a particularly good assumption, as the various trap orbits transit a
large range of densities. However, numerical simulations indicate that the relevant
trap orbits (that is, those which intersect the magnetic field regions that we optically
pump atoms from) experience an average density within a factor of two of our simple
model [245]. We include this factor of two systematic uncertainty in our quoted error.
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Wind

If a high density of buffer-gas is present in the cell, atoms will continue to be lost to

evaporation and inelastic collisions, but no evaporative cooling can take place (as the

atom temperature is essentially fixed by the buffer gas). Thus, once the atoms are

thermalized, it is advantageous to remove the buffer-gas quickly.

As the helium buffer-gas is removed from the cell, its flow exerts a force upon

particles in the trap. If the helium density is high and its flow rapid, the resulting force

can cause significant loss from the trap, as seen in the atomic chromium experiments

discussed in Section 6.3. These wind effects place an upper limit on the speed at

which the buffer gas can be removed from the cell. In this Appendix, we estimate the

force of the helium wind on trapped particles, and compare it to the experimental

results observed in Section 6.3.

The relevant parameters to compare are of the helium wind and the force of the

magnetic potential gradient. If the wind force equals or exceeds the force exerted by

the magnetic trap, the “trapped” particles will no longer see any confining potential.

We would expect them to then be lost to the walls on their diffusion timescale or

faster.

The force F on a trapped particle subject to a series of impulses is simply F =

(Average Impulse) · (Rate of Impulses). Working without close regard to numerical

factors, the average net impulse imparted by a helium atom in a collision is mHevDrift,

the helium mass times the helium drift velocity.

The rate at which these impulses occur is roughly nHeσvThermal, where nHe is the

helium density, σ the cross-section for collisions between the helium and the trapped

particle, and vThermal the thermal velocity of the helium (which we assume is much
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greater than any other velocity in the problem, as helium is lighter than the particles

we typically trap). This gives us

F = nHe σ mHe vDrift vThermal

which yields

F ∼ 3 × 10−4 K/cm · ( nHe

cm−3
)(

σ

cm2
)(

vDrift

cm/s
)

√
T

K

using Kelvin as a unit of energy.

Comparison to experiment

Evaluating the above expression for the conditions of the chromium wind loss data

shown in Figure 6.11B, we find F ∼ 0.1 K/cm ·(vDrift

cm/s
), to within an order of magnitude

systematic uncertainty. Estimating a helium drift velocity of 10 cm/s in the cell, we

find Fwind ∼ 1 K/cm. This force is comparable to the 6 K/cm axial (and 3 K/cm

radial) potential gradient experienced by mJ = +3 chromium in the magnetic trap

used. To within the accuracy of these calculations, the loss observed is consistent

with loss due to helium wind.
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Noise

G.1 Shot noise

The only fundamental noise source in our spectroscopic measurements is shot noise.

When performing absorption spectroscopy with a (unsqueezed, coherent state) probe

beam detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT), the pulses produced by the PMT

exhibit Poissonian statistics. If a beam would, on average, produce N photoelectrons

at the photocathode, this number will exhibit fluctuations of approximately
√

N .1

For convenience relating these results to experimental parameters, we will express

our quantities in terms of the PMT output current I . If the average current is I ,

and the photomultiplier tube gain is G (meaning that, on average, one photoelectron

emitted from the photocathode produces G electrons at the anode), then the average

number of photoelectrons N emitted in a time τ is

N ∼ (I/A) · (τ/s)

1.6 × 10−19 ·G

The
√

N fluctuations result in current fluctuations of

INoise ∼
√

N · G · 1.6 × 10−19 A

τ/s

Converting from considerations of a time window τ to the equivalent bandwidth

1All noise calculations in this Appendix are approximate; various small numerical
factors are disregarded and the terms “noise”, “average fluctuations”, and “RMS
fluctuations” are used loosely.
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∆ν ∼ τ−1, we expect current fluctuations of

INoise ∼
√

G · (I/A) · (∆ν/Hz) · 4 × 10−10 A

For the typical parameters from our absorption spectroscopy of chromium, with

G = 106 and a photocurrent of 1 µA (corresponding to a probe power of a few nW),

we would expect the shot noise to give noise on the order of 10 nA in a ∆ν = 1 kHz

bandwidth. This would limit absorption spectroscopy to a sensitivity of 1 part in 100

in a 1 ms measurement.

While the shot noise is reduced by operating at higher probe powers, it is fre-

quently desirable to operate at low beam intensities to avoid perturbing the atoms

during their measurement. Additionally, technical noise sources, as described in Sec-

tion G.4, eventually become the limiting factor in our absorption sensitivity.

G.2 Electrical noise

We measure the photomultiplier current by converting it into a voltage with a resistor.

The thermal noise of the resistor, called Johnson (or Nyquist) noise [15], contributes

to the noise of our measurement. The Johnson voltage noise across a resistor R at

temperature T in a bandwidth ∆ν is

〈V 2〉 = 4RkBT∆ν

At 300 K, we have √
〈V 2〉 = 1.3 × 10−10 V ·

√
(∆ν/Hz) · (R/Ω)

The equivalent current noise is

Irms = 1.3 × 10−10 A ·
√

(∆ν/Hz) ÷ (R/Ω)

For typical values of ∆ν = 1 kHz and R = 10 kΩ, this gives Irms = 0.04 nA.

The small voltage produced by the resistor is amplified by a low-noise volt-

age preamplifier [238]. The voltage input noise of our voltage preamplifier is �
4 nV·

√
∆ν/Hz. For typical values of ∆ν = 1 kHz and R = 10 kΩ, this gives an

equivalent current noise contribution of Irms = 0.01 nA.

For the data presented in this thesis, the Johnson noise and preamplifier noise are

smaller than the shot noise. Hence, no appreciable noise is introduced because we use

a room temperature resistor to convert our current into voltage, and no gains would

be made by operating in a “pulse-counting” mode.
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G.3 Absorption vs. fluorescence spectroscopy

Following the shot noise analysis of Section G.1, if we probe an atomic cloud of

absorption A (and transmission T = 1 − A) with np photons, and have a detector of

quantum efficiency Q, we expect to observe an average of N = T ·Q·np photoelectrons

produced, with fluctuations of
√

N =
√

T · Q · np. We are interested in measuring the

absorption, so our signal is proportional to (1−T ) ·Q ·np, and the noise proportional

to
√

T · Q · np. Hence the shot noise limit for the signal-to-noise of an absorption

measurement is given by
signal

noise
=

√
Q · np ·

A√
T

For fluorescence spectroscopy, we detect scattered photons, so that if we probe

with np photons, we expect to observe on average N = A · Q · C · np photoelectrons,

where C is the capture efficiency of our detector system (the ratio of the number of

photons reaching the photodetector to the number of probe photons absorbed). The

shot noise fluctuations of this value are, of course,
√

N =
√

A · Q · C · np, leading to

a signal-to-noise of our fluorescence detection of

signal

noise
=

√
Q · np ·

√
C · A√

A

Comparing the shot-noise limitations of fluorescence spectroscopy and absorption

spectroscopy, we find that absorption measurements are favored at high optical den-

sities, and fluorescence at low optical densities; the break-even point is

A =
C

1 + C

Absorption spectroscopy provides better signal-to-noise for A > C
1+C

, and fluorescence

gives higher signal-to-noise for A < C
1+C

.

In our experiments, the photon capture efficiency for molecular fluorescence is

small. The photodetector is placed a significant distance from the atoms and molecules,

we detect only those molecule-scattered photons which are frequency shifted, and the

transmission of the color-discrimination filters further reduces the collection efficiency.

We estimate that typical values of the capture efficiency are C ∼ 10−4.

Consequently, absorption spectroscopy is superior for the high optical densities

encountered with atomic chromium spectroscopy, while fluorescence is superior for

the low optical densities of our Zeeman-broadened CaH spectra (see Figure 3.13) and

long-time observations of VO.
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G.4 Technical noise

Absorption

For low probe beam powers, such as those typically used in the chromium experiments,

we have an absorption noise level approaching the shot noise limit. At higher beam

powers, as the shot noise becomes lower, technical problems dominate. Common

technical problems are listed below.

Power fluctuations in the probe beam give rise to erroneous absorption signal.

By intensity stabilizing the probe beam intensity and monitoring the reference beam

power, the influence of these power fluctuations can be greatly reduced.

Beam pointing instabilities cause additional fluctuations in the probe power level

which also mask the absorption signal. The cell top mirror is most frequent and

egregious cause of beam pointing problems (due to vibrations in the dilution refrig-

erator). By mechanically anchoring the cell to the IVC, these pointing problems can

be reduced.

Fabry-Perot etalon effects in the probe beam cause the probe beam power to

fluctuate as a function of frequency. This frequency-dependent transmission, when

combined with long-term laser frequency drift, gives rises to changes in transmission

which obscure small absorption signals.

The aforementioned noise sources cause error in our measurements, and can limit

the lowest optical densities which can be observed. Additional errors are introduced

into our measurements by errant scattered probe light falling on our detectors. Such

scattered light limits the accuracy of our measurements primarily at high OD; not

much of our data is taken under such conditions.

Fluorescence

Additional noise contributions to our fluorescence measurements arise from photocur-

rent induced by sources other than the fluorescing atoms. Although the overall level

of such errant signal can be subtracted out from our measurements, the shot noise

associated with it cannot.

The simplest example of this is the detector dark current: the photocurrent that

flows in the absence of incident light. The dark current can be reduced by cooling our

photomultiplier tube (this was not done in the experiments in this thesis). Another
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significant source of erroneous photocurrent is the ambient light in the room. This

is reduced by shielding the PMT, reducing the room lights to low levels, and by

placing narrow-band color filters over the PMT faces. Typically, the most problematic

source of errant signal and shot noise is “false fluorescence”: probe light scattered by

the apparatus. A significant reduction in such scattered light is obtained by using

color filters to block elastically scattered light and pass the red-shifted molecular

fluorescence.2

At low optical densities, the shot noise from these sources provides the limiting

noise floor for fluorescence detection.

2Because chromium is quite inefficient at emitting frequency-shifted light, the copi-
ous apparatus-scattered light precludes the efficient use of fluorescence spectroscopy.
Fortunately, the high chromium optical density naturally favors absorption spec-
troscopy.
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Cr Information

Chromium is found in four naturally occurring isotopes, listed in Table H.1. Three

of these are zero-nuclear spin Bosons, and the fourth is a Fermion with I = 3/2. The

Fermion is spectroscopically distinguishable from the Boson isotopes predominantly

through its hyperfine structure. The Boson isotopes can be differentiated spectro-

scopically by their isotopic shifts, listed in Table H.2. Unfortunately, the 54Cr isotope

shift is too small for us to resolve it from the 52Cr peak.

A Natural abundance Nuclear Spin I Neutral atom symmetry
50 4.35 % 0 Boson
52 83.79 % 0 Boson
53 9.50 % 3/2 Fermion
54 2.36 % 0 Boson

Table H.1: The stable isotopes of atomic chromium (Z=24) [155].

A Transition ∆ν [10−3 cm−1] ∆ν [GHz]
7S3–

7P4 −4.4 ± 0.2 −0.132 ± 0.006
50 7S3–

7P3 −4.0 ± 0.1 −0.120 ± 0.003
7S3–

7P2 −3.6 ± 0.3 −0.108 ± 0.009
7S3–

7P4 −0.0 ± 0.2 −0.000 ± 0.006
54 7S3–

7P3 −0.5 ± 0.2 −0.015 ± 0.006
7S3–

7P2 −0.7 ± 0.2 −0.021 ± 0.006

Table H.2: The isotopic shifts of the Boson chromium isotopes relative to 52Cr [256].
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Our spectroscopic detection of chromium is done via excitation from its electronic

ground state, a 7S3 state with shell structure 1s22s22p63s23p63d54s. This state is

mysteriously labeled “a”, and referred to as the a 7S3 state of chromium [257]. We

excite chromium to the 7P state with orbital structure 1s22s22p63s23p63d54p ,which

is designated “z 7P”. Of course, L and S couple via the fine structure, giving eigen-

states with J = 2, 3, and 4. The energy levels of these states, along with their

radiative lifetimes, are given in Table H.3. It should be noted that the fine structure

energy splittings are extremely large compared to the interaction of the atom with

the magnetic field; consequently J is always a good quantum number.

State Energy [cm−1] Lifetime [ns]
7P4 23498.84 31.4 ± 0.2
7P3 23386.35 32.1 ± 0.2
7P2 23305.01 33.0 ± 0.2

Table H.3: The energies and natural lifetimes of the excited states of chromium used
for spectroscopy in this thesis [257, 258].

Various hyperfine coupling constants of 53Cr are given in Table H.4. These are

important for computing the hyperfine structure of 53Cr (see Appendix I) and inter-

preting 53Cr spectra.

State A (MHz) B (MHz)
7S3 −83.5985 ± 0.0015 0
7P4 −11.8 ± 0.4 −0.6 ± 0.6
7P3 −1.5 ± 2.0 −2.0
7P2 26.6 ± 0.8 2.7 ± 3.0

Table H.4: The A and B hyperfine structure coupling constants of 53Cr [258].

A complete list of the known chromium energy levels from the ground state

through the 7P state, along with their respective gJ values, is given in Table H.5.

The calculated values of gJ are computed from the usual formula

gJ = 1 +
1.0023(J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) − L(L + 1))

2J(J + 1)

Of note in Table H.5 are the multitude of metastable states between the 7S3 ground

state and the 7P states to which we excite. Radiative decay from the 7P excited states
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is dominated by decay to the ground state, as all other transitions are “forbidden”

transitions. The decay of the 7P4 state to a metastable state is dominated by its decay

to the 5D4 and 5D3 states, which occur at rates of (127 ± 14) s−1 and (42 ± 6) s−1,

respectively. The 5D state is extremely long lived, with a natural radiative lifetime

≥ 50 s [251, 252].

e− Config. Level J Level [cm−1] Observed gJ Calculated gJ

3d54p z 7P 4 23498.84 1.752 1.7517
3d54p z 7P 3 23386.35 1.92 1.9188
3d54p z 7P 2 23305.01 2.334 2.3364

3d44s2 a 3P 2 24093.16
3d44s2 a 3P 1 23512.00
3d44s2 a 3P 0 23163.27

3d54s a 5P 1 21856.94 2.5
3d54s a 5P 2 21847.88 1.847
3d54s a 5P 3 21840.84 1.60

3d54s a 5G 6 20519.60 1.33
3d54s a 5G 5 20523.94 1.25
3d54s a 5G 4 20523.69 1.13
3d54s a 5G 3 20520.92 0.93
3d54s a 5G 2 20517.40 0.37

3d44s2 a 5D 4 8307.57 1.497
3d44s2 a 5D 3 8095.21 1.501
3d44s2 a 5D 2 7927.47 1.496
3d44s2 a 5D 1 7810.82 1.501
3d44s2 a 5D 0 7750.78 0.000

3d54s a 5S 2 7593.16 2.006

3d54s a 7S 3 0.00 2.007 2.0023

Table H.5: A list of the known energy levels of Cr, up to the z7P state [257].

Additionally, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the allowed transitions between

chromium’s ground state and its 7P levels are shown in Figure H.1. These are im-
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portant for understanding spectra inside our trap, as discussed in Section A.3.
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Figure H.1: The squares of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for single photon electric-
dipole transitions from the 7S3 state to the 7P states. Generated from Mathemat-
ica’s ClebschGordan function [109], the numbers joining the mJ states are simply
|〈Jg, mJg ; 1, ∆m | Je, mJe〉|2.
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53Cr Hyperfine Structure

Calculating the Zeeman eigenstates of 53Cr is a straightforward exercise in matrix

diagonalization. The treatment is identical to the standard textbook quantum me-

chanical calculation of hydrogen’s Zeeman structure [85]. The only additional com-

plication arises from the bookkeeping involved because of the large number of energy

levels.

In the magnetic fields of our trap, I and J are good quantum numbers of 53Cr,

with J = 3 and I = 3/2. We concern ourselves primarily with the ground state

of 53Cr. The ground state is of primary importance because it is the state we trap.

Additionally, because its hyperfine structure is much larger than that of the 7P excited

state (see Table H.4) chromium’s hyperfine spectroscopic properties are dominated

by the ground state.

Hamiltonian

53Cr’s ground state hyperfine structure is dominated by the magnetic dipole hyperfine

Hamiltonian

HHyp = C · I · J = (C/2)[F2 − J2 − I2]

In the limit that I and J are good quantum numbers, this reduces to

HHyp = (C/2)[F2 − �
2J(J + 1) − �

2I(I + 1)]

The Zeeman Hamiltonian is

HZ = B((gJµB/�)mJ + (gpµn/�)mI)

182
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For simplicity, we neglect the direct interaction of the nuclear moment with the ex-

ternally applied field (as gpµn � gJµB), so that our combined Zeeman hyperfine

Hamiltonian is

H = B · (gJµB/�)mJ + (C/2)[F2 − �
2J(J + 1) − �

2I(I + 1)]

Applying the mJ and F2 operators to the |mJ , mI〉 basis set, we find

mJ|mJ , mI〉 = �mJ |mJ , mI〉

and

F2|mJ , mI〉 =
∑
F,mF

F2|F, mF 〉〈F, mF |mJ , mI〉

=
∑
F,mF

�
2F (F + 1)|F, mF 〉〈F, mF |mJ , mI〉

Hence, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the |mJ , mI〉 basis are:

〈m′
J , m′

I|H|mJ , mI〉 = (B · gJµBmJ − (C�
2/2)[I(I + 1) + J(J + 1)]) δmJ m′

J
δmIm′

I

+(C�
2/2)

∑
F,mF

F (F + 1)〈m′
J , m′

I |F, mF〉〈F, mF |mJ , mI〉

Equivalently, when expressed in the |F, mF〉 basis the Hamiltonian reads:

〈F ′, m′
F |H|F, mF〉 = B · gJµB

∑
mI ,mJ

mJ〈F ′, m′
F |mJ , mI〉〈mJ , mI |F, mF〉

+(C�
2/2)[F (F + 1) − I(I + 1) − J(J + 1)] δFF ′δmF m′

F

The hyperfine constants of 53Cr (along with gJ and other chromium information)

can be found in Appendix H. The constant C used in the above calculations is equal

to A/�
2 [259].

High Field Limit

In the high-field limit, the eigenstates are the |mJ , mI〉 states. The high-field eigen-

values (to first order) are the diagonal matrix elements of H in the |mJ , mI〉 basis.

E � B · gJµBmJ − (C�
2/2)

[
I(I + 1) + J(J + 1) +

∑
F,mF

F (F + 1) |〈mJ , mI|F, mF 〉|2
]

which is equal to

E � B · gJµBmJ + C�
2mI · mJ
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Low Field Limit

In the low-field limit, the eigenvectors are the |F, mF〉 states, with eigenenergies

E � (C�
2/2)[F (F +1)− J(J +1)− I(I +1)] +B ·mFµB

∑
mI ,mJ

mJ |〈F ′, m′
F |mJ , mI〉|2

which is equal to

E � (C�
2/2)[F (F + 1) − J(J + 1) − I(I + 1)] + B · mFgF µB

where

gF = gJ · F (F + 1) + J(J + 1) − I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)

Arbitrary Field

The eigenenergies at arbitary field are simply the eigenvalues of the matrix repre-

sentation of the Hamiltonian. Although Mathematica [109] can find the analytical

eigenvalues of our 28-by-28 matrix Hamiltonian, they are too verbose to reprint in

functional form here. The eigenenergies are plotted in Figure I.1.

The Mathematica input to produce the chromium |mI, mJ〉 basis set, calculate

the explicit matrix form of the Hamiltonian, and evaluate its eigenvalues follows:

JJ = 3;

II = 3/2;

A = 0.0835985;

gj = 2.007;

defines J , I , the hyperfine A coefficient in GHz, and the gJ factor of chromium.

nJ = 2*JJ + 1;

nI = 2*II + 1;

n = nI*nJ;

Delta[a_, b_] := If[a == b, 1, 0];

sets up some useful definitions, then

x = Table[{Quotient[i, nI] - JJ, Mod[i, nI] - II}, {i, 0, n - 1}];

generates the |mJ , mI〉 basis. To calculate the Hamiltonian in this basis,
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Figure I.1: 53Cr ground state Zeeman structure.

ha = Table[(B*gj*14.0*x[[i, 1]] - (A/2)*(JJ*(JJ + 1) + II*(II + 1)))

*Delta[x[[i, 1]], x[[j, 1]]]*Delta[x[[i, 2]],x[[j, 2]]],

{i, n}, {j, n}];

F[mjp_, mip_, mj_, mi_, f_, mf_] :=

(A/2)* f*(f + 1)*

ClebschGordan[{JJ, mjp}, {II, mip}, {f, mf}]*

ClebschGordan[{JJ, mj}, {II, mi}, {f, mf}];
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SSF[mjp_, mip_, mj_, mi_] :=

Sum[Sum[F[mjp, mip, mj, mi, f, mf], {mf, -f, f}],

{f, Abs[JJ - II], Abs[JJ + II]}]

hb = Table[SSF[x[[i, 1]], x[[i, 2]], x[[j, 1]], x[[j, 2]]],

{i, n}, {j, n}] ;

h = ha + hb;

calculates the Hamiltonian (in GHz) as a function of magnetic field B (in Tesla).

e = Eigenvalues[h];

Plot[Evaluate[e], {B, 0, 0.04}, AxesLabel -> {B[Tesla], "E" [GHz]}]

finds the eigenvalues and plots them.

To obtain the frequency shift of the transition as a function of the field for tran-

sitions from the ground state to the z 7P3 excited state, we ignore the hyperfine

structure of the upper state, (its hyperfine coefficients are small compared to both

the natural linewidth and the hyperfine coefficients of the ground state). The fre-

quency shifts of various transitions can then be easily obtained by subtracting the

relevant e eigenenergy from the excited state energy level shift.

The allowed transitions to the 7P3 excited state from the four eigenstates which

correspond to mJ = +3 states in the strong-field limit are shown in Figure I.2. From

this, we identify the hyperfine states of 53Cr in Figure 6.8.
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Symbol Definitions

A Absorption coefficient; A = 1 − T
B Magnetic field
B Mangetic field magnitude
D Diffusion constant
D Phase-space density
e Denotes the excited state of a transition
E Energy
F Total angular momentum operator: F = J + I
F Total angular momentum quantum number
g g-factor, relates angular momentum to its magnetic moment
g Denotes the ground state of a transition
� Planck’s constant
I Nuclear spin operator
I Nuclear spin quantum number
J Total non-nuclear angular momentum (L + S for atoms, L + S + N

for molecules) operator
J Total non-nuclear angular momentum quantum number
k Wavevector magnitude
kB Boltzman’s constant
l Orbital angular moment quantum number of two colliding atoms
L Electron orbital angular momentum operator
L Electron orbital angular momentum quantum number

mF The projection of the total angular momentum F along an axis,
typically along the magnetic field axis

mI The projection of the nuclear angular momentum I along an axis,
typically along the magnetic field axis

mJ The projection of the angular momentum J along an axis, typically
along the magnetic field axis
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n Density
np Peak density in the trap
n0 Density at t = 0
N Number (total number of atoms or molecules)
N Rotational quantum number

OD Optical Density. T ≡ e−OD. Note that this is the standard “atomic
physics” definition, which differs from the usual “optics” definition:
T = 10−OD.

r Position
S Electron spin operator
S Electron spin
t Time
T Temperature
T Transmission coefficient. The fraction of power transmitted
U Potential energy
V Potential energy
ẑ The direction along the axis of the anti-Helmholtz trap, the bore of

our magnet, and the propagation axis of our probe beam
z Axial position (cylindrical coordinates)

′ Molecular notation, indicates the upper state of a transition
′′ Molecular notation, indicates the lower state of a transition

Γ Loss rate coefficient; various uses, as specified by subscript
Γ Natural lifetime of an excited atomic state

∆m The change in angular momentum projection in a transition
∆µ The change in the magnetic moment projection along the field in a

transition
η The ratio of the trap depth (the minimum amount of energy required

to escape the trap) to kBT .
θ The angle between the field direction and ẑ
λ Wavelength, typically of a photon
µ Reduced mass
µ Magnetic moment
µ Magnetic moment projection along the field
µB Bohr magneton
ν Vibrational quantum number
ρ Radial position (cylindrical coordinates)
σ Cross-section
τ Trap lifetime for exponential decay; N(t) ∝ e−t/τ

τ0 Diffusion lifetime in the cell the absence of a magnetic trap.
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φ Angle between a photon’s linear polarization vector and the projec-
tion of B in the plane perpendicular to z

ϕ Angular position (cylindrical coordinates)
ω Angular frequency, typically of a photon
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